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ALMOST ?&VERY

man who has been
involved in war, h&ever he may assert
a preference for peace, Water a recurrent. and tempting nostalgia for the
unique emotions of (he battlefield for the habit-fom@ chemistry of
danger, the heady moments of achtevement, and the warming freemasonary
o f commdeship. F o r tbb onitmacy
aoldler war in retrospect soo* takes on
hay outltnes of a dream and loses immediate starlrness of a ntgbtmare; not
only is it the most momentous period
of tliose involved in it, but it is usually
the only period when the ever-nagging
worries of everydap life have been
erased by the Irreststtble sweep of vast
events in evolution. Perhaps ex-soldiers
should avoid reminders of war as
stringently as alcoholics avoid reminders of drink &d its heady immediate pleasums.
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Val ClWy

The seductive power of battles rec&d ts dearly demonstrated by the
_ _-_ -__
large and steady sales of books abobt
war, whether presented in fiction oi.’
fantasy or fact. lo an era where any
war may prove to be our fmal war,
when it becomes harder and harder to ’
justify the use of armed force on any
political pretext (as the Vietnam adventore showed), books that try to
glorify war begin to look like martial
pornography. Of these TO book& it is
ironic that the one seemingly so innocent in intent, a record of outstanding bravery, might be most SW
pect of that insidious effect.
Vclliant Men is a simple ilb&ated
record of those Canadians and those
soldiers associated with the Canadian
force-s. who have been awarded the
Victoria Cmos (end. in more recent
times, the George Cmss). The bluff
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snd stylized eyewitness accounts of
how eech VC WBP won tend at beat to
amuse only admiration. It is only on
reflection, when one wonders if the
military end of such-and-such an act of
hemism (often involving the death or
disablement of the hero) justified the
deed, that one feels moved by compassloon. There are few men, however,
who could read of such acts of valor
without feeling some spontaneous
surge of envy. And it is that feeling,
however momentary and slight. that
has drawn many men into war
thmogbout history, and that might
still do so. We can only hope that, ln
fact of The Bomb, the reasons against
war are too powerful to be ignored in
the itch for glory. Perhaps from now
on those who win the George Cross,
for risking everythIng to save rather
then end other lives,wlIl begin to take
a proper precedence. With all that said,
it must be admitted that OUT Valiant
Afen couldn’t have had a more
hsndsome memo+ in print.
Nit In l&z, for ell its dubious
hackaejred title and for all that it portrays war mare graphIcaIly t h a n
Vdifmt Men, seems less likely to
seduce wltb dreams of glory. It is Ken
Bell’s second then-and-now album, ln
‘which he counterpoints pictures he
took es a war photographer with the
Canadian Army. during its agonized
struggle fmm the beaches of Normandy to the North German plains, with
pictures he collected ln a more recent
peacetime journey over the same
ground. The contrast of the pictures;
o:ten with his lens fm exactly the
same location, Is suitably heighWed
by the fact that the wartime pictures
were all in black-and-white while the
peacetbne pictures are made more
idyllic by colour. Like sll good photgraphs (and many of the wartime &es
must be already be imprinted in the
memories of Canadiatis who saw them’
in newspapers during the Ws), these
speak for themselves: theii message is
that war, however much it may inspire
some tidividuals and for whatever
cause, is ultimately brutish and demeanlag and destructive. It is a pity,
that the editors did not fully appreciate
the impact of Ken Bell’s contrastlng
pictures; the task they assigned to
Klldare Dobbs, of providll explanatory captions, exhausts even his vast

range of literary ingenuity. His
captions become irritatingly superfluous as the book progresses, and
while occasionally he manages to emphaslae the pathos of war, he more
often is forced into bathos.
CP. Stacey’s recapihdations of the
battlps covered by Bell’s camera are,
?n>?n~ handmd~stt~~
factual and dram&tic, and managing
for alI theh brevity toxqgest that the
comae of battles is go&mea less by
the logic of clrcmnstances than by the
clashing egos of the brassbats involved.
Generals do not often die at dawn, but
when they have a bad night, many. of
their me* may. l3
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Shame fwone’s self ;.
1 hate my rts.
WE CANNOT pass literary judgment
on the above poem. Unlike Sylvia
Plath, by comparison, whose poetry
was consciously created and conceived as an imaginative work of art,
to be published: and read objectively - skillful wrltlng that drew upon
her own tortured sensibility empa+
sloned and driven by those fears and
anxieties that would eventually end in
her. suicide - the poem written by
“Jane Loring” (not her real name) was
written while in a mental hstitution.
Not as therapy, buf as an unconscious
(literally) expression of what Dr.
Solursh diagnosed as a 3Ih.sociative
personality’

As Mr. Kata describes this bii
aitUatiolX
Most mornings. when shl awoke. she

wawrprixd to fmdher be&Me table
covered with .?ket&e.9, poems. and
letters that smneone had drawn 01
wrItten durinS the ni&L She still had

dilliculty accepting the incrcdtble
fact that the kmleone was she, Jane
LoI&
Jane Lorlng was suffering from an
extraordinary and rare mental illness
that fragmented her personsllty into
three separate and .distlnct pwsclnoe.
each with its own n-e and role.
“Teddy-theQbserver”, who .is benevolent and protective toward ‘lane”,
who ls the dominant, external personality, and who is the object of contempt to be punished by “‘Meg”, a
ho8tlIe and destructive agent of Jane’s
deeply repressed sense of gullt. In e
1
note written by “Meg”:
She must suffer for all the hurts the people - the aaim&. She must
~Ner becaure life has been Y) easy.
She must lean the meaninS of pain,
both mental and pbyskdl- sha must
kam fear. Most of 311 she must suffer
for hez gra@notbers.

The relationship between each of
these incubi is .set forth by Katz in a
matter-of-fact way that judiciously
avoids the temptation of journalistic
histrionics or noisy exclamation
marksz
hieg. or Ted$y would usually
appear when Jane was alone, day-

i

dn3mblg. They would take oyer fox
varying periods - oftei~ for ten to
fifteen minutea, but sometimes for
,.i-_
seven1 hours. Teddy was avase of
-.
both Jane and Meg. and tried to prcteet Jane from the latter. L&wise.
M?S was aware of both Jane and _ ,/...
Teddy. She con<itently attempted to .thwart Teddy’s efforts to help Jane.
Jane was i n t h e least enviabte
position. for she Uvxd in ipnorauce of
the two &has who dwelt in h e r
body.

’

How Dr. Solursh successfully treated Jane, the history of her therapy.
the yse of hypnosis to forge the
necessary reintegration of her personality - that is the substance of Mr.
Katz% book, which he has assembled
from interviews with all of the participants, and the invaluable iapes and
f@e records kept by Dr. Solursh. while
t h e b o o k _ reads like a tlghtlyconstructed novel, it never volgarlzes
its subject, nor does it neglelt the
technical and medical aspects that lead
to her effective “cure.” 0
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IN VIEW

Of the StresS that critics in Wilderness; Wilderness and Selfrecent years - led by Northrop Frye Discovery; Man in Accord with
have laid on the role of the wildemcss
Nature; Wildern.5~ as ColtumI Inin shaping the Canadian li&raly co”- fluence; and Wilderness Lost
scIousnepc, it is surprising that so few
It is a plan tlex$le enoogb to inbooks - either studies or antholo&s
clude most of the relevant writers, and
- have appeared in this f=ld. Three I fmd the selection particolarly pleasyears .ago, in memory of Blair Fraser, ing because the editon have not m.
Clarke Irwin published a handsome
plied entirely on the old standbys collection of essay* on the theme,
Grey Owl and Thompson Seton am
edited by Borden Spears end entided
deliberately omitted - and have inWilderness C&da. Them is a cluded some of mom intefe&g
contimdty between that-and the pre- younger writers, notably Dale Zierotb,
sent book, Marked by the ‘Wild. Bruce
Ken Belfotd and Si-d Me.
Littlejohn, who did a splendid job of
Persona&, though I gather the
selecting the photographs for the fnst
editors have made the omission de
book, now apbears, with Jon Pearce,. llberately a@ doubtlear with good maaa editor of the’ second.
sons of their own, I am disappointed
Marked by the Wikiis an anthology
not to f4 one of Grove’s fme narra
-nearly 300 page0 long - of Canadian tlves of Prairie journeying. Mom
prose and verse that is, lo tha words of
~~of~e~;~;“&
the editors, “shaped by the Canadian
wilderness...“› I gather it was intended
there is nothing by Samuel Heame. b;
origbmlly as a text for class work, and David Thompson, by @xander Mao
in this mla I believe it would have
ken& sll higldy eligible not only as
notable uses - not least to introduce
shapers of OUT view of the wilderness
Canadian writing to a variety of stubut also as writers. Surp&ingly, toq
dents who may finds its appea
apart from expected f&ments from
strengthened by this sort of oblique Pierre Berton and Farley Mowat and a
approach.
good poem by Al Pordy, there is little
However, the publishers appear to ontbefarN&th.Iwoold...Botnow
have recognized that such a collectIon
I’m begbming. to describe my own
may also have a strong general appeal. wilderness anthology, which shows
And so,.Mnrked by tha Wild has been
that Markad by the Witi is B pwocamoved on to the trade list. I racoti- tive election and hence in its own
mend it, partly because there is terms a good one. It might well be the
nothing else reaUy fulfilling the ,3ame
springboard for some., lnterestIng
function, but just as much because it is
studies of wllderncsa writll. 0
a well&ected and well+xmoged book
that proves effectively the point of the
wlldemes$ being central to our literatore. The eight categories give a good
idea of the scope the authors have
attempted and the philosophy that has
guided them: The Non-Iiumrm World,
The Ambivalent Wilderness; .Tbe
Wilderness as Adversary; The Benign
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THROUGH THE
.LOOKING GLASS
THE ANTIPHONARV
HUEERTAQULN(~nsla~byA~~OWNJ;
Anonsi; dark $7.95;~60~s
revimrd by Beverley Smith
TOREADERS familiar with Hubert
Aquin’s earler novels (Prochain
Episode or !llutou de Nkmotre), and
their obsession with intrigue, psychic
disorders, sexual violence and complications of plot tbat would daunt the
mti determined of mystery readers,
the Antiphonmy is no disappointment.
Its richness of language, admirably
rendered into Rnglish by Alan Brown’s
translation, combines learned references’to 16th-century medical texts,
excerpts from the Song of .Songs,
quotes from ancient treatises on the
Art of Dlscourss and smatterings of
Latin and the latest slang, juxtaposed,
to create what is truly a mmterpieoe of
prose-w&g io the best convoluted,
rhapsodic Aquin style.
Aquin’s heroine, (@istine, relates
her adventures as she travels along the
sun-drenched Callfomla coast ln the
company of her husband, Jean-William
who is subject to violent epileptic
selaores.
Following a savage physical attack
by him, at the height of his “unfinished 9th” and most violent epllep
tic fit, the badly-beaten Chr&tIne seeks
medieal akl, by night, in a Santa Barbara drugstore, only to be dosed into
passivity and raped by the drugstore’s
owner, who takes her for an addict.
But this is only a mild introduction
for what is yet to come: Jean-\Vllliam’s
cold-blooded gunning-down of the
druggist (the full horror of which the
escaping ChrlstIng witnesses), is
followed by Christine’s lllght to Montreal to the arms of her lover, Robert
and he lo tom is shot by the jealous
hand of a somewhat recovered JeanWllllam, who also threatens Robert’s
a-wife, Suzanne.
Aquin. however, is not one for
simplicity. Waltlng for Robert to
emerge fmm the coma which results

from J-Ws attack, Christine (now
.pregnant by the dmggist) ls raped by a
Dr. Franc&, who had offered it to
her lo hls office as respite from her
grim ordeal at the hospital. Chrlstlne’s
and Jean-William’s eventual but
separate suicides sre ftiy related to
us in a post-fact by Rbbert’s Sumone,
who then reveals herself to be the
lover of Dr. Franconi (alias Albert).
But in a typically Aqolnesque about-.
tom, Sum+ is stuck at her moment
of seeming triumph wltb a crippled
husband whom she refuses to ‘take
back, and the suicide of h&r lover Dr.
Franconl.
This plot, which in itselfmight eonfuse the reader is, however, oniy part
of what the Antiphonmy is all about.
For it serves as the back&op against
which is played out the counterplot the life-story of one Jules C&I Beausang a 16th-century medical practitioner an& scholar, and the subject of. a
thesis Christine has been str@lng to
complete.
Reaosang’s story, revealed to us by
Chrlstlne, has been pieced together by
his double, a printer named Chigl, who
in copying the doctor’s manuscript
and memoirs, intersperses fragments of
Lls own life with that of the author evti to tha details of their mutusl
syphllltlc deaths.
This mlrmr d&ice, used .with great
fondness by ‘Aq”in ln this and his pre
v-loos’ novels, provides the reader wlth
a multi-layered fabric to unravel.
Christine, caught up in the fascinating story of Bcausang, eventually t&es
on the. character of Chlg-Beausmg’s
whoring sife, Antonella. thou c o n forming to the veIy image her so+
piclous hubs+. Jean-Wlllism, has of
her.
Just as Christine is raped by Dr.
Franconi (a doubling of the rape by

the druggist), so, too,

is ml hlla”

peasant-woman, Renata;. snmggling
Beausang’s maoutipt across the Swiss
border, @ated by’bookshop owner,
Zlmara, to whom she dellvcrs it.
In another instance. tbls doubling
effect is repeated when an earlier tip
to Callfomia by Suzanne and Fraoconl
wnfomls almost exactly to the’later
trip by Christine and her husband;
The ii&ror technique ls used quite
litemIly in the novel by Chigl who uses
a mirror in setting down B&sang’s
adventures to prevent his manuscript
from being deciphered by the police ln
Geneva. where arrests arc ao everyday
0eeUrMl.X.
The narrative techolque employed
by Aquln in the Antiphonmy is
extremely involved and complex. The
two plots, Which begin by alternating
ChrlstIne’s adventures and Beausang’s
life-story, become mom blurred and
fragmented and superimpose themselves on one another. as the
“hemlne’s” vidon and state of mind
lose coherence.
At one point, Christine begs the
reader to forgive her for lntroduciag
secondary and tertiary narration into
the story, with ironic asides by Aqoin
on the technique of narration. and a
deprecation of Christine’s disjointed
ramblings. One episode in the nov’el ls
even replayed in slow motion, using
cinema techniques, complete with
stage directions and quotes from
J_eonardo da Vinci on shadow and
light effects.
Wlmt emerges, incredibly, from this
baroque pot-pouti of Hubert Aquln’s
ls’ the impression of a gifted and
extremely bizarre imaginative writer,
with an astounding repartolre of factual knowledge on cveiythlng from
geography to medieval philosophy and
m&ion, who. tightly ‘controls his
materlal and achieves unprecedented
effects with his contortions of
language.
Aqu@ can&t be classed with any
other contemporary Quebec or Canadian novelist. He stands alone as a sort
of mad ge@us. holding the pieces
together, and playll gleefully with
the strings of his marionettes 0
.
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Dodleday’a &ill selection
of good btioks’by
.

Canadian im--0;s

BATTLEFORACONTlNENT
Quebec, 1759 by Gordon Donaldson
A lively, irreverent account of Canada’s
most dramatic battle by the author of the
highly successful Pi&en Men. He$;y
illustrated.
. .

THE CANADIAN BOOK OF MONEY
A corn letely Canadian guide to managing

family ‘R nances, written in terms the la mart
will understand.
-$4.95’(paper B a&).

TI3EcHATELAINEmoKBooK:

-

BBVISEII EDITION

NORTH BY WEST

.

Two Stories Prom The Frontier

byR.D.Symons
The master Canadian storyteller’s talent is
evident again in these fine stories, one set
among Indians, the other among Eskimos.
$5.95.
Illustrated by the author.
THEREVENGEOFANNIECH4IUIE

.

.

by Alan Pry
The author of How A People Die retumstiitb
a rich new conteni orary novel about
$5.95.
Indians and Whites in 8e Cariboo.
MEMORIES OF A CATHOIJC BOYHOOD
by Harry J. Boyle
The celebrated Canadian author has changed
pace to write an easy-going, humorous
memoir.. .a funny and sometimes sad account of a farm boy’s year at a strict Catholic
$6.05.
boarding school.

bv Elaine Collett.
.Atr cook will relish this perennial best
se1 Yer; now in a large, completely revised
edition. Heavily illustrated.
$9.95.
PANDEMIC
by Tom Ardies
Another chilling suspense novel’featuring
Charlie Sparrow, special agent for ;5t;isecret security agency.
. .
THBEECHEERS FORME and

THAT’SMEINTHEMIDDLE
iVoJ;;i fh[The Bandy Papers)

, Bartholomew Bandy, Fe fictional Canadian
First W;;LiEsar hero rs a new addmhon for
man.g
..,.;I enjoyed ex;9wovo
tern tally funny -P. G. Wodehouse
A NORTH AMRRICANRDUCATION
A Book of Short Fiction by Clark Blaise
.I . . . . a.fen@able new story teller” (Chatela~a~$dhant-superb-rmportsnt” (Mm&l
.

TiWLOSTyEARs...192~-1939

Memories of Canadians who Survived the
De ression, collected by Vancouver joumalist iany Broadfoot. Unfo etteble true stories
Ylle to anyone too
that will seem unbelieva
youngtoremembertheg9’s.Illusirated.,$9.95.

WHERE THE WAGON LED

.

by R. D. Symons
A memorable book for anyone who ever
dreamed of being a cowboy, riding the open
range and sleeping under a canopy of stars.
Illustrated.
$lI.95.

d Doubleday
Canada Emited
105 Bond St., Toronto, Ontario M5H 3Bl

.

IUASH NULL
l.MlTCH
CANAJAN, EH?

Nen I kemda Cznda few yeonx go
from the Britti Shyles I usda think
Canajans talked like Mere Cans owny
qufter. But Idlrgovered thatMare &I
ts (I didrdy word in Canda enifya tell (I
Can&n nash nulllss he steaks Mare
Can heel eefi tyve. Fine thing a fomer
pdda lem is& feudal torte that
Catzajan sounds Mare Can becus heel
owny &?dda lech Bir on paui ttcks end
hiss tree end Emper Loy Ltsts end the
neefer Bh Cana@n Nash Null Eye
Den& Bess thtnitia plate cool end
keep hhfs mouth shut end Enen how
reel Carqians talk endin no time tall
heel pass@ wonda rljnal found-in
peepula.

us who over the past few
years have been fretting in the
waltiog-mom of history. hoping for
the birth of a Canadian literary identity, call transpose our sighs from
despair to relief. The gynaecologlcal
teams sent by the Secretary of State
and the Canada colmcll can pack their
bags and go back to Ottawa; a Caesarian will not be necessary. In one fall
book, Mark M. Orkin has presented US
the essence of a national literature - a
national langoage! In CUM& Eh?,
Orkin (a Tmnnaloya to put it his way)
makes possible not just a single infant
literatom but a veritable Can-litter
whlcb could populate every drug-store
rack ln the country. Althoogh he betrayed not a hint of his ambitions in
his earlier books, @enking Gmadti
Fiench and Speak& CnMdfnn En&h, he must obviously have worked
in secret for a decade to perfect this
printed image of the language we
Angles have all been speaking unwittingly - cJz&m.
YOU can use it at once. No waiting
period. No costly lmmerslon courses
or language labs. kc a language
Gmajan brings to life the sluning imTHOSE OF

Drmving by Bickerst&~m Book C.anajan Eh? by M Orkin

precision, the lack of .empba+s, the
native lethargy of the Canadian way of
thoUghL Any Anglo (or any lmmigmnt
who has taken out citizenship after the
required waiting period) can learn to
write it in a few h&us of study. The
sample shown at the be&ning of this
article was written after only ONE
READING OF THIS AMAZING
BOOK!
Mark M. Orkin has provided more
‘thaa a mere glossary of Can&m words
and phrases; each definition dlllays
hls beaver-like incisiveness of mind.
bites through the back that has too
long concealed the wooden solidity of
our true national character. Although
the glossary. contained in thls slbn
volume are ln no sense exhaustive.
students will fmd that on m&ring
the elements provided hem, they will
be able to extend wider and wider
their grasp o f written Gmajan. I t
seems quite possible that, before the
next application date for Canada
Cccll gents arrives, a dozen writers
will have ‘ready sample chapters of a
G&e Cmrqim fiveI. potery fit for ao
epic on the GumJaniUoundiesSin~yul

far in his books he has dealt with English Canadian, French Canadian. and
Cm&n. Because language is subject to
provincial jmistriction in Quebec, he is
dlsbamd from dealing with jouul; and
in soy case the Quebec government
denies its existence. But surely Orkln’s
prescience has not overlooked the
effect of a post-Watergate influx of immigrants from’ the south? It ls not
beyond the bounds of pos@lllty that
M& Gun too will have to be accorded
.offlcial status. And a book from Mark
Orkin.
The ill~tmtiins for this Gmajan
primer are drawn by Isaac Blckerstaff,
trenchantly familiar to readers of
‘Books In C& as both a writer and
a carlcatmist. Somehow (and this may
seem like editorial bias) he seems not
so entirely at home in a bound book.
Orperhapstbe clean-cutting Lines of his
draughtmanship a r e essentially unf2najan; something funier in style,
vaguer in concept might better portray
our nash null imitch It goes without
saying that he still manages to be
spitefully entertaining. 0
VALUERY

SelI Brairuns. a hfs.Wee of Wasp-

breeding ln lkorma
Inevitably, much more will be demanded from Mark Orkin. As he
points out lo his introduction, Canada
is in. fact a quadrll@ual country. So

(l’keposeibilityofpubltibzga Canajan
edition of Booti Candais now under
eamest d&us&n with representativesof the &nada CmmiL - Edimc)
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SOME.OF OURYESTERDAYS
THE CANADIAN DIARY 1862 - -7872
Con&d md edited by ROYCE G. TENNANT
Encyclopaed~ L?ritamzicaPublicetions; paper $s!M; ~llusrm~d 300 pnges

MIS BOOK

is a CdkCtiOn Of news reports, eogravine of sketches and
photographs, and essays describinglife
io Canada, taken from contemporary
and mostly English periodicals. The.
editor credits Herperk Weekly, The
Gmphic. and The Illustmted Lot&n
News. My impreasicn after reading the
book and studying the very handsome
pictures was that most of the material
is fmm The Illustmted London News
Hmper’s Week& did not start publication until 1867, and 77~ Gmphic not
until 1569. which would bear out my
impression. But The Jllus#at&
London Hem has always been one of
my favomites and 1 enjoy looking
thmugb old issues.
I found the idea of using mat&al
that would orkdnallv have been read
0; perspective made the book very
interesting.
Mr. Teonant starts us off briskly
with some politic&
June 7.1862
There has been a Mlnlsluial crisii in
Canada. On the 20th ulL tie late.
Prrmkr. Mr. Catiir. moved the
second reading of the Militia Bill,
and. after an ominous sihee. the
Hcmsc divided v&hat debats; when
the Gawmment found tlmmselver in
it minority of seven; the division
being Ayes 54; Nays 61.
Prom this twilight of United Canada,

the seventh Parliament io 21 years
about to fall, the book takesus to the
end of the fifth session of the fbst Perliament of Canada in 1872. When
Canada as we know her was cm her

way.
cutimtaly,

in

this d&y there k nc

reference to July 1. 1867. Evidently
the date of the change from colonial
government to the beginnings of selfgovermnent was not of great concern
outside Canada. Sketches of the interior of British Columbia and views of
emigrantr at Portsmouth and Liverpool were of more interest to the
British reader of the day.

. . - .__,_

But politics is not the main subject
of this book. It is a diary. The intent
of the editor, and it works well, is to
give us a picture of that huge chonk of
geography sprawled across northem
North America with’all of its various I
names. We know it now as our quite
stroog and quite soecessful Canada. At
the begkmiog of that crucial decade
the idea of unifyins such an expanse
most have been seen as a kiod of combination of desperation and whimsy.
Between news pieces about the
Fe&m and, the. problems presented
by serious numbers’ of U.S. draft
dodgers escaping to Canada rather
than doing service in the .Northem
Army, are stories about a caribou hunt
in New Brunswick, a description of the
Chandiere goldfields, the obituary of
sir Louis H. Iafontaine, and the
capture and recapture of the
Chempeckf?

The difficulties of living next door
to the United States at war are very
well explained by this kind of contemporary reporttog. For example, the
Chempeake was a freight and passenger steamer running between New
York and Portland, Maine. In January
1864, abe was seized by a party of
‘Confederates who had taken passage
on her for Portland. Imagioe the
embarrassment to the authortties ai
Saint John. N.B., when the Confederates sailed io with the Chempeeke. Evidently th9 were allowed to leave.
Theshipwas recaptured by the Federal
steamer5llaAnnie in Sambro Ha&our,
N.S. The hair must have turned g19 on
many a Canadian offti of the day..
What to do? How strongly to protest
when General Dt has given prde~ to
pursue all fcture Confederate raidws
operatiog fmm Canada across the barder and into Canada if necessary?
On another note, during a fishing
expedition in New B~nswick, John
Ptatt$s, Chief of the Pessamaquoddy
Indians, was quite content with the
portrait done of him by the traveller
and expressed delight at the prospect
of its appearancs in The RIustmted

London News.

Much of the chenn of this book is
the illustrations. There are 100 illustm-

’
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tions, 24 of them f_lIl page. The celebration of the Royal Wedding of the
Prince of Walea on the ice of Burliogton Bay, Lake Oiit@o, Canada West. I
confess that I had forgotten that
familiar picture of The Grmfi Eastern
laying the tram-Atlantic cable fmm
Ireland to Heart’s Content. Newfound-

lami.
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The Canadian Diary measure3 11
inches by 17 inches.‘Because of the
ul~tratIlnQ I auppose that size was
called for, but I don’t like books in
such,odd sizes. For too many years I
have. tried to fd a convenient spot
for my Oxford Canadian Atlas and my
Reader’s Dig.9 Great World Atlas.
Also there is no excuse for putting
fl@sy paper’ wvcrs on such a .lalge
book. &d I must protest at so much
.&point type. Have a heart for OUT
fZJJG?S.

It is a deIightfu1 book though_What
did become of that potential Canadian
industry usink the silk of the Canadian
sllk+mrm? The. Rev. S. Pull& made
silk stockings from the Stuff in 1759.
ROBERT THOMAS ALLEN

Children. Wives. and
Other Wildlife
‘Xi/w fife irself. Allen’s humour b
made up o f Iriblritv. pamoZ compauion, love. good cmnmwl ss”rs,
and a pnlfo”nd rmpect for lif..“SayS
rhhe HalIf= MailStar. Hem is B delightful collection of es&w about
television commercials, shopping
with women, children% birthdays.
horoxopes and hypochondriac hen%
$1.50
BRIAN MOORE
An Amwar From Limbo
The beswlling author of The Lonely
Passion of Judith Henme and The
Luck of Qinger Coffay has produced
B 5ubetb novel about B man’s painful
re.lizSdon of the price of B dream. A
dream of literary acclaim! “Mr.
Moore is wmly one of the most VETsarile and compelling novelists
writing today”.-The Dall~Td~g~ph
$1.50

30 Lesmlll Road. Don Mills.

CELTIC
TRAGIC
THE WHQRE MOTHER
SHA UN HERRON
EWIS
.doth $7.95; 284 pager

hasre~SbaunI%ermn’s
earlier thrillers should expect this, his
Iatest, to be grippe and well-written.
It certainly has both those qualities.
But anyone aware that Iicrmn was
born and brought up in Ulster before
emlgratlcg to Canada, and aware also
that he is an experienced journalist
and a perceptive political columnist
with the Winolpeg I+ze prejs. should
expect from him, beyond excitement
and good writing, some de&h of inANYBODYWHO

tight into the situation he has chosen

as background for his story, the continuing agony of internecine strife in
his native land. These latter readers
will find themselves disappointed.
The story, which opens amidst the
bombings, assassinations, and bloody
demonstrations of Belfast, is centred
on John McManus, a young middleclass Catholic recruit to the Pmvlsional
IRA. whose idealism has cooled and
who wsnts to opt out of the underground war against the Protestant
Oracgcmc+, the British Army, and
ocasio~ally the rival’ leftist wing of the .
IRA. But the fanatical nation&m of
his comrades allows for no second
tho&hts. Already suspect d marked
down for elimination, ,McManus tries
to escape. His sister is mped and killed
by .the vicious gunman assigned to
execute him. Fugitive and hunter head
over the border into the Irish Republic
where, for a time, McManus is taken
into hiding (and bed) by a motherly
widow. When the avenging gunman
e~ntually catches up with him, he
again manages to escape, this time to
England with a young American girl he
has picked up with. But even there the
implacable IRA man fmds them and
gorily shoots them down.
Since Shaun Iierron borrows my
name (judiciously misspelt) for theleast monstrous of his IRA caricatures,
I suppose I should be flattered. However, as a southern Irishman, even
though brought, up as a Protestant, I
take the greatest exception to-the
other Liberties he takes, with the
human and political realities of the
Ulster tragedy.
Because he is an Ulsterman and
because he has served as a Protestant
minister, Herron cmnot be allowed
the amoral license normally accorded
to thriller writers. From readiig this
book, it would be e& to assume that
tll$ Orange msjorlly of Ulster citizens
are the innocent bystanders and
hapless victims of a war between the
British Army and IRA terrorists, or to
assume again that members of the IRA
are with few exceptions bmtlsh
p&hotic murderers. We know that
Shaun Hermn should know better
than that, and I, for oie, suspect him
of using a feigned literary disinterest
to cloak to pmp0gate.a view of the
Ulster situation that is at b&t biased,
at worst bigoted.
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There is eno@ drama about the
situation to tempt kiters to exploit it,
but there is still more than enough
potential tragedy about it to demand
ofany responsible writer bothaubtlety
and humanity. Herron’s M-paced
kinetic and simplistic treatmdnt of the
story has inevitably sold the fti rights
of the novel. We can only hope (hat it
will end up in the hands of a w
writer and director who can invest the
situation and its present cut-out
charactera. good and bad, with the
depth and hmnanity they are owed. 0

secret comers of bedrooms, bathrooms
and attic& These amusing parts, at
times merging on burlesque are so pervcrae they sometimes make you laugh
out loud.
Immadiatley you realize you’re
getting a version of reality through the
smoked-up glasses of the Z&year-old
retarded-narrator, Ch+opher. The big
e&t of his life (which cmtres around
his beloved sister) ia the advent of
Sister Roxy. The climax of the book is
what ahe does to him - which is not
much, at least the way he sees it.
sister Roxy presents all the right
iogredienta for a Gothic novel - the
decaying m&on of Twalvetrees, the
incestuous brother and sister, and tha
looming presence of “the clinic” fmm
which people appear and to whence
they return.
Them ia something defiitely sleazy
that permeates fmm the cellar (where
the narrator lives) to the attic inSISTER ROXY habited by his dster-loire1 Robina. This
older sister has an hypnotic control
KEh’iVh-THDYBA
ovar Christopher, making him an eager
NowmberHouse
accomplice to her evil exploits. Their
CIokh $7.95: 34 pm?5
big obsession is the movies that mould
their lives.
In the family house, run by wayneviewibySarah E. McCutcheon
ward aervaots, a ‘domineering but
stupid mother and squashed father,
the two cemmoniously get their jollies
IF YOU WANT to be ihorooghly reby
acting out deadly games.
pulsed - read this book. You will cer“Cousin
Jelly: half-alive, in a
tainly be amused but in the end it will
.trance
with
her
memories (most of
leave you somewhat cold.
them
phoney)
Is
one of their favomite
AU fhe makings of a good novel are
playthings.
EWides
dyeing Jelly’s hair
there but unfoknately they -get
crimson (to ‘do her hair a lovely
ofr the gIoond.
colour that would cheer her up”
In a aLyle that is hlscrously petVerse,
Robina
saya). they play d&s-ups from
Kenoeth Dyba - in his firat novelher
trunks
with her “like a rag doll” in
creates an em of synthesized rococomodern-baroqueplastic. His backdrop the attic.
is one of piesumably the 1950’s in an
Using a spider, they treacherously
insular Canadian town (probably his d6 away 4th the old servant when
native Alberta). The characters’
they hear that a new one is on her
realities are fed by movies and magamy.
zincs. They come awgl with tinselly
When Sister Roxy descends into the
veneers as garish and affected as the
rats’ nest. she could become the
popuku cutlue of which they are a perfect pivot point for their antics.
product.
Instead. Roxy is a movie-freak nun
Dyba has a gift for unearthing the
and just aa sleazy a* her charges; so the
gmtty. With micmampic viaion and a
games perpetuate, only with one more
passion for all that is revolting about
player. Hardly a saint, she is taken in.
humanity and its bakdities, he writes a
at Twelvetrees - in between stints as a
42nd Street usherette and an inmate
black fan-y and comedy par excellence The real heroes are those
at a convent and moat recently at the
demons of human nature that only. &ic. However, she is equal to her
show the71 faces in the privacy and
task and quickly eatabllshes ground.

GOTHIC
. COMIC

A Gentkman
and aTiger
by Robert F. Neilsen

.

- biography of Canada’s
Schenley Award Winner
- 10,000 copies sold
-.new revised edition
- high.quality, large format
PaPer
.- superb photographs
- over 200 pages
- only $3.95
“It is very intimate, very
thomugh, and should have a
wide market”
Bob Ha&v.
, Hamilton !&ctatob ~ 8

$6’
send name, address, and
:heqGe or money order to:
Potlatch Publications
35 Dalewood Crescent,
Hamilton, Ontario
-
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As the story swells within the claustrophobic contines of the Twelvetrees
mansion, the reader is left gasping for
relief. But it is not them.
Dyba has produced magnificent
characters with consistently swift ‘one
liners” but they are out of his control
Sadly, he is unable to direct them towuds any denouement.
They are only parodies of the
characters they adore in the movies
and Uit across. the screen in random
but intriguing images. The gmmophone is stuck playing the *sme note.
There is no doubt that Dyba is an
excellent writer and capable of con-

.juring up delicious but revolting
visions of the grotesque. His use of
dialogue and turn of words is art in
itself but it just doesn’t add up to a
novel.
He has a fertile imaginatiop but it
needs some coltivation. A second
novel is due this fall, so we can hope
he realizes morei of his potential. 0

SARAH E. NcCUTCHEON who iives

._

SOLES ON ICE
TUNDRA
FARLEY MO WAT; McClelkznd and Stewart;
cloth $l2.54. illustmd: 415 paga
reviewed by Joe ihtamic
Some of the most noble and heroic
chapters of the human saga have been
written by men who ventured into the
wastes of this land. To challenge these
unknown spaces required unique men.
The history of arctic exploration is full
of such unique men. Some were
heroes, some were fools.

THEHIGHARCTIC is a vast and awesome land. One is confronted. in Ihat
treeless plain, with the immensity of
creation and the relative insignitkence
of man. The spirit soars in this land of
sky and rock. ice and water, but it is
aim humbled as man realizes h$ place
in the vast natural plan.

Using their own words, Farley
.
Mowat has, in this book, drawn a portrait of bravety and folly in the forridding wastes of the Barren Lands.
i%dm is the fmal part of a trilogy
called wllectively The Top of the
W&d and begun more than a dozen
years ago.
&de112 by Ice (1960) traced the
_
attempts by men to discover a. sea
passage to Asiaacross the top of North
America.
The Pokn Passion (1967) documented man’s obsession to reach the
North Pole.
7I0zdm concentrates mainly on
r+en’s efforts to penetrite and explofe
the vast area north of the tree line that
comprises the Barren Grounds. As in
the previous volomes, with their own
journals and disries,Ivlowat has created
for us brilliantly the stories of these
heroes and fools who dared challenge
the tundra. These journals, judiciously
interspersed with Mowat’s commentaries and notes, span the years from
Samuel -Heame’s incredible journey
across the Barrens to the Arctic Ocean
in the 1770s to the equsUy heroic explorations in 1893 of the brothers
TyrreU to the adventures’ if fur trader
Thierry Mallet in the 1920s.
The object&e of these attempts
was, in the main, economic. The men
who made these journeys were re
presentatives of the commercial,
military or governmental establishment in London and latex, Ottawa.
The discovery of new trade routes.
new rivers to the northern Coast, new .
sowoes of furs and metals, was their
chief aim. The adventurers them&w,
however, had their own motives as
well, inchuiii~ sense of adventure. an
insatiable curiosity and a joy in d%
covery.
Mowat ondeiscores the fact t h a t
these exploits succeeded or failed only
to the degree by which the white men
acknowledged one basic fact: one cm
survive in the high Arctic only on its
own terms. Those who learned
through the aid and know-ho\l of the
original settlers, the Indians and
Eskimos, had a greater chance of sue
cess than those who stubbornly refused to accept the fact that these
‘+rimitives* cduld p o s s i b l y t e a c h _
them’anything.
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The grudging mention in some of
these chronicles of the guides and

possible these expeditions speaks
eloquently of European attit)laes of
the day toward “lesser races.” Mowat,
in an attempt to rectify history’s oversight, supplies us occasionally with the
names of brave voyageurs and guides
who have not received their just credit.
The selection for this volume is
based on Mowat’s own highly personal
choice. Included are the ~we&known
exploits of Heamc, Mackenzie, Franklin and Tyrell. However, as Mowat
declares, he has not hesitated to @ore
famous vbyagers in favour of little
known one8 who he felt were particularly deserving of recognition.
SO, we. also find the ioumal of
Bar& in 1834 from’ Great Slave Lake
to the northern ocean added a stirring
chapter to the history of Arctic WCplontion.
There are many talcs of tragedy and
death In the far North. The reader will
fmd none more poignant than the
diary of IS-year-old schoolboy Edgar
Christian written during the deadly
winter of 1926-21 in a tiny cabii in
the very heart of the Barrens.
Finally, the v$ce of ‘Ihieny Mallet
speaks for the many silent trappers of
the North who bad neither the inclination nor the ability to record their experieneer. Mallet, as their spokesman,
evokes the feel of the North at a time
when the writing was on the ice and
perceptive men could see the be&ning of changes tbat -were to break
havoc on the traditional way of life in
the Arctic.
Mowat condudes with a plea for a
sane policy of “‘restoring to life” the
Arctic rather than brutal, thoughtless
and shortdghted exploitation. (Of
course man seems never to lesm by his
previous mistakes and as long as there
is a quick dollar to be made he will
probably continue to bludgeon into
submission the delicately balanced
environment of the tundra.) Farley
Mowat has a germ of hope that one
would like to &are, but with nian’s
entire history as a precedent it seems
far fetched to acpcct a sudden reversal
of sentiments.
In Tundm, as in the p r e v i o u s
volumes of h?s trilo.ay, Mowat remains
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in the bacwouad and allows his adventurers to speak in their own words.
When he comes forward occasionally,
itistofillinthegapstbathistoryhas
.left and to familiarize the reader with
the times and, circumstances of the
episodes dealt with. The result is an
immediacy that makes this book a
gripping document and a valuable
addition to Arctic history. cl

GETTINGIT
ALLADART
FILE MAGAZINE:
Special Double Issue
VARIOUS
General Idea
~~~Sl.lWumutrnbered~gu.

INTERNATIONAL IMAGE
EXCHANGE DIRECTORY
VARIOUS
Image BankpMmbooks
iMper $5.00: unnummbncd pages

IS 12/13: West Cmst Issue
Edited by VICTOR COLW
and GEORGE BOWERNG
Coach HouseP
paper S3.00; unmimbwed pages
mviewd by Waiter Klepac
The decision that evctything must be
taken account of facilitates the cieationofanbnqcbank...
, -Claude Levi.Straupr,
Art is what you can get away with.
-Marshall McLnhan

.I.._

m*ss Is a growing tendency among

certain groups of young Canadbm
artists’to adopt art forms that reflect
the life @es and the c0rrJiunit.ie.s in
whith they live and work. Three recent
publications, the current issue of File
magazine, the speciel West Coast
edition of the Coach. House Press’
sumptuous poetry magazine, IS, and
the IntWnatiollal Image l?cchlmge
Dbwtoty fium Vancouver’s Talonbdbks, are evidence of the artistic/
cultWdecachange.
_
Decidedly more sophisticated than
ordinary grass-roots art, the art in
question is produced by pmfessio&l
artists who’are thomugbly-e
io the latest international art trends.
Indeed, most of the pmminent artists,
that is the “stars” of this infomml but
highly active urban folk-art network,
have, as it were, one foot in the gallery
door and one foot in the street what
tends to set their work apart from that
of other practitioners of conceptualevent body art is the unmistakable
presence of a Dada sensibiliity. Howevy. unlike their famous European
predecessors who, 1% Marcel
Duchamp snd Francis Picabia, bmught
distinctly non-art objects into the rutworld context with the intention of.
jarring conventional values and pmviding fresh se&h@. responses, these
art&s intrude their restive, irreverent
artistic consciousness into normal
everyday situations in a deliberate
attempt to blur the distinction be
twcenartandlife.
Their best wprk to date indudes
General, Idsa’s .wdl-documented’ light ‘Y
,research project, Light-On. their
“social event” - the Mi.w Geneml I&o
Pogeont of I971 at the Art Gallery of

Ontario - and Image Bank’s colourbar documentation. The @at strength
of this work lies in its ability to reveal

_ _ ._ ._.__ -.---- .__ _... ~ ..~

the profoundly tenuous and pmblematlcnatureofthemlesandsenseof
‘Yeality” we unquestioningly assume
in the cow.? of dally life. Confronted
with these artfully contrived a&lations, the spectator soon becomes ao
unwitting participant. He fmds himself
somehow out of control and must adlib his responses to his altered cir-.
cumstanc.?s.
Documentation of these projects is
coyly interspersed throughout the
pages of File. The mainstay of thm
publications, however, is an obse.sslon
on the part the artists with subliminally provoking images of all klods. In
true Dada tradition. taste is no barrier.
Most of the images are collages or
doctored veraions of photographs
orlgiwlly published in back issues of
Life. Fortune, Mechansc Iuusmrted
and Vogue, vintage 1940s or early
1950s. The artists of Image Bank and
General Idea take their collage serious.
ly. They see it as the one art from
uniquely suited to the new function of
art today: survival. As one artist from
General Idea put it: ‘The ambiguity
level is soaring in our culture; we have
to learn how to slip into and out of
meaxdngs like clothes.” These artists
see collage as ao attempt to create new
meanings, new contexts for old knages, past visions, to break tbmugli old
perceptual habits. In a way, it is part
of a psychological process of adjusting
to change by tryiog out previously
considered posslbiities lo advance.
General Idea: “Collage is our lifestyle.”
There ls a close worldng relation
between Image Bank (Vancouver) and
General Idea (Tomnto). True to, its
name, Image Bank acts as the’center
for a nation-wide system of image exchange for both artists and others. One
can request images (magazine fiagmerits, phdtographs, postcards,
assorted printed things) sod deposit or
withdraw them from the Bank at any
time. This elaborate banking system Is
set up by the Image Bank’s publishing
a request list of all the image requests
they have received in General Id&
File.
In addition to updating the image
request list, the current issue 6f File
contains ? sampling of Image Bank’s
Y984” collection, news lo the form
of gossip about the activities of Cana.

-. -.

dian artlsts and an interview with the

London, Ont., resident Dadist, Greg
Cumoe. The format of Frle. which at
fmt reading seems to chaotic as to be
non-existent takes some getting used
to. \VXile it looks very unconventhmal
for an art magazine, it does manage
somehow, issue after issue, to provide
some of the most concise, bestinformed reporting on art& and art
events in Canada. The L@4ike covers
am b&ant.
For a,graphic overview of the subculture of the Vancouver art scene the
West Coast issue of IS can’t be topped.
It provides an exellent introduction
to the entire cast of West Coast chara&
ters who regularly parade through the
pages of pile. Minutes fmm the various.
meeting of local artists’ collectives and
around in Vancouver give a vivid and
fulsome picture of the smviv&
orieoted lifestyles of many young
Canadian artists. The second half of
IS. 1243 includes a selection of
poetry from younger B.C. writers.
The International Image Exchanpz
Dinctoly is a sort of random sampIing of the Image Bank and its
philosophy of college or perish. The
Dkectmy also includes a list of image
requests. It is a handy, well-pmduced
handbook for those seeking the blaze a
few subliminal trails. 0
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WE P~CARDY
V/G-l- AFFAIR
BATTLE FOR A
CONTINENT:
Quebec 1759
GORDONDONALQSON
Doubied~
cloth $9.95: ilIw8ated: ZBBpqbrr

CANADAHAS always been short of
good historical popubuizera. W&her
this is due to a scarcity of talent, an
inhospitable market, or both, it is difficult to tell. Recently, however, signs
of improvement have been noted as
good imaginative works, such asPierre
Berton’s railway monuments have
made an appearance. Gordon Donaldson’s engaging analysis of the fall of
Quebec ia 1759, while not in the fust
rank of popular accounts, is a useful
wntribution.
The book opens conventionally,
with a series of pmbattle portraits. The
fmt depicts a sickly, rather diffident
\VoIfe, desperately awaiting the commencement of his attack, some 200
feet below the crest of Quebec’s mck
wslls. The second examines the other
priocipal - small, sleepless Mont&n.
worrying over .details of defence and
troubled by his stormy relationship
with Vaudreull, the Governor and hia
rival for command. Other sketches follow: of B&adier George Townsend,
Wolfe’s sardonic critic; of Bigot, the
corrupt Intendant; of Chevalier Johnstone, veteran of Culloden and now
servant of France, plus other lesser
actors.
His.-&meters presented, Donaidson dii deeply into the background to
the battle - in terms of a colourful
chronicle of the French Empire in
North America and Britain’s frequent
attempts to dislodge it. Prom time to
tie the principal characters appear io
the narrative until all fmally meet, as
men of full dimensions, at Quebec. A
spirited, accurate account of the engagement follows and Dons&on
swxxsfully demonstrates that Wolfe
and M&t& were something less
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V A L I A N T MMI: Canada’s Victoria and m Cross Whmara Ed. Jobo
swettenbam, $12.95. ilk@rated, 248 pages.
The book, VALlM,T MEN, has been produced under the editorship of John

Swettenham, Curator of Historical Resources at the War Museum. Th& book names
a8 Canada’s winners of the Victoria Cross and the Geqe. Cross; presents them for
the fist time between the covers of one volume; revises previously published
biographical data relating to them; and provides the best available account of the
exploit as well as the fioeat available pictures either of the holder or the cir‘cumstances under which the decoration was woo.

CANADA INVADED 17751776,George Stanley, 88.95,
illustrated, appmx. ZOO page!+.
A lively account of the
American invasion of Canada
during the American War of
Independence. Stanley carries
the story through the development of Canadiin-English
resentments of the Quebec
Act, the American victories in
upper New York State, the
capture of Montreal, and the
fmal failure of the American
effort to take Quebec City.
Pmfusoly illustrated.

also from Hakkert

THE LAST WAR DRUM:
T h e North-west campaign
1885, Canadian War Museum
Historical publications Numbez 5 by Desmond Morton.
~XOO, ilh&ated, 193 pagcs.
a sound’ historical
s&iai with a trained mili3 Ildgment to help him,
It, knows how to write
on the roilitaly events of the
North West Uprising . . . a
ylarly aud lively text . . . ”
CP. Stacey,
Toronto
Globe and Mail
“
an excellent book o&‘&at should be read by
anyone with an honest interest. in putting history and
the Indians and Metis in a masonable perspective.”
Jack Richards,
Vancouver sun

FIGHTING BACK: Urban Renewal in Trefenn Court by Grabam Fraser, eGoth ~10.00,

paper S4.95.300 pages.
‘L . . . a politicsI analysis that will make this book invalyble for urbaqites io the next
decade.”
James MacKenzte, TORONTO GLOBE AND MAIL

THE MOVABLE AIRPORT: 5% x 8% - appmx. 160 pages - $3.95 paper, 58.00 cloth.
The,Politics of Government Planning by Sandra Budden and ‘Joseph Ernst tells about the
planning, mauoeuvering and political infighting which preceded the decision to locate a
new international airport near Toronto.
m AND NATlONAL DEVBLOPMENTz Bssays tu Canadian Business and

Economic History. 6 x 9 - approx. 148 Pages - 82.50 paper. S6.95 cloth.

Essays by prominent Canadian historians, dealing with varied aspects of Canadian
business ranging from topics lie the development of the British Columbia Electric
Ratlway to the social background of Canadian businessmen.

ORDER FROM HAKKERT, 554 SPADINA CRBSCENT, TORONTO, CANADA, MSS ZJ9..
PAYMEiTACCEPZED IN US. OR CXNADIANDOLLARS.
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than heroes but certainly something
more than ordinary men. Wolfe was
consumed with ambition, most certain
of his mortality, and fearful that
Quebec would be his last chance to
prove himself. Mont&n longed for
his wife, his children and his gracious
chateau, Chandiac, in sun-drenched
Provence. He was hampered at every
turn by the corruption of New France
and that he was able to field and command an army at ali was owing to hi
luck as much as his careful design.
The ending of the book completes
the neat package. The continent has
been won, the British made secure,
and Wolfe and Mont&n tucked away
In their glory-laden graves. A note of
warning is sounded, however. Donaldson (correctly) suggests that British
victory secured the inevitability of the
American Revolution. Without a
French province “to rub up against”,
as James Murray, Quebec’s fust English Governor put it, the American
colonies would certainly go their own
Way.
It is difScolt to fault Donaldson’s
work.. One could quibble that he has
3

SIXTY’
YEARSON

exercised an oveuvorked theme.
Scholarly analyses abound, with the
accounts of CP. Stacey and Guy
Fr&ault being the most impressive. ’
c
Nor are popular efforts difficult to
fmd - only last autumn Oliver Warner
PARAMIND
published a similar, illustrated volume
that, admittedly, focused more on
.I.. WILLLZR
Wolfe and the British than their
McC!kliand and Stovlvr
chxh $7.95; 206pages
French foes. Nevertheless, Donaldson
has successBuliy produced a book that
WE ARE approaching a point where
is witty, welLstyled and generally inl”sience
fiction” and “daily
formative. Yet something is lacking.
journalism”
cross paths so often as to
The trouble is that his picture is a
be virtually indistinguishable. Mom’s
trifle too well-balanced, too comUtopia, IVeIls’ Wm of the Worlds and
petent, and too easily digested. Men’s
even Orwell’s 1984 retain some of the
lives cannot be that easily explained.
comforthg frame that separates “art”
The very best popularizers - for examfrom “life” and allows us to deal in
ple Lady Antonia Fraser in her renabstractions. ’
dering of Mary, Queen of Scats - inPammind, a novel by Vancouver
corporate sharp, penetrating psychok+
painter and sculptor Jim Wir, brings
gical portraits of men and? *their
us a couple of steps closer to the remmotives. Donaldson’s book will only
tegration of ‘art” with ‘life” and
whet an- appetite for its subject; for
“mind” with “‘gut”. It is a scary novel.
real satisfaction the reader will have to
and at times hard to take, but not a
look elsewhere. 0
cold one. For ail its pessimism, it has
roots deep in a passion for living, and
this should not escape the reader.

Canada’s G$f fo
fhe Queen I
and Prime Minisfers
of fhe Commonwealfh
A magnificent book of
photographs painting a silent but
eloquent picture of Canada’s
beauty, its past and the many facets
of its multi-cultural present. Thci 54
.
colour photographs have an
unequalled depth and clarity due to
a new five-colour reptoduction
process. Editors are the same team
who did A Year of the Land.
Orders for thefirst edition should be placed
innnediately. Price $17.50 until jan. I.
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Scarcely fantastio, it deals with the
time (2031 A.D.) when Canada
(Unified Zones), the U.S.A. (United
Zones) and the rest of the world live in
a liberal-federal techoocmcy where
everyone is conceived, fed, clothed,
educated and entertained by a network of computers.
The most important part of Wilier’s
portrayal, however, isi his sense of
balance and realism. This is not simply
a “sci4” thriller. nor a cut-and-dried
battle behveen mao and computer. It
deals with real people, attitudes and
technology already known to:us. In
the 60 years, a few startling but
logically consistent changes have
occurred: work is the privilege reserved lo a small, talented elite salected and trained to technocratic standards - the mentality best suited is
that of a “prog”, an orderly disciplined, conforming fatalist; the
chaotic, rebel subculture is formed of
“sensates”, not an inferior race, but
definitely an “unproductive class”.
The majority are the “leisured
classes”, who bear some traits of both
‘prop” and “sensate” behaviour, but
who aspire to the former. Their
“participation” in life ‘beyond the
immediate, moment-to-moment level
is. nil. Computers give them holographic vacations in the pleasure-spots
of their choiie, as well as 3-D visits
and discussions and a vicarious sort of
mass enema-orgasm called a “bleed”.
This huge periodic dumping of
unwanted information by the computer provides fhe ultimate spectatorsport - a universal gladiatorial fightcum-soap-open. Oh, for a billion
Watergates!
Wilier’s critical eye for detail
and his mercurial sense of humour
succeed very well in showing
that the problems of computer technology catching up with human evolution cannot be pushed off into the
future and simplified into “us” versus
‘wlem”. Bather, the problem is here
and now, in the war between Man’s
thoughts and his feelings. Not just any
man, either,. . . the objects of Wilier’s
satire are English Canadians of the
“‘Unified Zones..”
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FRIENDSOFTHE'
.DECEASED
HEMINGWAY
Written & arang.& by PATRICKHYNAN; pmduced by HOWARD ENGEL
CBCLeamingSy~temr LPDisa ISetof2) $7.50
rwlewd by Fraser Sutherland
THE KARSH photograph that the.
CBC chose for the jacket of i t s
Hemingway ‘portrait in sound” tells
the same story as any who here renew
their memoried of the man, and Bpess
the future of his work. The bulky
turtleneck sweater at fmt seems
Karsh’s affectation, like a painted sunset in the background of a Victorian
photography. But then you notice
how the sweater frames the spade of
beard, that wound of a mouth, the
scarred and fmckled skin, $e &inkles
around the ‘eyes, and tbe eyes thamselves that abow a deep and unappeasable hurt.
The producer of-this twwecord
set, Howard Engel, and tbe writerarranger, Patrick Iiynan, have for the
most part done a good job on this
documentary, fust broadcast over CBC
Radio ia 1970. The flaws are relativeli
few - the sombre drone of violins ba$
comes obtnrsive - and there is one
factual error in the introductory “armUon: Hemingway met Morley Callaghao in Toronto, not Paris.
But the narrative is mercifully
minimal and the memories flow with
ease. The LP is well-served by the
critic Malcolm Cowley, who also wrote
an introduction for it, and the poet
Archibald MaoLeisb. who recalls
Hemingway and how “fame became of
him.” Both are tactful and discerning
guides. Present too a~ the engaging
a n d fast-quippi* .MajorGeneral _
Charles T. (Buck) Lanbam and the

more sedate but every bit as intelligent
Air Marshall Sir Peter Wykeham, two
old nwriors who were dpse friends of
the writer. The wives as well: Had&
that absolute gift of a wife for any
writer, and the last one, Mary, w-ho is
profoundly affecting in telling the
story of his fmal days. Bven tbe ghostly voice of Ezm Pound is them.
The mood is elegia~melancholy, as
is hard to avoid in Hemingway’s case,
but I wish Hynan had chosen excerpta
from hia work that depict the Bvii
joy his companions have often I-

.
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marked. The miracles of prose he
could produce when he was going well

Mozartisn music

EeaEt : E&k%etaZ&~
of the senses. Life
had. early wounded him iu some
fundamental ,way, fear clenched his

stomachlikeafist,sothathe~could

TORONTO
CH/QlVARl

SKY-SAILS
’ Ekcbvnic

music by AMIl SOUTHAM;

tdl Wykeham that only by concentra-

KNOW/.
THE LAW
‘his is fhe swim you head ebout
n radio and television.

INTARIO DIVORCE GUIDE by
lonald J. Reid, ‘Ic., B.A.. . . . . . $7.9:
IGHT THAT TICKET
:esp your insurance rater down..
MALL CLAIMS COURT . .
INTARIO LANDLORD
‘ENANT RELATIONS..

$1.95

. . . . $1.95

. . . . . $1.95

IEGTOR’S HANDBOOK
anadiin Legal Guide to
landling Creditors and avoidlnp
sbts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 99.95
MPLOYEUEMPLOYER RIGHTS
wnan’s Guide to Ontario
abour Law.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11.96
‘UIOE TO RUNNING ASMALL
USINEGS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2.95
IVIL RIGHTS IN CANADA _. . 81.05
‘HE CANADIAN CONSVMERS
‘ANDGOOK.. . . . . . . . . -. . . .

. $Z.Bs

IILL AND PROGATE
ROCEDURE FOR ONTARIY..

$2.96
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ting on d&g could he overcome those
terrors. But he did concentrate and .
overcome: to hunt and f& and write,
the last and neceq sacramental act.
Wkvi he began that long sad’
descent into incapacity he could still
muster a liue of stoical reassurance to
his old friend Buck La&am that came
after a “total(y stilted” letter unlike
any Hemingway bad ever written
Lanbam before. “‘Stop sweating me
out, Buck,” Hemingway said, “Sweat
out only flyins weather aud the mmmou cold.”
Per+ps Mary Hemingway’s statemeat to the tie servicer after his
st&$e is the beat epitaph that will
ever be written about him. ,“It was, in
some inwcplieable way, an accident.”
ThatamanwhocouldlivesofuUy,so
well, forever in one moment, cm& die
is almost iucomwivab~e. But his own
death tracked him down, lay in wait
for him, and pulled the trigger.
Only one persm, his third wife
Martha delbom, refused to be interviewed for the LP. She @red from
kenya: ‘No never ever. Ban on that
‘. subject universal and general as far ti I
amwncemedandIamnotoneof
,those who ride tJmi poor, dead body.”
One must respect ‘her scruples but all
the rest of us who ride memories or
what we know of him today console
oursekea with lcaowiug that the ‘poor
dead body” cannot suffer in its
KetchuJugrave.D

r~vinvcd by Susan

Musgmve

~~ENAMB of this record, Sky-&is,
ia just @ obscure as its contents. The

liner notes call. it “Canadian sound
poetry”‘which has “no sense hem of a
poet reading with musical accompaniment, th&e is only the piece itself:’
The piece itself is A M. Soutbam’s
electronic sounds blended with Sean 0
Iiuigin’s words.
The second side has a dearth of
lyrics - the electronic3 take over,
which makes listening only kritatiug
SkyhYuik is the fust record released by
the MHIC company based in Toronto.
Although John Mills Cockell is mp.
posed to be part of a community of
sound to which this album belongs,
there is no resemblance of Cockell’s
many melodious compo$iticns on the
moog synthesizer.
Ann Southam ia composer-in. ,
residence with the Toronto Dance
Theatre and ao instructor in ele+onic
music at the Royal Gmservatory of
Music of Toronto. If k-r record is auy
indication of what kind of “music”
awaits u* in the future. covet your old
fashioned records while they’re
popular. Not much talent ib ne+d to
change the speed of the recordii tape
to obtain an effect. This is done quite
often to the tune of water bubbling in
the background.
SeanOHuiikshisownpoetry,
which sounds like a stream of conscicusnessinadreamalthougbcuce~
a while three.or four linea are repeated
to give the idea of a chorus. The theme
of the IP is the poet’s despondency
over livlug iu modem sodety with
its corrupted values.
0 Huigin’s melan&ly voice
penetrates the listener effectively and
a mood is created but notbiug sigai&
cant is said. Mq questions are asked
- the.same questions that are found

_
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hidden to S~uel Beckett’s drama. IJIIfmtunately au of 0 Huigids trauma

has been voiced before,- but much
more articulately. Anyone could be.
come nihtlfstic while li&ning tn this

Despite its pmvocattve title, Stimg@t’s biography of the medium Arthur

Ford is remarkably honest One might
expect that “Canada’s foremost
authority on E#P.” (so heralded by
ICCOdiUg.
the Ps@wrwza@iic Revfew) would
lean toward senbattooalism to writing
about what is essentlauy a melodramatic ebject. With’ noteworthy
restraht, Spraggett &es us a wellbalanced biography of this enigmatic
fgure. Though occasionauy given to
hyperbole, the account is mostly free
of suc$ embroidery.
With the help of William Rauscher,
Ford’s literary legatee. the author digs
Echo is used often and only serves to
obscure what is being said. Momentum deeply into the life of Arthur Ford.
Relying on more than 15 btbliographic
builds when two different readings are
references io addition to Ford’s private
heard at the same time, allowirlg only
papers. Spmggett attempts to paint a
phrases to be heard from both voices.
complete pmture of “the man who
How can somethtng be defmed as
talked with tiie dead.” Spmggett
poetry i f t h e w o r d s a n bhured b y
begins by porhaytng a number of,
poor spltcblg7 The noise tn.S~ujfs is
vignettes that introdue us to the
the most prevalent deterrent to
“powers” that Ford possessed. Then,
deciphering the wordsn
in good biographical fashion, the
author goes back to the begbmiog of
Arthur Ford’s life, tracing his anc&al

THE MEDIUM
IS THE
MEDIUM
ARTHUR FORD:
The Man Who Talked
With The Dead
ALljUVSPRACGElT

( w i t h Wiiliatn K Rm&er)

New Amenkm Libmry

ctoth $930; rlb#,n& 301-s

reviewed by Julian Lewin
BOOKS ON p~apaychOlOg~. the occult,
and the supernatural usue suffer
from annoyiogly repetitive arguments
and anecdotes. Too many of them say
little that is substantive; consequently
they attempt to make up for this
serious deficiency by rephrasing, IQ
stat@, and reintroduciog tired in&’
dents. It ts refreshing, therefore to
note the absence of this shortcoming
in Allan Spmggett’s latest book.

_..

roots, outlioing incidents that h@ped
shape htm, and sketchiog his fmt en.
counters .with the maoifestatton of
supernatural abilities.
Ford’s religious upbringing and
study io theology infIuenced the
medium’s attitudes to life aqd death.
Moi-e important, they led ‘to the
founding of the First Spiritualist
Church of New York. The link between Spirttuslism and Christianity is
played-up throughout the boolr, it
proves to be ao effective way of
adding credibiltty to Arthpr Ford’s
dabned capabilities.
Their are numcmos accounts of de.

monstrations given by Ford. Private
seances, public lectw, radio broadcasts sod bqnumptu trances sre all
common methods by which Ford
demonstrated commuoi~tion with the
dead. There are Uuee chapters that
stand out in this regard.
One of them deals with Ford’s conhul, a man named Fletcher, a FrenchICanadian killed in action in World Wti
I, who had reportedly lived across the
Iriver from .Artbur Ford during his
~0th. WhCn Ford went into a ttice,
it was .usoaUy Fletcher who’ would
peak. A+ Spmggett presents four

Tories on thk nature of Fletcher:

A book about wildflowek

should be as beautiful 11
as the flowers themselves

by Katherine Mac

TUNDRA/COLLINS
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is examined in detail but the
reader is left to draw his owu
cnnchuions.
A second fascinating chapter deals
with the Houdini affair. Harry Houdini
was alleged to have given a secret
message to his wife on his deathbed.
Houdiis widow offered a $10,000 no
ward to anybody who could connnunicate the message agreed upon by her
dead husband and hemelf. Who else
but Arthur Ford would indeed come
up with that message? The Houdini
chapter is replete with theories and
contradictions, each one carefully and
fairly analyzed by Spraggett.
A third and most puzzling chapter
deals with the Bishop Pike affair. In
1967, Ford “communicated” with the
deceased so” of Biiop James Pike on
live network television. Pike claimed
that Ford really had communicated
with his son because Ford had revealed
facts that no one could have researched or know” about. Another
coup for Ford? Not quite. Spmggett
reveals that shortly after Ford’s death,
he and Rauscher were looking through
some of his papers when they canoe
across nota prepared by Ford regardiig the upco”Iing Pike seance.
Among these.notes was a detailed
biographicsl obituary of Pike’s so”
listing facts that were supposedly revealed during Ford’s trance - facts
claimed by Pie to prove the authenticity of Ford’s c+mnunication. Clearly a case of fraud? Spraggett suggwts
that Ford sometimes used this type of
research to combat his alc&olim+
induced fdure of his powers in his
later years. Nevertheless, it is cornmendable that Spraggett deals with
this problem rather than conveniently
disregarding it in aider to strengthen
hiscase.
There a number of disturbing
technical flaws. One is the abundance
of typographicsl or editorial errors,
mainly in the lack of correlation of
dates between the text, the footnotes,
and the biiIiog”Iphy. Another-is the
inelusion of several pages of glossy
photographs of Arthur Ford. None of
the photos are very interesting; Spra&
gett would have done well to reduce
the size of his own photo on the dust
jacket and possibly print a few of Ford
instead. By so doing, the $9.50 price
tag could have been lowered considereach

ably and tiy more people wouldhave
been motivated to buy the book.
Nevertheless, those who do will be re
warded with a” honest, easy-reading,
and entertaining biography. 0

ALL
ABOUT EVE
MOTHER WAS
NOT A PERSON
a

Compiled by
MRRGAFhTANDBRSON
B&k Rose (Dishfbuted by Sam~es
Publicahhs]
p&w 53.95; 253 pages
NO, VIRMNIA.

MOther was not a person, at’least not if she was born before
1929, the year the B.N.A. Act was
amended to allow women to become
senators.
Published by Saanesplblications of
Toronto, t h i s anthologv groups
together the writiis of several
Montreal women students. of all ages,
involved in editor Margret Andersen’s
coune on Women in Modem Society,
give” at Loyola Univenity io 1971-72.
The contributors come fmm varying
backgrounds’and levels of society, and
are bound together by a common
interest in exploring women’s past and
presentcondition.
To asat women readers in assessing
the evolution of women in society, the
essays tirat situate the struggle for
womqn’s rights in its historical context, by citing the achievements of
such early ftinists as Marie G&inLajoie, Thdtise ‘Casgrain,~ Emily
Murphy and Nellie McClung, whose
ecently re-published book, In Time
Like There. is one of the earliest
Canadian feminist ma.“ifestoes.
After reviewing how women’s situation v.ns the numerous essayists proceed to analyze women’s position as it
appears now - with regard to education, the law. marriage and employnwnt. How little things have changed,

how slowly old myths die can be
summed up in the words of the
suffragette, Nellie McClung: “Pm
judices are Iii hardy perennials;
&spite efforts to suppress them, they
contiiue to grow with v-&our.”
A detailed examination of several
children’s stories, reading primers and
song books still iu use In the educational system, reveals how standardized images of sexes are fed into the
minds of youth from a very early age.
This study parallels scent efforts
along the same lines by such magazines
as Ms. Though publishers are now
trying to rectify the situation, and
certain recommendations on education’
and socialization of children, put forward by .the Royal Commission
Report on the Status of Women, areslowly being impkmentpd, it is
obvious that legislation alone is quite
inadequate; it is people’s attirmfes that
““lst change - whether on the part of
the employer who discourages women
employees from taking up managerial
positions, or guidance counsellors who
steer women students into traditionally female occupations.
Even before the law, under the
hmnigration, Citizenship and Indian
Acts, for instance, married women are
treated as second-class citizens. In
areas of custom and morali& many
old cobwebs remain. A prostitute, for
example, is automatically assumed
(according to Webster’s Ne\ir Collegiate
Dictionary defmition) to be female.
While she can easily be prosecuted if
“unable to give a good account of
herself’. the man who does business
with her goes unscathed. When apply:
ing for tidit cards or buying property
married women are most often stii
required to furnish their husband’s
signature: And the housewife is
probably the only employee in Western society who receives no salary for
her labour; yet the working woman
cannot claim a husband as a dependent
and is eqtial to her male counterpart
only when it comes to paying taxes.
The institution of marriage also
comes tinder fin (from a married
woman), and is found to be wayting if
not obsolete. The broadcasting media
are attacked for their distorted and
contemptuous portrayal of wornen,
who live in homes whose floors musn’t
be stepped on, and whose sole pn-
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occuption is having underarms “d&r
than the Sahara”. Extreme reactions
on the psrt of male broadcasters, at the
time of Germain Greer’s visit to this
continent for example, are seen to be
indicative of the durability of the old
double standard toward women; taking umbrage at Miss Greer’s lise of a
certain four-letter word (commonly
used in male circles and bestowing a
certain aura of savoir-f&e on the user)
one interviewer, in particular,
appeared to her like a “Daughter of
the American Revolution sudd&Iy
confmnted with Rap Brown in the
raw..’
In a section entitled “Women and
Their Bodies,” subjects such as birth
control, abortion, ~rcgnancy and
childbirth and sexuality are examined
by female doctors and laymen alike.
How ignorant and fearful many
women still are of their physicality,
ho!v.great the need for education to
overcome old myths and taboos’is
astounding, at this point in time.
While much material is now available to us about woman as physical
and social beings, less space has been
devoted to a discussion of their iotellcctuality. This anthology attempts to
WI the gap in presenting the reader
with examples of what editor
Andersen calls “v&ate” writing and
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criticism. ‘We read the reactions of
female readers to such divergent
authors ss Leonard Cohen and
St.-Exupdry, whose sexual mistreatment or vain portrayal of women
invite the wrath of their reviewers.
Science-fiction writers who fail to
provide a betterment of women’s lot
in their vision of the future are also a
source of disappointment. A detailed
and intelligent analysis of hjargaret
Atmod’s ambivalent attitude to the
male-female relationship is included, as
well as a plea on the part of the editor.
for people to stop treating literature
by female authors as distinct fmm, that
of male writers, like *‘two public
toilets”.
“Evolution,” warned an exponent
-of feministi, as far back as 1916,
“when blocked and suppressed
becomes Revolution.” In “‘Women’s
Liberation” the reader is offered a
glimpse of the dreams (or nightmares)
of several budding revolutionaries who
evoke a 1984 fantasy world where
men are eunuchs and slaves, and
women are the political leaders. We
learn about consciousness-raising sessions that enable women to explore
their relation&p to men, other women and society in genera and we
see both the delight and disenchantment of various women who have been

involved with the feminist movement.
The anthology closes with a detailed
critique of the movement as being
essentially reactionary, middleclass
and reformist, doomed to failure
because of its failure to deal with the
class question.
Margret Andersen, however, is less
pessimistic. While she recognizes the
limitations of this publication (an
essentially middle-class one for a
middleclass public), a n d r e a d i l y
admits to the unevenness of quallry of
the essays, owing to the varying qualit?cations of the contributors, she
believes such a study to be vital. To
quote Simone de Beauvoir. “Forgetfulness of oneself is possible only after
one has found oneself.” This publication hopefully will help women to
take that first step. 0
tlE”ERL.Y SMITE-I

PRO
PATRIA
TOWER OF STRENGTH
SPEhCER DUh’MORE
Peter Davies
clolh $7.95; 215pages

reviewed by Bill Hutchinson
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MALAYA - ~942. Beaten, confused
and frightened, a rabble of British
soldiers, once members of pmud
battalions, halted to defend a nameless
hill feature. Cut off without orders,
they turned in their tlight.at the will
of one man, to face the Japanese
Army - that awful, merciless enemy.
One “grand soldier,” Ernie Kerr,
halted and turned them. Outnumbered, short of ammunition they
fought. Exhausted, wounded, sick and
hungry, they fought. Against infantry,
tanks and aircraft, they fought - and
they were killed.
Was this a hamic action or a fools’
death? Can one man’s destiny be
worth 400 lives? When does courage
become insanity? When is duty done?
Spencer Dunmore. author of the
highly successful Bomb Run, a&s
these questions in his second novel,
Tower of Strength In a fast-moving
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story. he describes the battle fought
on that hill, not only between the
opposing soldiers, but also between
Ernie Kerr, the brave professional, and
David Comish, the .“ot-so-intrepid
vdunteer.

I” Kerr, he has diawn a strong
picture of the “ranker-off~cer.” Sometime mill-boy from Lancashire,
survivor of the Somme and Passchenda&, competent and lucky soldier,
Regular Army by necessity, passed
over for promotion because of his
birth and tragic marriage, Kerr attains
the pinnacle of his ambitions on this
nameless hill - command of .his
battalion against the King’s enemies.
He does it well.
His cunning, cultured by experiewe., lays traps for the enemy that
work. His discipline, developed over
bitter years, builds confidence. Scoming personal danger to set a” example,
he uses his iqslght into soldiers to
inspire his troops, with a joke or a
gri”. The old tricks work as this
boorish, lusty and confident’man
schemes, cajoles and praises the
soldiers until they become his; united
in an abnormal brotherhood.
In eontmst, Corn&h, the son of
wealth, graduate of the “right university,” gentleman-volunteer. questions.
He questions what they are doing, how
. it is done and why are they doing it.
But, in essence, he questions himself, ’
conscious of his own fears.
As the ammunition dwindles, the
perimeter shrinks and men die, these
two men are drawn together - one at
his apotheosis. the other held back
from the abyss by .hope and reason.
Together they resolve the contlict
between duty and CO-O” se”se, each
in his own way.
It makes good reading. Dumndre~s
style is taut and. clear. The action
moves quickly through flashbacks to
the present. He has caught the
language of the soldier and his jargon,
if somewhat pure, rings true. Them an
some technical errors - you do hear
the “pop” of the mortars fning before
you hear the whistle, even in the
jungle; and the only soldiers who dig
six-foot trenches are those seven-feet
tall. There is the extraneous introduction of a” incongmous American
mission priest Into the story which
adds little. But, these flaws are not
what troubles me.
20

Spencer Dunmore does nbt, or will
not judge the issue he raised. Perhaps
wisely, he has left it to you and me.
Though he has written a” interesting
story. he has failed to make clear his
position on a question that will
continue to plague us as long as me”
&t out to kill other men for someone
else. For this reason, his book reminds
me of a dollop of strawberry jmi
dropped in a mess tin of cold porridge.

It adds a touch of flavour but it does
not satisfy your hunger in the chill of
a dawn stand-to. 0
Liitemnt-Colonel

W.EJ. (BIJJ..)
HUTCRINSON is a rerving Infantry
Otlicer. Now texbing in Kingston,
Ontario at the Canadian Land Forces
Command and Staff CoUge, he has
camm~ndcd a plstoon, a compmly
and a battalion of Princcrr ~atricir?s

CaMdIm Liit 1nfantrY
GemmY and Cyprus

in caluda,

DIGGING, INTO
COMPANY REPORTS
A HISTORY OF THE CANADIAN WEST TO 1870-71
ARTHUR S. MORiVNlnew edition edited by LEWIS G. THOMAS); a
Univerdty of Tomnto Pms~University of Saskatchewan;
cloth $25.00; nrrzpr; 1039-r

~~vtewcd by Bob Ivanochko
ARTHUR S. THOMAS and the publishers should be thanked for the re-issue
of excellent study of Canadian history.
The fmst edition pbulished in 1939 by
ThornaS Nelson has since become a
collector’s item but has not gained
much of a mputatioroutside academic
circles. The reason is immediately but
justifiably clear. It’s a massive work
with much. detaiI that is sometimes
tediuos for a reader with little backg r o u n d in Canadimi or behind-thescenes E u r o p e a n b&tory. A inspecialist wiIl also enjoy this book but
his task is greater. Patience and perservere”ce, however, will be welI rewarded by a” uadersta”di of an
integrated approach to the histoj of
the Canadian Northwest.
. The title A Histoy of the Cana-

dian West is a bit of a misno”wx
that is clarifmd by the subtitle. “Being
a .history of Rupert’s Land ( t h e
Hudson’s Bay Company’s territory)
and of the North-West Territory Qn&ding the Pacific Slopey’ accurately
desxibes the scope of the book.
Morton’s main interest is I” pesenting
a detailed h&y of the Hudson’s Bay
Company and its pivotal position as
the economic and political force behi”d the early development of the
huge geographical area comprising
present-day Western Canada. The

company’s influence was directly felt
in au parts of the country, except
southern Ontario, the St. Lawrence
Vahey and the Maritime provinces.
Thisvast territory was administered by
a hired governor who answered to a ’
board of directors made up of high
ranking British officials with
immediate access to the Crown and to
parliament. Their objectives were to
make money from the fur trade to
fmana the discovery of a passage to
the Far Bast where the real profits
were expected. They had no idea of
the vastness of the territory under
their jurisdiction, and when the
possibilities of all easy routes to the
Orient were exhausted, the English
adventurers dectded to settle down to
do business on the Bay.
Their presence was immediately
noticeable to the French traders from
Montreal, who, after losing furs to the
B@ish. fought back. This trade WBT
c a u s e d t h e exploratlo” a”d t h e
eventual settlement of Western
Canada. The documentation of this
struggle is the major content of
Morton’s work and his chief
contribution to Canadian history. He
was the first wearcher to have access
to a bulk of disorganized material in
the archives of the Hudson’s Bay
Company. He spent a year and many
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sommers sorting the mounds of letters,
reports, journals and bills saved by the
company. This research was backed up
with patient work io all the archival
deposits of Canada. But interest and
his heaviest reliance is on the materi@
of the company and this bias is coutinuously present in this work.
The beginning of the book briefly
describes the likely boundaries of
Indian tribes in the We& before the
arrival of ths Europeans. He discusses
the population shifts ‘and struggles
caused by the arrival of the white
man’s technology long before the
white man himself actually appeared
on the scene. Morton later treats the
Indians less objectively and ‘prompts
Arthur Thomas, the president editor,
to comment on the author’s pmjudiies. Thomas states in the intro.
duction: “Tie (Morton) did not greatly
admire the French, he had his doubts
about Americans, he regarded the
Indian as au inferior, and he appears to
have disapproved of the traders’ practice of takii Indian wives.“.These
prejudiies show more the thinking of
the time than a deliberate attempt to
misrepresent or degrade a people. In
facf his materiel represents typical
English prejudices that are still
apparent today.
The last section of the book deals
with the “drift towards. coufederation”, to use Morton’s term. Here the
centre of the stage is taken away from
the Hudson’s Bay Company and given
more directly to the personalities and
political stnrgsles of the new settlements iu the West. The author seems
to lose interest here, though he brings
the history competently to a conelusion. In this section he has hardly a
kiud word to say about Ottawa’s treatment of the West and he is surprisiigly
liberal io his views of the Manitoba
Provisional Government, under Riel, iu
its early stages.
This second edition of the work Is
of special v&e to scholars, since many
more sou*ces are given for location of
information included In the text. The
fit edition did acknowledge sources
of many long quotations and an extensive bibliography was included, but the
majority of sources are unmentioned.
After publication, Morton made extensive notes to identify the sources and
these notes plus additional ones by

Thomas, have been included. The text

is the very same in both editions but
with Thomas’ introduction, the
general reader is offered a more critical
approach.
The 930 pages of text are ftied
with charactera who have contributed
positively, and others negatively, to
Canadian history. Radissou and
GroseiUier:s business careers are followed io dqtail as they seek advantage
fium the French.the Americans, the
British - constantly switcbiug their.
sllegisnce to the highest bidder. Their
free-enterprising spirit laid a fm
foundation for the Hudson’s Bay
Company. Events of great aud of slight
importance are included. Often
Morton quotes long passages directly
from source ‘inaterial. These quotatious provide in addition to their information a valuable sense of the atmosphere of the period.
‘Ibis book has to be h&i@ recommeuded.O
BOB IVANOCHKO, who has rs
vIewed for ibc Windsor Star, n o w
works at tbe Saskatchewan Provincial
Library at Re&a; hia special intmrt
is Canadian li&xabm and hirlory.

CANLIT
OUR NATURE-OUR
WOICES (Volume One)
A Guidebook
To English-Canadian
Literature
UARA THOMAS

FROM ZERO TO ONE
Robert Zend.

poetry

I

“Once Robert Zmd told me that
a pm?* of getma onc.3 I la

wyll

him that he was D mime with won
Robert Zend it a poet in wary m
men1 of his I@..”

PBNl3TRATION 5
Russ.

plays

by Lawmm

“‘Ruttell Ir the heavlest avant-~
ploywr@ht In the country n
. . . J+ederick Bde
KAYAK SICKNESS pceixy by Debar
Sib&
%gmdbLwk ?hlspunglwl~r~
defiiiteiy hat something to tay.
. . . The Dnuy coloni

l-HE RJM OF THE PARK poelxy b
Plomnce YcNtiL

doth $8.95s p,zper sjr.75;

illurtmtEd:.I75g

~~IHIS MAY seem a nice book to leaf
through at the store or library: Pamela
Patrick’s design is pleasing and the old
photographs are delightful. But the
text, when you begin to read it closely, is disappointing.
new press plans this as the fti part
of a tsm-volume set; the second wiU be
written by Frank Davey; The au’thom
have divided Canadian Literature
‘&ronologicsUy between ihem. This is
no easy task. as editors of anthologies
always point out. But whereas most

PASSAGES&OlMBRPOEMSbyEuger
bfXlrlun=
I7iE ABSTRACT BEAST new fictia
md dima b7 I. Micheel Yam,
IHE L.ATR M A N fiitkm by Andm
icbmedet.

.
Where to Eat in Canada 73174
by Anne “wdv
This is what the Toronto Gmr said abom
it: “Evsrq trweller in Canada rhou
carry a copy.. . All other guides a
WSpBct as mereM diguind advertising
FPG: Tlu European Years
by Douglas G. ~ttig,m
In thtt remarkable book Profeeor Bps
tigue reveals the true identity of d
Canadian rw!elb.t Frederick Phili
Grove. Thlr could be the most importal
literary biography wer published i
Canada.
73: New Can&an Stories
e&fed by David HeMg & Joan Hamu
T h i s is the third.in Qberon.s annu
series of stotiooks This series hgbst
designed both for the student and A
the general reader.
Fords Eat Chevr
by John Smdma,,
This is John Sandman’s fint novel sint
Eating Out It tells the story of a go
who dmp out of a job with Cansd
Packers. looks for work in the Bodbor
ml- and then decider to hichhik
across Canada
If You Hum Me a Faw Bars
I Might Remember thsTtme
by Don Bailey
The title storv In this collection wa
writtan while Baiky was Sill a prisonr
at Collins Bay.
Women & Children
by Beth Hawor
Beth Hanmr is chiefly mncemed wit
wayslnwhichpsopkmake u~ofpeopk
in s&ally acceptableways, for their ow
purposes.
Bloodflowers
by W. 0. Valgmkm
An Icelander bv birth.Valgardso,n write
of the primitive realities that determint
theirrueof runrival.
The Goveroo~s Bridgs is Ctorsd
by Hugh Hood
This allection of -ys deals with sod
varied subjects as the pIeawes o
hockey, Toronto’s ravines. Expo. trwe
in Ontario, the rcanic designs of Mum
IaJfer.separatism in Quebec. theaesthe
ticI of realism and the nature of realty
The Octobar Man
by Job” /lf;,ls
Jnlike the many writers who havt
tgonized breathlessly over the Onobel
:risis as a wire de mnrclence, John Milk
?ees revolution as a game like any other,
:o bo played, without illusion or ill.
IUlnDUI, for perrona, *antage.
Schoolboy Rfsing
k N&wl Foxell
Coppennine
by Don Guttw!dga

kier

of

ths M.siar
iP Gaw Geddes

of Horsz

‘lies/Flight of the Pterodactyl
PY Lloyd Abbey & Gail Fox
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editors apologize for the inevitable
mistakes, Thomas and Davey have ooufused the issue even more than usual
by rea&ng an “agreemenP’ whereby
“a number of writers who might be
expected to appear Iu the fti book
will be induded . . .h the second.”
They didn’t consult their readers,
though. When I Fad about Layton in
“a g$de to the history of EnglishCanadian Literature:’ I expect to see
Dudek and Souster close by. But
Prank Dqvey has reserved Dudek and
Souster, as .v,ell as Robert Finch,
Dorothy Livesay, Eli Mandel, and P.R.
Page. Inevitably, some authors appear
twice. How could Davey write about
Dudek and Souster without Layton?
There are unexplained omissions:
Jay Macpherson, Douglas LePan, and
the two famous “birds of passage,,
Lowry and Moore. Farley Mowat and
Pierre Berton are missiog as usual, but
‘it’s hard to understand why In a book
that includes Mszo de la Roche and
LJ+i. Montgomery.
I probably wouldn’t quibble about
the arrangement if the text itself were
good. In the fmt place, it contains
errors of fa& Writing about Sheila
Watson’s The Double Hook, Thomas
asserts:
On its simplest level. it cart bc mad as
a mystery slay. The mother, M1s.
hlter, is kill& who is her murderer?

The mother’s name ia Mrs. Potter and
her murderer is identified on the first
page of the book: ‘Pushed by James’
will. By James’ hsnd.”
AM. Klein’s “Portrait of fhe Poet
is Landscape” Is called “‘ao early four
de force” and “an apprentice work.‘!
But the poem was fti published in
1945, after Tfie Hidtid and Poems.
Klein thought it was important enough
to revise and print at the end of his
last book of poetry, The Rocking
Chnir. Few would agree with Mrs.
Thomas’ assessment; Miiam Waddington, for example, considers the poem
“the most profound statement that
has yet been made about the position
of.the artist in Canadian society.”
In this last item, I have moved away
! from errors of fact to errors of judgment. There are many. Thomas says,
for example, that mh Business is,
“on its super&&l level.. . a mystery
Story.... On its most memorable and
meardngful level, however, the book is
a s u p e r b study in cheracteriza-

tibns...” She never mentions the
word “saint.” Her view of fhe endiig
of T h e ApprentXeship of Duddy
Kmvitz is also eccentric without b*ng
exciting:
T h e cnd...is also a begkmiy,
towards the -mensb” that U n c l e
Benjy sw in hi aloyddc the brute.

I have never known anyone else to
react to the ending in this way. Moat
people feel that it is Ironic, that the
victory is undercut The boy who
chooses to exploit Virgil to get his
land has given the upper hand to the
“‘beast” in -elf, not the “mensh.”
However, the greatest weakness is
probably the style. I can best &&rate
by quo&ion:
It is possible to dispel the shadows ol
our repu.mtenest a s aor inertia b
wads the works of the literaty attists
among us has now been di@kd.

While this sentence Is partiiularly bad,
the whole book is infected with an imprecision of diction and a Ioosenes of
sentence structure that suggest fizzy
thinliing and befuddle the reader.
I thought perhaps the bibliographies would prove tiful. but in fact
Thomas often leaves out important informalion. For example, Cmuzdkm
Liter&we No. 41, the 10th Anniversary Issue,_ia listed several times. But
Mrs. Thomas never points out that this
issue is now available under the title
T/ze Sorties. Similarly, she often cites
articles that have been repprinted In
IMa.& of Poeby or Masks of Fiction
without mentioning the antholo& Yet
reprint information is essential to students with limited access to periodicals.
The fact that this book is meant
primarily for secondary-szhool teachers and students does not excuse its
shoddiness. If tea&ers haven’t time to
do their own research, they need a
truly reliable guidebook. As for the’
students, they are exposed to so much
bad prose outside the ciassroom that
their textbooks at least should provide
a good example.
We are not after all so desperate for
‘a beginning, timewhere for curiosity
and enjoyment, to start” There are a
number of reference books and biblie
graphics available for those who want
the facts. But to stimulate reading and
discussion among students, surely such
books as llte Bush G&en and &r
viva1 are more effective than guide;oozss ;cb 8.8 Our Nature - Our
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SHORTOF
THE MARK
MODERN CANADIAN
STORIES (Reprint)
Edited by GIOSE RIMAN.%LI &
ROBERTO RUBERTO
McGmwHill Ryerson
paper $4.95, cloth &S&95: 402 pages
WVIW~ by Greg

Gatenby

foreword to this
anthology proclaims, “‘I know’of only
three serious attempts, before this, to
collect the best that les tkiwins
anglaisa have grown over the years”.
A cursory check at a local bookstore shows how out of date this
proclamation is, what with at least
17 collections of short stories by
English .Canadian authors now in
print. almost all published since this
collection first came out in 1966.
But the anachronism may be overlooked on the grounds that Bimey’s
foreword amounts to a very interesthg
and, in its own way, comprehensive
attempt to trgce. by example, the
development of the Canadiin short
story.
That this book should have been
undertaken by two Italian-born editors
who have spent only a few years in
this country, and who now teach in
American universities bespeaks,
however: a patronizing a u d a c i t y
unheard of since the ants went on
strike at the company picnic. This
tone is tempered however by their
adventitious selection of representative
authors.
The adjectives “patroniziig” and
“adventitious” are used here because
in their lengthy introduction, which
Birney calls. “in its genre. as or&al
and insightful a piece of writing as any
of the stories” included in the anthology, the editors are guilty of some
seriqusly wrong statements.
Unfounded generalizations such as,
“an unjustified sense of guilt gnaws
destructively away at a Canadian
writer whenever he compares his
position with that of writers in other
countries,” surely belie a lack of
EARLE BIRNEY. in his

.--_A

familiarity with the mood of con%
dence and justifiable pride among
serious \?rriters of Canadian prose that
was geiminated in the fifties and born
in the Sk&$.
Mr. Rimanelti says that in his sle*
ting he was only trying to be
“decent”, and in deference to the
honesty with which he explains his
choice of authors, it seems almost
redundant to question these choices,
with one notable exception.
The reason -for excluding Charles
G.D. Roberts can only be described,.
charitably, as a dubious artistic value
judgmenti

.._

Apparently for reasons of length
there are no French Canadian comes,
but; a failure to apologize or even
mention tllis fact (the editors claim,
“We have come to know almost every
dead and living Cauadisn author”)
seems symptomatic of their blinkered
appraisal of Canadian culture.

In (his) stories anhah move abOat
and think like human kings but
without lhc sacred irony Qat we fiid
in say, Acrop or La Fontaine. nor do
they have that tension of higb
adventure that WC rind in Kipting.
Hence they founder ii the grotesque
and the cbildisb. and it is at once
wry risky and difticult to f&c them

seriously.

In the same vein his appraisal of
Frederick Philip Grove may raise more
than a few eyebrows:
’ (Grove) lives on, not for his unsuccessful and mthcr dixonneclcd
nowIs.. .but f o r smnc rcmarkablc
pages in Over Awitie 7lMs, P kind of
Canadian IVuMen, and for the short
story “Snow’*.

but appear
foolish quibbling over the editors’
choice of authors, (though, it should
be noted, some were selected solely on
their reputations in other literary
forms), it does seem in order to ask
why five short stories .by acknowledged Canadian mast&s of the craft
are anthologized here when they
already exist hi the excellent Robert
Weaver collection. Surely Grove,
Callaghan, Sinclair Ross; Gamer, and
Munro wrote stories better or _as good
as those previously anthologized that
they need not the over-exposure of
one story.
The other writers, represented by
twenty-two stories, are: .D.C., Scott,
Leacock, de la Roche, MacLennan,
Buckler, Lowry, Brian Moore,
Margaret Laurence, Henry Kreisel,
Adele Wiseman, Richler, Hugh Hood,
John Metcalf, Daphue Buckle, Layton,
Nowlan, aand Bowering; some represented by their better efforts, some by
lesser works.
While the critic qnnot

CQNTEMPORAFIV
VOICES: The Short Story
In Canada
Select&i by DONALD STEPH.
PrentieeHaU
cloth 83.00, prrperS2.9s; 182prgu

GREAT SHORT STORIES
OF THE WORLD
VARIOVSAVTHORS
Readers Digest
ctoth $9.98: 800 pa8es

STORIES FROM
ATLANTIC CANADA
Ed&d by KBNT THOMPSON
MacmiUan
cloth-$I~OQ plpu h’.ZSR 231 wgcr

. miewd by Jim Christy

FICTION IS -supposedly having a rcnnissance in Canada, challenging poetry
as the reigning literw form. Now that
there is no longer a dearth of outlets
for fiction, we seem to be deluged
with short stories, new and old. After
reading some of the current anthologies I at” surprised to fiid that the
new stories being written either secm
like antiquati?d period pieces or vary
slight myopic experiments, while the
stories from the ’50s and earlier are at
best substantial in their place in time.
AU this leads me anyway to believe we
have our renaissances mixed up. The
new poetry appears ‘&xrely out front.
23
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It’s a question of forq and the
modem world. Some poets in France
realized tbls in. 1912 and revolutionized poetry, revolutionized language. It was reaUy not until postWorld’ War II in America that prose
experimenters woke up to t,he fact of :
the modem world and those people
ex atI8 considered barbarians trying to
storm the old prose manor. Poetry in
Canada speeds past prose like a
new monster 45O-o.c. Dodge Charger
zooms by the hulk of a ‘37 Hudson
rusting in the roadside weeds near
Corvo, Ontario.’ or Roma, Alberta. A
spot ln the rear view mirror. Short
story is an anachronism (with genre
exceptIons). Corvo.Ontarlo,ls a quaint
- general store with haP gaspump ‘.
remnant of the fmt decade of the
century out front - delightful
memory knd it would almost deserve
an old fashioned short story but . . .
but, its WIIS and daughters arc rnnning
away to Toronto some bf them to
become bII heroes of the Yonge Street
Strip speed night. Rock and roU~spIlls
out the kitchen window and Into the
barn yard. Our writers can’t seem to
even capture this Inundation of thb
rural area. so how can they capture the
diversity, the image assault, the sheer
pace of the current age downtown,
uptown? AnewthIng is needed -(end
someone groans, “Not this again”) but face it: most short stories, unless
divorced totally from now by time or
setting, seem meaningless.
From this perspective, my perspeo
tive, many of the stories in an anthology such as Cmte*potv”y Voices
read ‘Xke relics and a few of them are
Indeed silly. A relic would be Morley
CaIlaghan’s “Let Me Promise You”’ or
“A True Story” by Norman Levine,
both of which read Iike dreary jobs of
work, brick upon brick in the prose
manor. Nothing happens.
But downright silly is when a writer
attempts to portray a scene from now,
has all the right props but flubs it with
horse and buggy prose as does David
Hehvig in “Somethin For Olivia’s
Scrapbook I Guess” which is set down
in Yorkville with freaks - might have
come froti Corvo, Ontario - and
characters, the police, a pushcart veb
dor - (a contemporary life set) - and
it doesn’t moth_ Helwig has no excuse.
He is a young writer close to the times,

wvherea~ you can forgive the jive In “A
Nice P&e To V&if:
N&w Hugh Gamer, thqugh .oldfashioned, isn’t silly, not only because
In astory such as ‘Red Racer” he desls
with man in a timeless situation strugglImg with elemental realities. He stages
a ti of human co~mge with the
fast sentence, ‘The sun burned a hole
in the sky . . .‘I.
Writers come of age in the modem
world who write like tha founders of
Canadian Literature - and only the
advance guard of the making the
slightest concession to t&e times with a
touch of Richard Brautlgao - are hard
to take. Bay Smith” a part of who’s
“Cape Breton ls the Thought ContmI
Centre of Canada” aPpeara in SrorieJ
I;zonr Atlantic Gwda is almost as
off-target as Hetwig. Smith tries to
change form but not content. He
writes compiled fiction tiut he v&es
it in the same old way. Likewise Kent
Thompson, the anthology’s editor,
experiments with form to the same
result in “Window on the Revolution”.
Iie.wants yaw to think in terms of a.
movie script thus emphasIzin8 the
visual element. It would be better to
write cinematically, which Thompson
doesn’t.
St&es From Atlamic Canada i s
interesting primarily as a history of the
@on and secondly as proof that the
niost successful modern short stoaes
are those concerned with the past or
with fantasy. “At the Tide’sTurn” by
Thomas RaddaIl, set in Nova Scotia
during the Am&an RevoIutlon is the
best of the historical pieces though not
nearly as good. as the same author’s
“Blin;d M&lair” a’ballad story about a
blind pm&I sailor returned to Nova
Scotia in the 1880s which is one Of
three “Canadian seleciions in the
Reader’s Digest Great Short Stories of
fhe World. (The others aren’t. worth
looking up: one of Gabrielle Roy’s
worst,. “Luaina Takes a Holiday”,
whIchowSe~~thbIgtoG.~nIyand
‘A PrIIst In the. Family” by Leo
Kennedy who lives and writes in
Conneqticut but happens .to be a
Reader’s Digest editor). The best
pieces In Stories From Adantic &n&a
are ‘The Boat” by AI&air MacLeod, a
moving mmemberance of his father;
the childhood rembdscences df Brian
Bartlett in “Jay’s Aviary” and Al
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Pittman, “Consomme and Coca Cola:
and Stephen Boston’s fantasy, The
Rape of Maysie Weekend”. Bartlett, a
university student Is the only language
experimenter in the anthology.
Perhaps because he is young and closer
to his childhood, he writes of it with a
rush, with a force of energy.
Dave Godfrey also writes with
energy ln “Kwmne Bird Lady Day”
from Cbnfempomry Voiw but the
length of the story. the e%tra”eous
material, and its lack of feeling deaden
the impact I sense Godfrey doesn’t
give himself up to what he senses. The
story has the effect of a pulled punch.
It’s sort of musical, almost j-like in
the beglnnlng but over-orchestrated
fillally.
Too few short story writers in
Canada have a” awareness of the
present and their craft. Wold War II,
the Cold War, Vietnam and other hot
little wars, television, televised
polltlcsl assasluation, the computer
explosion, the information business,
bop, the jumbo jet, the rock and roll.
AU of these mean that we don’t think
like we did before thun and therefore
we canuot \vrlte as we did before
them. Man stepped on the moo” and
this became irrevocable. It was consciousness that leaped forward.
Only one writer in the recent
anthologies seems to realize this. Jane
Rule. Her ‘Theme for Diverse In&umerits” Is a cubist portrait of a family
and strange that it seems so diffennt
- being as how she writes in sentence.
pangraph, story and not upside down
- which only shows the mileage to
make up.
When poetry changed back in 1912
it didn’t cease to be poetry. The sme
should apply to fiction, to the short
s t o r y . Compiled fltio” 01 script
fiction ls not the answer. It is the
mong-headed experiments as well as
stick-ln-the-mud wrltlng that retards
prose progress. The experiment with
form has excluded content, has
excluded languagi. Language turned
loose upon the times will determine its
own form. 0

I
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OPIATEOF
THEPEOPLE
.‘. THE CASE AGAINST
THE DRUGGED MIND
ANDREW I. MALCOLM, MB.
Chwke Irwin
p3pers2.50: 204 pages

repcrrts
LMR so MANY Government
behind it, the LeDaln Conunission
report has come and gone. It served its
purpose well in creatlng’the ilhulon
, that the people’s opinion, w&Id be
cun$lered seriously by the govemment in formulating its policy on the
non-medical use of drugs.
To Dr. Malcolm - upset by the
general trend iu the liberal denmomtlc
state we live in towards what he calls
the chemophUic society - the L-e Dain
C&ion left m&h to be deslred.
The. conunlssIo”ers t e n d e d t o
den&rate cons&at&e opinions while
giving credence to those who felt
inarijuana is a harmless drug. Its
manual on .treatnxmt includes ti
excusabIe errors and oanisslons that
undermine its usefulness. Finally, the
government rejected or falled to
Implemeflt the recommendations. such
as the legal&g .of marijuana. A
complete fiasco.
Dr. Malcolm has two things to say.
First,, Canada Is becoming overly
dependent on drugs. He proceeds to
descriie the wide-ranging abuses. He
cites educators, phannaclsts, advertisers, “the people”, intellectuals,
scientists, doctors and the ehemlsts
who all play part of the scenario that
pushes, tranquilizers to aspirins, the
plll along the mute that leads to the
ingestion of che+xls.
ThB’ reasons .for this tremendous
demand are the tensions and palm
people haire to cope with in the
modem world.
Now the solution Dr. Malcolm has
for tbIs seemingly gargantu@ problem
is to impose “controls”. some eontmls, Uke uniformity of packaging, are
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suggested. But the malu solution is to
aan the use of marijuana. To Dr.
Malcolm the chemophlliszation of
Canada is going to be cmpleted with
the legalization of the (probably
harmfid)‘drug niarijuana, which not
only attacks chemically but leads to
ideological co”ve&o”s of people from
the Protestant ethic to Raster” mysti.
cism.
The internal problem with this
book, 0th~ than its ideological ohs+
les+xe, is the ~exclusive attention
paid to “heads” who use marijuana.
While the Ills of modem capitalism are
used to decry the spread of drug-use,
the co”trol of dm~Use will co”serve
the ills of modem Canadian capitalism
(called llbeml dunocmcy). .
One can’t help feeling that the state
ls excused at the. expense of the
muddled drug-user. Again we fmd the
liberal sociology of pmfesslonal expertise dogmatIcally.supportlng the liberal
state against all the evklence that it
fails the people.
So The QlEe Against the Drug@
Mind does not indict the us& as much
as it indicts the anarchy of capitalism
How are -the multlmIllIo”dollar drug
‘companies going to be contmlled,
leashed? How are the media-men going
to be ‘&onvl”ced that pmtits must be
lecondary to the health of the people?
How cau educators discuss the question with any sense of.dlguity when
their opinion ls me mbjectlvlsm, “ot
au expression of a consensus? How are
the Csliadian people going to be
sewed, not for pmfit, but by selfgovernment?
These are the questions.the book
raises by omission. It is not a revealing
book. One looks forward to a careful
documentation and elaboration of en
Bltemate society t h a t s&es t h e
people, ln h&lth and otherwiSe. El
CARL HAGER, who teaches in PM
Q&r, QUL, is especially interested in
the drug cultun and in ecologY; he
iur written also for Alive and the
Monmn1 sm.
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SERIES ON SERIES
NEW CANADIAN
LIBRARY

-PART2

Fiction contains 13 essays, notable
among them Ethel Wilxm’s ‘A Cat
Among the Falcons,” HI& Ma&nmm’s ‘The Story of a Novel,” EA.
McCourt’s “Roughing It with the
Mo+s,” WiUiam MeColmell’s “Xecollections of Malcolm Lowry,” and
Hugo McPherson’s examination of the
works of Robertson Davies. iWa& of
Poe@ features Canadian critics on
Canadian verse and, though you may
not fmd L.A. I&Kay’s “Bliss Carman: A Dialogue” to yolir taste. Irving
Layton’s “Foreword to A Red &pet
for the Sun”; certainly bears tolerant

Odysseus Ever Returning,
attention:
George WlOdCO~,
And so raptumusly, too, does he sing
of his griefs. this PO.%, while the dull
Introduction: W.H. New.
muttonbeads pick tbcir teeth or
158 pages, $1.95.
m o u n t t h e i r female& Mible
clown! Can one think of anyuling
.
it~4a.vk.s of Fiction,
more ludicmus? ironic? zany?
AJM. Smith (ea.);
Sqaeakii and thmbbing, chittering
and twittexing; demondrtven or
175 pages, $1.95.
driven by their peacock VrniQ - so
PERHAPSIT Would SOt b e the CSCC
Masks of Poetry,
the poetr, 01 so I sclmethes see
. them, even the best pf them.
where you ensconced in some acaAJM. Smith (ea.);
***
demic oftice where books are the
143 pages, $1.75.
medium of commerce; but, mercifully,
The Canadian Writers Series:
Unless you’re cribbing material for an
you are not. Hence, your close ac.
overdue. essay 01 cramming for an
Stephen Leacock,
quaintances, all of whom rend for
exsm, most literary criticism is better
Robertson D&es;
pleasure only when there Is nothing ‘left on the &elves. These three lit.
62 pages, 20.95.
better to do, deem this expedition
critturs deserve kinder treatment,
through the New Canadian Library at
Odysseus Ever Rehming in particular. ., Marshall McLuhan,
least eccentric, and probably worse.
Dennis Duffy;
George Woodcock is Canada’s mOdt 80
The cowboy comic scoffs, the bee62 pages, $0.95.
eompllahed essayist, his prose as IInkeeper averts his gaze, the hotel de I compromising and as polished as
Margaret Laurence,
tectIve applies her ear to the ground,
OnveIl’s. Herelo he examines such
Clam Thomas;
while the portrait photographer and
aspects of our country’s literature as
62 pages, SO 95.
daf@ jazz dmmmer quickly change
the novels of Hugh MacImman and of
Earle
Birney,
the subject. And who can fairly bbe
Morlejr CaUaghao, ‘Bn’an Moore’s
Richard Robillard;
them? With readii as with revel&
Poor Bitches,” fqur facets of Malcolm
64pages.50.95.
nothing exceeds like excess.
Lowry. and the poetry of hvlng
And yet, the expedition itself pmMordecai R@hler,
Layton and Leon& Cohen. Here is
vides numemus r~anis. You plougb
George Woodcock,
Wood&k on Edmund Wilson on Morthrough Martha Ostenso’s Witi Geese
62 pages, $0.95.
leycallagban:
think@ you will never make it to the
James Reaney.
The rurpti~ thii about Wilson’s
end, but move on to Gabrlelle Roy’s
Ross G. Woodman;
treatment of WInghan is that h e
dellgbtful IVizere Nests the Water Hen,
defends hi on the wont possible
61
pages, $095.
tlmn Margaret Atwood’s palatable The
tenain, as a naturalistic writqti be
discuss4 in temns of psychologtcal
Leonard Cohen,
Edible Women. You plunge into the
probability,. when actualQ CaUaghan
Michael Ondaatje;
venereal muck of MadeClaire Blals’
is.‘at his best, I very good wit.% of
64 pages, 8095.
Xad Shedow, but fmd your spirits
paxabler in the moralist tradition
whii often deb%cmteQ Ilout the derescued by Ethel Wilson’s Swnmp
Northrop Frye,
mands otpla”sibiJiQ.
Angel. Informed you are meant to
Ronald Bates;
Aa for Masks of Fiction and M@s of 62 pages, $0.95.
kugb at Paul Iiiebert’s $reh Bbzks
Poem, they are collections of essays
and Mordecai Ricbler’s The IncornH u g h MacLennan.
on Canadian literature written by
parable Atuk, you can muster merely a
Alec Lucas;
various hands - which, presumably,
sigh. but there are smiles aplenty for
61
pages, $0.95.
explains the illustration on each jacket
Samuel Aferchbank’a Abnenack b y
.
of a male hand. index fwr pointed Frederick Philip Grove,
Robertson Davies. .
Ronald’Sutherland;
appmxlmstely skyward, the palm
So, with compensations enoueh,
pages,SO95. cupping an errant eyeball. Marka of 62
blithely you journey on:
There are meat numben of people to
wh!rm the- act of readiig j b&k any sort of book --is wondrous. they
spcrli or the reader in the tone or
wum approbation which they 18s
otherwire when referring ta prgnvlt
wOnlen, OK the nf.+Q dead.
-Robertron Davies, A Vein From
HIP AYlf.
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E. .I. Pratt,

Hugh NacLemm: Yet Penny’s chff,

Milton Wikon;
62 pages, $095.

to bar the doors of many schools to

Ecde Bicy: Fooled or footless, the
second hemirtitcb of eeeh line feels
different fmm the tiust be@stiti,
tbcm is e reel tendon behvecn the
hvo halves. And one mey note tbst
Malcolm Lowry.
s?condery sBesses wmpticatc tbe
Wiiam H. New;
four thumping beats per Enc.
Nordecei Rtchter: A n d [Duddy
64 pages, $0.95.
Kmilt] is one of those bberctcd
works - mtc indeed emongC!enedicn
At appmximately 60 pages and WCnovels - k whtch the dmraetcn
actly 9% these pamphlets are overmetamorphose ?s the novel proceeds
priced. Those on Leacock, Laurence.
until by the end tbcy Uy free of tbe
cccwn of situetion end live in our
Rtchler and Cohen are good reading.
minds cs cutonomoes beings whom
In any case, let each quotgtion speak
one ccn imagine even outside tbc perfor itself.
tiwlu context of actton in which
their author has set tbcm.
Stcphn mk \Vbcn we taut o f
lemcs Rcaney: What intcrertcd him
Lxcock. we sbctt only m&c o u r wcrc megicel ircnsformations that
selves cbrurd if we dissect and pew
cttowcd eternity to break tbmcgb a
hi work as if it wctc, for instance,
lk~ecr. b@cal, timebound strechuc
tbe pcinsteking compoljttM of SJeil
to reveet a brazen nature in its origta humorist as lamer Joyce.
nd golden form.
Nershdt NcLuben: The author hes
Leonprd Cohen: It is ietcrcsttt to
given no tndieetion that he is not to
note how dose Cohen is in this habit
be tekcn at his word; the perfect
to two otbu artists who are not unNcLahenite,must believe that the inlike him: Norman Neilcr ted Rob
ventIon of movable type is the case
Dylan. Att’tbrcc a’c public ertisk and
of swb thblgs es tbe rise Of netiond
stctcs. tbe R e f o r m a t irrintero n , t h e es a result ctl thne rely he&y on
tbek ability to be cynical ebout tbek
prctction of the pest @otb pagan end
egos or pop-+ebItbood wbilc at the
Christten), tbc cxcRction Of tceilnisame tbnc coi~ttmdng to build it up.
que end power over meaning and emNorthrop Frye: In the discussion of
pathy, the introduction of purpecSymbol es Imcge, efter pointing out
tivc in painting. ecd tbe blcnk verse
“that all mmmentcry is ellcgorieal inof Christopher Nulowc.
krpretetion, en atteehing of Ideas to
Nargarei hmnce: Rachel is cs difthe rtNchuc of poetic imcgcry”
fennt from lieger es Pmfmck Is fmm
(89). Frye pnrcntr ‘h kind of sliding
Lear; an ewesome xdistrfftion o f
scale-’ (91) of atkgorks. which scans
the bdenw. and deployment of Went
to work out to six types: though this
wcs required, es Mrs. Lawcna skirts
is ex@icRty linked. in tbc Archetypal
the very edges of our bearming imPhcse. to a fiiqrt scale of convenpatient with Rccbcl md dertrting
tions cud %cbeQpes (103-104).
her.

born out

of WcdlOdc,

was

sufftint

Barometer Rising, and NacL.ennan’s
love scenes, which may now appear
scntimcntd o r sametimes gauche,
were arch that one critic of ?Mo
Solirudes advocated the author’s
giving notice in future when simtt
dnful sihMtMswcrc pcndii.
Frcdertck Phitip Gmve: And when he
wes not being igeorcd, he was bctng
praised for tbe wrong nesons,. oI
dcmned for no reason, or diiissed
with tbc emmnmt that he could not
be understood bceaue of tbc .
awkwardmr Of his style.
El. Pratt: In intioductng an edition
of Nelvttte’s M&y Dick for highschool conscs, Pratt once rcmuked:
“the appeal of tbc comic demcnt in

the work, skangc as it nlay seem. is

irresistible. It folIavs henI upon the
trail o f gloom, a n d somettmu
mingles with it in the w&d&
fashion.” He tben edds: ‘tbe more .
boisterous the laugh, the more bmnchial the acccmpaniment” In Pratt
atso. no tone of v&e is too hoarse to
be funny.
Natcotm Lowry: But despite Lowry’s
blcRcsblg cnixtion for ihe munky
and his obvious aen*tily to CalJadien society end lcndxape, Canedian
literature hes no privpk bold on his
work, just as North Vcncouver bes no
local rigbk on tbe man. Ignoni”g end
tinting him in ik own wcy, the
munici aliQ efter his death suddenly
recog&dtb.ttberestofthcworld
thought him a genius. and so CD”stmcted in Cater Paxk tbe “Mahxtm
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WHY GOYS AND CHURLS
. LIKED SATURDAY NIGHT
A SATURDAY NIGHT SCRAPBOOK

I

Edited by MORRIS WOLFE; Intmdact~n by ROBERT FULFOm
new P?-%% cloth Sl2.3o;iU~@xalal; 193 pages

Reef 4..

reviewed by Do&z Marshall

SOME nra AGO my father wandered into a London auction hall,
twitched en innocent eyebrow, and
found himself the owner of a complete
set of Punch for the years 189? to
1934. There are nearly 89 semiannual
volumes, each splendidly bound in red
momccn, the spIncs imprinted ln gold.
For a social historian, they are treasure
trove-half a ton of droll commentary
on on ebbQ empire, JuvenaI with line
drawings. They are also a damn
nuisance. Once a guest stumbles across
them, It is extremely diffIc”lt to get
him to leave.
I suspect A Saturday Night Scmpbook, B slim but fasckmting volume
covering the years 1887 to 1972,will
cause the sane sort of problems.
Aside from some atrocious political
cartoons, a long way after Tenniel or
well beneath Low, Sufunluy Night had
and has nothing in common with
Punch. The magazine Edmund
Sheppard founded, and which reached
its influential zenith under B.K. Sandwell, viewed the world with B b&hmindedness that was only inadvertently comic and abhorred anything so
vulgar as wit. As current editor Robert
Fulford notes in his introduction. the
magazine’s credo wes “‘a summary of
the Anglo-Canadian religion.” What we
hear in these pages is not the jangling
charivsd of Punch but the passionate
an&m of Blake’s Jerusalem, tramposed from England’s green and
pleasant land to the old Ontarib
strand.
And yet, lii Punch. Saaaday
Nighr is e continuous recoil of the
pIewang nlores of the anes. coverhlg
all but 20 years of Canada’s existence,
it is the most complete and least dik
torted record we have. We would be
impoverished without it. Whereas

the recently published selections fmm
T h e Carrodion Foram (Books in
Gmada, Jen./Feb., 1973) caught the

Just the wei
ings and th

still, small voices of e handful of
Ubeml academics - Satit&zy Night
called them, and. everybody else left
on Bay Street, Bolshevists - this is the
dominant beUoti of middle-class
EngUsh Canadian majority. Pompous?
Yes. Bigoted? To a turn. Petty,
ridiculous, infuriating? Those and
more. But above aU,authentic
Well, perhaps there should be one
;lote of caution. The sapbook is just
that - snippets of editorial copy
nicely counterpointed by contemporary advertisements to form a highly
condensed chronology. (The pmduction end layout are superb by Canadian standards and the decision to
reset editorial matter in easy-to-read
boldface columns nothing short of inspirational.) So obviously we are
seeing what Monis Wolfe wants us to
_+?e. By cunningly ignoring contexts,
he could ha6 pasted up a dozen
perverted versions of Saturday NigAt.
However, judging by the internal
consistency of tone and other
evidence, he has been smupulously fair
in trying to capture the magazine’s
muddled but true soul. That was the
weekly that was.
It was excruciating - not professionally but.phUosophiceUy, not by
its lights but by ours.
For a third-generation (or more)
Canadian liberal, flipping through any
pre-World War II Satutiy Night is like
waking up hungover and guilty on
Sunday morning, windng with anguish
at the howlers of the night before. It is
hardtoescapetheconclusionthatmost
of us are descended from B long line of
jingoistic male-chauvinist white_
supremist reactionary bastards. The

come.

Prices-&c
$4.00. $4.5c
Colors
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QUEEN-OFRADIA~RS
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magazine and its presumably contented readers were anti-black, antiOriental, anti-French Canadian (the
Ottawa River is frequently referred to
by Sheppard as %“I Mason-Dixon
Line”), a&-refugee, anti-Mennonite
(and aU other non-conforming sects),
anti-women (“Hubby has gone to war
and they are having the time of their
dear lives spending the money of a
deeply generous and grateful governm e n t ” - 1916), anti-change-of-anysort, and abidiily anti-American.
The racism was neither delicate nor
sporadic. It was overt and constant.
Even after 70 years, there is enough
coiled venom in some lines to sting the
eyes:
The a- peiulnt Jew has no place
toI5 agnnrltural utaloye of the
. ..TotatkofputlinptbsJeW
back in Palestine is to coawrse with
regard to a topic which -Id land
an unagrical~ralQ disposed bybri,d
on soil which could not possibly be
made to produce him a living.
By the 1920s Saturday Night was pmtesting the arrival of 317 immigrant
Polish Jews (Yanada can not afford
to be the dumping ground for the
scum of Europe”) and arguing that
Jews who did stay should not be
allowed to adopt Anglo-Saxon surnames: “A good name is something to
be proud of aud not a thing to be
handed out to any ignorant Continental bmnlgrant that might apply
for its use.” Apparently the only
mental advance made by the magazine
between 1903 and 1924 was to begin
to comprehend the difference between
“which” and “that”.
It wasn’t until the early 1940s sod
the war that Sohudoy Might began to
show some faint flickerlags of enlightenment. (Signif~antly, its power
soon started to wane.) The comments
became more rational, almost humane.
It counselled against wartime hysteria,
deplored the treatment of Japanese
Canadians, and sympathized with the
French Canadian point of view. It even
came up with a solution for t!e Jewish
problem in the Canadian forcer:
If laws are not Lo be admitted to
commissions in units composed for
tbe nwst pad of Gentiles,. . . one
method of utilizing their unquestionable abilities.. . is to constitute
lewlrh units, otIiid by Jews.
Maybe not full iquality, already; but
as former scum of Eumpe, you’ve
come a long way, Levy.

What makes this streak of racism in
our heritage more depressing is that it
must be reconciled with the second
major revelation provided by this
scrapbook: there is nothing new under
the maple leaf.
From its inception, Saturdy Night
has been a megaphone for cultural and
.
economic q atiotiallsm. Most of the
time it proclaimed the Canada-forCanadians line with a stridency ‘that
would make a veteran Waffler blush.
In fact it becomes clear that in its pmsent mood the country is returning to
something resembling normal and that
the Grit venture into C.D..Iioyre’s
brand of continental&m was merely a
freak&h aberration.
As early as 1888, the magazine was
complaining that nobody read Canadian books. Ten years later it was
praying that Spain would humiliate
the U.S. in the Spanish-American war.
In 1918 it pointed out that the $8
million worth of pulp wood Canada
exported to the U.S. the year before
would have yielded $40 million had it
been manufactured into paper here. III
1922 it heralded the arrival of the
Canadian fti industry. Arid nearly
every week of its lie it bitterly
denounced the intrizsion into Canada
of U.S. periodicals. It’s all hideously
familiar.
There was one remarkable excep
tion to this cultural boosterism.
Hector Charlesworth, who toOk over
t h e editorship in the late 192Os,
evidently detested the Croup of Seven.
His reasons were curious:
Thii ~hool of painting is not of the
soil. but of tbe rocks. The sections of
Canada wbicb [stc] its votaries in
their harsh, uncompromising
sQk . _ . delight to depict.. . eonr”tutc Canada’s twwrt problem in
an economic sense and the most
serious bar&x to her social and
politicalunily.
But then they were all a curious lot,
the Snht&zy Ni&t editors: Sheppard,
the former cowpoke: Fred Paul, an
American who flushed out the
boiler-mom operators to keep Bay
Street pure; Sandwell, a smt of mundheaded Royalist: and puckish Arnold
Edinbomugh. And they produced a
curious magazine - dour but never
dull, prejudiced beyond modem belief
but still somehow honourable.
Wolfe’s scarpbook deserves to be
read for the advertlments alone.
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They give a wicked and hilarious
insight into middle-class C&da’s
quessy hold on taste. But then are.
thousands of other nuggets here. Did
you know, for instance, that in March,
1937, the vogue word was “aUergic”?
Did you know that Toronto’s statue of
Egerton Ryerson, which has become a
time for those opposed to branchplant publishing, was cast in New
York? And dii you know that tbe
great urban crisis of June, 1888, was
mused by the “selfish thoughtlessness” of those “fever%, restIe.ss,
happy-go-lucky” pedestrians who
persisted Q cutting across corner lots?

FROM THP
ISLAND
PORTRAITS &
GASTROSCOPES
FRANK LEDWELL
di RIZSHARD COOL
kqwe DenlPubIicutions
/Cha&ttetown, P.EL)
pqperunprtced; B-page*

ISLAND PROSE 81
POETRY: An Anthology
Edited by ALLAN GRAHAM
P.E.I. 1973 centennior Connnicsion
paper lmprkd: 226 pllgcr

L.M.MONTGOMERY:
A bibgraphy of the.author
of Anne of Green Gables
HILDA RIDLBY
McGmw-FliU Ryerson
cloth $5.95; 137pnges
revtewed by Roger Worth
ATQTAL quletne& interrupted only
by the sound of the sea. is one of the
endearing qualities of Prince Edward
Island, thus it isnot unuaoal that these
three Island books lo&de large slices
of that peaceful serenity. Yet the sea em be a hard Aaster.
sod not only ior fishermen. On PHI.
the ocean permeates eveiy facet of
life, fox even farmers and storekeepers
must relate to its pervasive message.
The sense of isolation that the sea
generates in Islanders is perhaps best

conveyed in the an&logy, Island
Prose and Poesy. It provides an
insight into Island society before the
ferry ran - the farmers and ftiermen,
their wives and families. their soccessss
and failures.
The anthology, published to help
celebrate the provinces’s 100 years in
Canada, honors many “Islanders who
made good” lo the literary world. Of
course it has selections by Lucy Maude
Montgomery and Milton Acorn. but it
also lncludes woiks by poet John
Hunter-Duvar and probe by artist
Robe& Harris (who painted the
famous “Fathers of Confede;ratkm”)
as v&I SS Bn hIter&hg @O"p Of
writers covering the period from the
early 1800s to contempormy timea. .
\Vhile a majority of tbe w&i are
in English, the anthology inch&a
works in French and Gaelic. It pro.
vides ao inside look at life on the small
island (population lOO,OOO), especuy
during the 1800s and early 1900s.
The roar of the waves and the
effect it has on people’s lives also
breaks tbmugh lo Porhaits and Castrokopes, a series of 10 profdes on
Islanders.
The subjects run the gamut from a
wood turner to a wool miller to an
ex-premier, but the book lacks continuity. The profiles appear to have
been selected at random sod it seems
odd that profles of farmers and fishermen - two of the Island’s leading
occupation groups - am omitted.
Many of the articles are also long
on verbosity and short on facts. The
reader is left with a desire to know
much more about the people invoIved
and one suspects additional Information could have been included ifmany
of the profdes were not so grossly
ovenvlitten.
And then there are the lllustratidns.
while a few of the photographs are of
excellent quality, the majority are at
best mediocre and the book would be
more &able had several not been
printed at all.
Which is not’ to say that the book is
‘entirely without redeeming featores.
Several artioles are bighly readable and
a section entitled Castroscopes,
written ln ths rich Island vemacolar,
provides a homey, down-tocarth look
at e province and its people.
The reprint of Hilda M. Rid&+
1956 biography of Lucy Maude

Montgomery Is by far the best of the
three books. The author has obviously
taken pa+, to write-in the stmightforward and simple Montgomery style
and the attempt has worked. The
biography reads like Anne of Green
Gables and the 21 other books P.E.I.‘s
Lucy Maude Montgomery wrote between 1908 and 1942.
And some of the material in tbe
well-researched book Is fascinating:
the stories about her childhood; her
life during 1902 when she w-rote for a
Hallfax newspaper; the pub&bets!
rejectlo* of her fmt book, Anne of
Green Gab& which she typed on a
poor second-hand machine .that
wouldn’t make the letter ‘w’ at a&
and f&y, the acceptance off Amie
and her rise to llterw fame.
There are also other littl*known
f&s: like the dent movie ofAnne of
Green Gables wti she disliked because P.E.I. was ignored when it was
filmed in the United States; or the
talkie that pleased her; or the fact
that the Emily trilogy is more autobiographicsl than the Anne books.
But for Islanders., at home or
abroad, the high point of the book is a
quote froni a letter Lucy Maode wrote
friends on one of ,her visits to
P.E.L
‘Frace. You nsvrr know what peaea
is until yau walk on the shore.5
or ,h the Ills a along the winding red roads or Prince Edward
Iand in the summer hviligbl when
tbc dew is Calling and ihe old stars M
‘pecphlg out and lbe sea keeps ils
migbg hyst with the IitUe land it
love-s. You fiid your soul iben. You
Icalize that youth is not a vanished
tbii. but somctbii tbat dwells forevcrintbaheart. 0
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THE
CANADIAN
STAGE.
creativa drama will be
interested in the experiences of three
young teachers in Briti Columbia.
Renee Silver, Barry Friesen and Anne
Avery have documented Jheb goals,
techniques and results after !iorklng
with children and adolescents over a
period of time and under a variety of
vnxksho~ conditions. The principal
dm of Begimd~zg Drama is to provide
an effective teaching tool for instruetars who am often ill-equipped and under-trained - especially ih rural
areas.
By far the strongest portion of the
booklet is Renee Silver’s day-by-day
lesson plan. It treats creative writing
and physical play as two interrelated
pats of the process of self-discovery
and - expression. There are 14
well-explained lessons geared to
Grades 2 and 3 (although adaptable to
other age-groups), with the emphasis
on relating physical sensations to
word-meanings, musical sounds and
patterns of behaviour.
The second portion by Barry
Friesen is intended for work with
adolescents and adults. It is less
specific and serves mainly as a stimulus
and source of ideas for further
developmant. Basic warm-up exercises
are spelled out (although illustrations
are. poor, owing to the mdiientaly
duplicating process used). The qmphasis is on two kinds’ of games:
“sparks” to draw out reluctant students, and “conditions” to provide
minimal limitations for the more
aggxssive ones.
The underlying theme is social
nspons%Uity, group dynamic-s and the
range of actions possible in a given
theatrical situation. However. one may
have reservations about using the
“status,” “‘war” and “master-slave”
games, which seem to ireat their
subjects with dangerous superflcialily.
The same might be said of parts of
TEACHERS OF

BEGINNING DRAMA
RBNEB$ILVBR.BARRYFRIESBh’
andANNEAVBRY
Oliver Crmtive Arts Worhahop,
RR 2. Oliver, B.C.
pnper mph-e 52 pagu.

-fHE~ifiE 0N A
SHOESTRING
ADRL4N &MLLBR
Clarke Irwin

Friesen’s minirituals: they are sensational and seem to r&nforce. rather
than explon destructive bahaviour
patterns.
T h e fmal s e c t i o n . ‘Growing
Together” by Anne Avery, builds on
the fiist one by refining the principles
into a more sophisticated stage discipline and adapting it to v;yious
ag+“Ps.
The booklet concludas by ping
basic infdrmation on resources and
orgariiaation. Carefully used, it can
give the beginning drv teacher ‘a
great helping hand. 0’
EVEN BEFORE the recent surge of
“official” interest in the theatre on the
part of governments and universities lo
Canada, the shelves were bulging with
“how to” books, most of them
severely limited by their lack of a
definite Focus. Some we& intended as
a general introduction to$ be tipplemented elsewhere; some addressed
themselves to specific technical pmblems as encountered in professional
British and Am&can theatres; others
were hopelessly sketchy. A few
managed to hlt a useful middle range,
but these were, by their nature atid.
that of the subject, of only sporadic
help.

Adrian Walk, now of the Montreal
Cqrctte, has !visely nor tried to solve
all these problems, but he has taken
good account of them. This is the
essete oF.his advice to practitioners
of Canada’s predominant form - the
Little Theatre: assess mallstically the
possibilities and limitations of what is
available and make as good use of
them as can reasonably be expected.
Wailer’s extensive experience as an
actor-director in the “pmvinees” (sic)
sllows him to pose a number of vary
basic pmbl&ns common to small
Canadian smateur troupes: typecasting, abundance of very young or
very old .actors, rehearsal schedules,
British and American accents, rest&
ted costuming and technical Facilit@s
etc. In fact, he naver wanders too far
into either anecdote or theory, but
manages to tie experience and its
application clearly into each example..
Hera Lies the strongest feature of the
book, its ongoing push to develop
practical theatre-sense in the reader.
Indeed, when it comes to basic
common sense c&cenimg production
values and backstage manoeuvrings,
Wallet’s advice could well be headed
by Canada’s “Establishment” theatras.
A careful reading of the book will give
anyone interested in, but not particularly familiar with, thaatre practice a
good i&a of what to look for, where
to seek it and what to expect.
Eabh of the chapters on practical
functions, from producer to prop ma”,
gives a good general notion of what is
needed, plus a luclstapby-step guide
to .fhndamental tasks. The problems
and solutions are presented in such a
way .as to supply the technique and
motiviation for attacking others lnde
pendently. Where this is not sufficient,
fairly extensive bibliographies fffl the
gap. although too many of the books
listed tend to dwell on biography and
reminiscence.
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in making
q&tic but flexible rec&nmendations
occurs invariably in the chapters on
highly technical subjects, s&h as liiting, costumes. and make-up. W&r
freely admits that what is an “essential
and basic” makeup kit to one actor is
useless to another. Still, even here, he
spells out basic principles olesily
enough to bridge the gap.
There are really only two important
areas in which the author’s assessment
of Canadian Little Theatre is not on
solid gmund. First, in discussing
available spaces, he mentions conventional the&es on one hand,. and
“open-area” staging on the other.
What he omits to mention is that most
groups in this country are obliged to
perform in the combination gymauditorium monstrosities so often
foisted off on schools. These
supposedly multi-purpose creations
almost never succeed in fulfdling any
one function well, and of course,
the&e comes last In the order of
design prloiities.
The second major problem not
referred to by Wailer is the fact that
even in properly fitted theatres (of
course, even these may .not have
t&able dmssingrooms, few do) the
lighting equlprpbnt is abysmal or non:
existent. Often; the fuzzy “allpurpose” outlook has also dfctated
that the more modern schools will
have expensive but totally impractical
llghtlng facllltles. Invariably, they have
enough lamps but insufficient
dimmers, or vice-versa. I recently performed in a $1 l-million “pilot” school
III Ottawa which had 88 dbnmers but
only 12 lamps.. . Wehadtobringin
our own ligluing! Wailer’s solution to
the problem is to Sod a professional
lighting man and have him assemblb
homemade spots. Sure! Have you ever
tried it?
These two’ major reservations
stated,. lbenrns on (I St~~?.~rri?rg still
remains the kind of book that anyone
setting out on a new Little The&e
pmjeet should digest thoroughly. 0
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SCHOOLS!
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‘HE HIGH BARNET COMPANY
R 0 UDLY INTRODUCES ITS
INE-HOUR CASSElTES O F
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LOOKING FOR
.PHI LOSOPHY
F.E: SPARSHOTT
McGill-Queen’s Unirwsi~Ress
pnp.?r $3.25: I71 pages
hid by Robert E. C%emy
A. x.

HOUSMANS celebrated standard
of poetry bwolves recltbtg while
abaving: if your bristles stand up, the
poem is good. In my own experience
of recent Anglo-American philosophy,
few books can even keep me awake for
store .thsn 20 mioutes. It is amazing
andgragratifyingtoflnd,ssIdointhls
book that philosophy can still be highly brterestbrg and entertaining, without loss of competence or wisdom.’
Instead of accepting and regurgltathg part or alI of the diipIbre’s l&tory to artswar the question 7Vhat Is
philosophy?“, Spar&Ott, professor of
ethics and aesthetics at the University
ofToronto,aakshbnseIfiKhyheIss
philosopher and a philosophy teacher.
IIe examktes various ways of pbIlosophising, and concludes that philos+
phIcal speaking does not express “the
truth” any more than poetry does.
What dan be said clearly turns out to
be trivial, what is important is beyond
saying. (One of phtlosophy’s greatest
ilgures, St .Thomas Aquinas, concluded that his sweeping explanations
of man,_ God and world “look ltke
straw” compared to the vast inexpressible domain. opened up by faith
Sparshott respectfully conours - but
puts the remark in the mouth of a
crabbed academIcian peering into the
back of hi0 M by means of a complicated telescope.) To do pbfiosophy
is to search contIIaUy for new critical
, and reflectke methods of approacbkrg
the boundary that separates us from

’

,

,

.

the truth.
Except for one tedious chapter,

338 Erunhwick Avenue
Torona, 4, Canada
$12.95 each.

where he proves that he can do
“standard” pbilosopbical wrltIog,
Sparshott’s prose and poetry are de-
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lighttid. Thir book would be particu-

writing the fkie, and gentle, poems

larly benetkiel to those who have
studied philosophy for a while, and
cannot pin down why they do so.
Nevertheless, although Sparshott’s
satbical intent may not be always
obvious to the noviee. any intelligent
snd attentive reader of this Outstanding book can learn much about
what philosophy is - or could be. 0

that ar,e in this book. Perhaps though
gentle is not right unless you understand that gentleness is not real ifit
is not in tension with strength. So
these an? lovingly crafted. tough
poems. As in ‘The Knight of
Pentacles”:

,

ROBERT E. CZERNY, who is angry

1

_..

.

:..

_

.

ed in postgraduate studies in phiicsophy and education. Uver and works
in Toronto.

AQUliT
HUMAN
VOICE
ARCANA

Sidney Katz
“Sidney K*. ~omnto Spr Miter,
has done a truly fine job In writing
this book, d that it b much more
than just an ordinary can study. Ttw
chwacters c o m e allve... In the
end.. . , i felt llke celebrating, too.
It’s Just that kind of book. intersrtlng. unusual and in parts, quite
mwlng.“Edmonm.n Journal $636

On dight~gf-om tlte copter
the lead hunter, Mhd In one eye
j+om mother ckw.
walk;.;to the tick mtor with his
’
.
His prierus contain a fsscluation and
offer clarity to the ongoing process of
living and’dying.,Tha fascination is not
unusual but the clarity is sharp and
fie& aometbnes star- as in ‘The
weitinp”:

FRANK DA VEY
Coach House Press
puper $3.04’ 77pIlgex
revhd by Don Bailey

IT IS HARD to believe that Frank Davey
is living in Toronto. I have just rc+
turned from that place and found t$t
Prbnal Scream therapy was all the
rage. People in Toronto are paying out
lsrge sums of money to sit.in sm@
blacked-out moms until their minds
soap and they cry out obxenities to
their mothers who abandoned tbam in
their play-pens for half an hour to
join tbe lady next door for a cup of
tea. Primal Scream therapy created a
context for the inditidueI to vent his
anger and frustration agatnst those
who are responsible for his maladjustment. The wUs of the small dlirkened
moms where these cathartic ex-

Who dies. Ir dying
that he, her
lll&ilrr I#a.9?
we cmts rtrec~ only at cam&, Keen
fa obkctt fdlfng from the sky.

-I

._-

-7

,

Davey. is ‘a poet of dtscetnment. Iils
poemi are hot attempts to defme or
explain things brit ratbar recorded
travels through the mysterious land of
human relationships:His eyes end ears
seek out, recognize and diiguish
familiat Idmark but be t&s us fiirtier, or maybe a better way tb say it
is, he t&as us back into the circle of
i&y in whtch we live. And he celebates this evez growing larger aud
smaller circle. Perhaps “Hts Father bad
Bought him a UF!d Ford”:

Amwnbbm

4 powerful. besMelling nwel set in
Duebee i n 1842. KAMOURASKA
hap now been made into a m a j o r
notion picture in both English and
French. *Ksmour&a is a brilliant
flame of a book . . If one is looking
for a flesh and blood Canglian newel
x~lsing with drama and life. Kamounka 1s i?‘. - Halifax Mail Star. “A
Iiterav triumph:‘- Edmnnmn JgnuI

We kzxt saw them,‘;rewly mrvried,
at the junction.
Hope. RC 771ey were headednorth,

not only are you able ;o scream but
also you sm free to vent your feelings
through the tips of your toes and
banging fist. The walls sra insulated of
course so the netgbbours won’t be dtatwbed by the noise.
It is hard for me to imagine Frank
Davey living in this atmosphen and

BOOK OOMPANV
A Dl”M0” of
DEt4Ew.L P”gLl*“,NG co. LlNlTEO
M Lesmlll Road. Don Mills, OnWfo
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own words

His poems operate like spinniog
t r i c k lariats t h e t cowboys “se io
mdocs. Sometimes they heng sue.
pcnded in the air, hclU up only by
their own motion, the loop of the
lasso is lost in the movcnlent end you
almost forget the circle is designed to
catch somctbhlg, you forget that is
until you feel this thing tight around
your tbmet~end wonder where it came
from.
This is a very good book. It is a
book that gives the word honesty new
currency io a time when most of us
think to be honest is to confess loudly
or sit in a small darkened mom end

i;om ‘Habit”:

It’s refreshing to reed en artist who’s
.ert is made up of the struggle to be
more h&n. 0
short-story writer from Toronto who

ANEYECALLEDSP4RRW
PANDEMIC

clearly bored 0’. ““cm_
ploycd, boiled down ell of literature
into scvcn basic plots.
In one of these, a men of ioftite
wealth and untold secret powers, lays
his hands on that universal solvent
which can, in a whiff, “Save” mankhla
only by destroying a large part of it.
With this kind of fellow in charge of
thiogs, it becomes academic whether
the Ruskies or the Yanks go first; we
all get it in the end.
But for every ‘invincible plan. there
must be someone around who can rain
it, and that’s where the thrill usually
comes in.
In e spy thriller such es Tom Ardics’
Pondernie. however, where the lines
between good and evil arc drawn up
pretty quickly, getting there is only
half the fun. It’s stumbling ecross the
details that makes this novel so highly
entertaining end truly attractive to
reed. I mean, if you ever found
yourself caught some evening in a
missile silo, wouldn’t it be uscfol to
know you could get out of it simply
by sneezing e ccrtcii~ way?
Wouldn’t it?
But to the point. Cenedien thrillers
aren’t Ukcly to tekc their place et the
.
34
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After the o p e n i n g slugfcst in
Canada, quick forays down to Hollywood, one harrowing trip to a
standard-issue underground laboratory, three deaths, and untold
punishments to the mind, body and
cynical soul of our hem, Bftcr aU this,
there’s heaven too, .beceuse Chadis
steps in at the last possible moment to
save us all from certain genocide, using
nothing but his wit and cool heed.
The two greet things about Charlie
Sparrow arc that hc is everything we
always wanted to be but were afraid to
grasp, end that his inouth is capable of
prodociw the most pcculiir verbal
combinations ever inflicted upon the
page.
To wit:
***Charlie is e ladies men - every
I
polite ladies men.
“It looks like the game’s over: I told
Packer. “Finish your beer.
Let-s go romewhere and screw.”
Fhally she found her voice. “I beg
your pardon.”
Oh Christ, I thought “All right,” I
told her. “Have it your way. Lat’s go
romewhen and sarew, plea.”

***Charlie is well-travelled end
observant.
The&s one consolation t o chaskag

fountainhead of our Utcnry wns@ousncss for.8 numlicr of p&y obvibus
ol[ in an entirely diffwent dllction
from the rest of the &wd. You may
reasons:
get lonely. but at least the&s no one
One: spying. Canadian spying is not
tc trip over.
of the myths we were brought up on.
*** Charlie has no problems with the
We still hevc to import from Europe
b o s s .
end America a great *deal ,of our
Wining your spun from Morley is
psychological fantasy. And es for all
‘something like goa to heaven. You
hav&!p, dii to learn whether you’ve
those Canadian spies toiling secretly in
the scrvice of their own country. f
***Charlie does not wilt u n d e r
suspect we could coont them on one
pressure.
fiigcr.
“you know tbc kind of tbll we’=
So Pandemic is a Canadian spy
after,” Franchot sald, still Nming the
story only insofar es the author, a
knife. ‘The way the world is going to
b e d e s t r o y e d . the Lie, the
former journalist and public relations
place . . . ”
consultant. happens to live in
“ O h , ” I raid. “1l10t k i n d o f
ran;..”
Pcnticton. And he admits in the
novel’s opening eccnc:
But Charlie, ebove all, is very very
:
funny
- in en old-fashioned, strictly
Whoever heard of starting a care by
consciousness-one
sort of way:
watching B girl play shufllcboard in
’
the beer parlor of tha Three Cables
Doer anybody know who ws the
Hotel in Penticton. BrlUshCobnnbIa,
list Libbcr to bum her bra? I would
Cawle.? If Myone w a n t e d m y
opinion - and, as usual. nobody dhl
- it smnehow lacked the mgm sound
Of intematicnal bltrlgue.

like to rhslie the lady’s hand. she
made a gift to the world. A real gift.

And in the end, with soft-guy
cynicism end infmite jest, Charlie tells
T h e speekcr here i s C h a r l i e
his boss he needs en&her raise, preSparrow, recently dispatch4 from
sumably so he ten laugh his way to
CL2’s top-sccrct headquarters io Weshsucccas in his next advcnturc.
ington to track down William Horatio
which all goes to prove, in Charlie
Orsovin, the weird little billionaire
Spermw’s,world et least. that hc who
.’ lauglu, lest. 0
with’all the funny gas hidden away.
KG. LJIVITX3i
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V&y: Most of it is not. ‘The fmt
section, “Amethysts and Dragonflies,’
presents Nova Scotia and its people in
general, introductory terms;
Nova Scotia k nearly n tshd, nearly the last place loft where pIam and

people nre not thinned and adultembed withamttingr that gow BCIOII
the grain. Yet what saw it from inmlalily is a peninsulari~ lib that of
thehevtllIearteriug0outtothe
Text by ERNESTBUCKLER
Main, but the beat ir all of it+lf.
Photogmph by HAh’S WEBER
iacleiland and stewmt
The third section, wan and snowcloth $12.95; iihmated: I28 p%e*
man:’ is a fm& short story about ao
old farmer whose body, “twin of him,
has betrayed him,” so he lies abed
MRAs”RlNG approximately 10% inches
by 11 inches, printed on heavy, glossy _ now, paralyzed. remembering:
smoke rising, dew fauing, wheels
stock, designed with impeccable taste.
hnntng, sun, rain, mow...with
Nova Scotia: Wbniow on the Sea is a
Ellen them., it was having dl the good
picture book with text. The photothings in the year’s teeming catendar
as “Ear to hi as the tcaeh Of hi
graphs are in both colour and black
mvn blood and @I ths stony ones a
and white. .Tbe prose strives for a
tl%proof skin apart.
descriptiveness beyond the ordinary
Another, “Faces and Universes,”
bounds of language; Pictures and tact
hymns a few of the province’s lyric
em only tenuously COmECted. One’s
particulars:
expectations are disappointed.
The clink of the dder mug Ewinst
Ernest Buckler’s text, set among
the @igot when two neighboars,
generous swatches o# white space,
rmaling together in the potala fti.
take fifteen minuted recess ia the
occupies 40 pages. Some of it is remicelku COOI as well+ The ralmd of
niscent of his magnificent novel of
mo\vshoes on the woods trail. hardly
childhood and maturity and f&ly
louder than mowina: and the wmd
of bonfms, rusUii as rummer.
and pride, The Mountain and the

NOVA SCOTIA: WINDOW
ON THE SEA
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Tha last short section, ‘Y!ounterfeit
and Coin,” wonders whether the
essential Nova Scotia will survive pr*
gress, “tbe~ advance spy of Babel and
steel.” All in sll, despite several images
crafted with an excellence that is
Buckler’s hallmark, the text falls short
of its intentions. It is like a patchwork
rug, brilliant in some places, ragged in
OtheK.
Hans Weber’s photographs are
uniformly competent. rarely &iking.
Nicely displayed (except whan a
black-and-white sbot faces a wloured
one), they.depict seascapes and lobster
pots, landscapes and picket fences,
faces and folds. They are good to look
at, but do not invite mom than a
couple of iospections.
Nova Scoti: Window on the Sea
will interest the province’s many expatriates, but the et of us might well
heed Ernest Buckler’s own words:

ISAAC
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GUN
POINTS
CANADIAN DEFENCE
PRIORITIES: A Question Of
Revelance
COLliV S. GRA Y
Clarke Irwin
cloth $9.30: 293 pages
reviwcd by Ernie Regehr
IN A THOROUGH sod occasionally tedious analysis, Colio Gray confirms
what mat Caoadians have suspected
for sonle tbne: there is no convinciog
military justif~tion for Canada’s
Armed Porces.
The rationale traditionally deferred
to - recited agsln in the Trudeau
Government’s 1971 V?hlte Paper on”
defence policy and relying, as it does,.
on cold-war rhetoric about surprise
Soviet bomber attackv - is effectively
dismantled by Gray on its own terms
Canadian geography alone effectively
“Slit&s against any sue defence, and’
in the deadly syllogism of nuclear
deterrence, Canada’s modest sotveillance and conventional fghting sy,
tems have long since ceased to be a
serious premise.
But Ottawa’s military .strateglsts
possess sunicient canniness not to rely
exclusively on such, dated logic, and,
indeed, Gray’s major effort io Cmad&n D&m Priorities: A Question of
Rekvmce goes’ toward developing
acceptable roles for a military establishment that has been robbed by
strategic realities of any obvious puiDOS;. What both Gray and official

any nation that desires access to international political intelligence, and to
purchase i”tluenca lo world coon&.
Without a military presence lo
NATO, the argument goes, Canada
would be cut off from the pooled intelligence of the allimxe. And without
a military contribution to NORAD,
Ottawa would loose any influence it
has in Washington regarding the defence of Nottb America.

It is a” argument that has bee”
effectively discredited by Prof. James
Eayrs. As for the need for intelligence,
Bayrs calls on the testimony of Henry
Kissinger: “Our policy-makers do not’
lack information; they are in many
respects overwhelmed by it. They do
lack crlterla on which to base judgme+.” And as for the purchase of lnam=, says Eayrs: “The foreign
minister of a amaU state may not be
able to sumno” a gunboat in aid of his
diplomacy, to carry a big stick let
alone to brandish it. But he cao csrry a
briefcase well enough. and stock it
with proposals.”

Gray argues fo; the withdrawal of
Canadian forces from European SOIL (forces based lo Canada, but committed to .NATO se&e, w o u l d
a c c o m p l i a s m u c h ) and wsms
against Canadian forces perfomling
tasks that do not serve specifically
Canadian inte=sts within NOBAD.
But all arguments are so hedged in the
service of the non-partisanship pledged
in the preface that the reader fmds it
abnost bnposslble to attribute a n y
fti wnclosion to hbn.
But for all the balance and equivocation in the analysis, the author’s
dabn that “there is no writing in the

Canadian
Paperback Originals
by Canadian ,Writers

#
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Cmsbii’s DlCTlONARV OF PUNS by John Cmrbii. The vmr!d% punniat hook. and
*evmdd’*firrt pundicdonary. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .17&?17-*I251
PRO HOCKEY l3-74 by Jim Pmudtoot. The hockey fan’s annual Bible. by the Spoma
Edimrof TheTomnm Star.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .~. . . (7864141.W

Percy Rowe’s TRA”.VEL GUlDE To CANADA. nm fint wmplele guide m every
pmvi”c~andterlimry. HOI&. resta”nntr.m”sElmm pa,kS. ssmpsitar . (78596~*1so,
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of a political partisan nature” is
specious. The arguments are thorough
and purport to be balanced, but it cannot be denied that they are advanced
fmm a particular perspective. The
rationality of nuclear-deterrence logic
is never questioned, the legitimacy of
an arms i n d u s t r y i s assuined “Canada does have the option of becoming a more serious competitor in
the world armament business” - and,
indeed, the acceptability of military
force in the affairs of men is taken as
self-evident.
In these assumptions the author
may well retlect majority opinion, but
that is not to say they are non-partisan
and value-free positions. It would certamely not have been more partisan to
begin from the premise that the stockpile of nuclear weapons as a deterrent
agaiqst their use is an absurdity into
which only the completely irrational
would wiUingly enter. or that defence
itself is a sham, being nothing more,
than a euphemism for counter-attack.
Effective analyses from the perspee
tive chosen by Gray are obviously
necessary, and in thts case we have a
thorough and ambitious effort. But to
consider it non-partisan is to sugge$
that it actually sums up all that there
is to be said on the subject, orat least
that all arguments and considerations
have been given a fair hearing. This is
obviously nonsense. Too much of
miIitary and foreign-affairs writing implicitly accepts the basic premises of
the partisan interests of those whose
policies are under review. The result is
a great deal of quibbling over details
and attention to questions of timing
and degree, with the implication that
all NcaIly different orientations are
b-relevant.
Colin Gray is a competent reviewer
of defencepolicy questions as seen
through the eyes of traditional strategists, but Canadian Defence Riotities
is only one of several ways of addressing those questions. 0
book

RRNIE ‘RRGEHR, who lives i n
Ottawa, is international editor of

IVorfd Fedemiiet mag8ziM. a polilicpl
columnist with tie Mennonite Re
porter and i nswch assistant fox the
Canadian c4uncil of Churches
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GREAT BRITAIN’S
WOODYARD: British
America and the
Timber Trade
.4RTHUR RN. LOWER

McGill-Queen3 lJniuersi@ Pms
clolh U&SO: 271 PQW

development in the imperial setvice of
Great Britain.
\Vhat Professor Lower has given us
here, with all the authority and experience at his command, is a cautionary tale from the days when the world
was made of wood - wooden ships,
wagons, carts, wheels, casks and fuel;
when great sea powers lost and won
empires depending on whether or not
they could secure a steady si~pply of
ship’s masts, when wood was .tn
politics what oil is today.
Early in thts study he quotes from
Peter P&her, New Brunswick’s fust
historian (1825) who even then saw
clearly where indixzimtoate cutting
would lead:

THE RUSH FOR SPOILS:
The Company Province,
1871- 4933

A stmnaer would nanmdly r~*oa
that such a bade must pmduce mat
richer to tbe camtry...krpe
tc4vns...commodious and e&ant
haurss, extensive stems and mcmmtile cmnwlience.r...Bu~ hrm h e
would not only be disappointed but

AURTUVROBIN
M&Mb& amist.?wwrt
~JU?? $5.95, cloth $lO.O& 318 ms

tow”. The wealth that has come into

THE AMERICANIZATION
Oi CANADA (Reprint)
SAMUEL. E. MOFFK7-T
University of Toronto Press
FnPu $3.50. cloth $10.00: 124 plrger
r&wed by Glen Frankfurter

at the Nsgea and uncouth
appearance.. . ThcR is not (Iyell a
plaa tit cm clabn the name of
astmiehed
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BESTSELLER LIST

1.

THESETHREE books are aboit loot.

The first two consciously and the third
tmconsciously set forth the ways in
which powerful societies ravage their
colonies and hinterlands at the behest
of their greedy masters.
With Great Britain’s Woodyti,
Professor Lower, who is in his 84th
year, completes one of the monumental achievements of his life’s work
- the study of the destruction of the
great Canadian forest and the impoverishment and degradation of the’
Canadians who thou&tlesaly did the
job. This work began ,with his masters
thesis, continued with his doctoral
diiertation and resulted in the three
major forest boas: Settlement and
tfze Fwest I+ontier of Earterrp Can&z
(1936), The North American Assault
on the Gmadtih Forest (1938) and
oow. after an interval of some 35
years this fmal work on the genesis of
Canada’s timber industry and its first

pnned as thmuab a thomughthe united states to pay for
or cattle. The personr plinezwged in shipping the

I.

2. I
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with irony and wit, with incisive

and
predators who swarmed over the
province like a plague of locusts. The
Company Province brings this tale of
feckless, enthusiastic, mindless theft,
racism, and civil oppression down to
1933 and the age of Pattullo, Hart,
Johnson and “Ww Bennett; to the
suicide of the old parties. and the era
of Social Credit and theNDP. Profes
sor Robin’s second volume, on the
apotheosis of B.C. as the s&out
province. is ready for the press. I, for
one, can hardly wait.
And finally We come, not to history, but to an historical object, a fascinating fossil embedded in the historical geology of the Social Datwinism
and Anglo&xon supremacy that
gripped England and America at the
turn of the century.
Moffett’s book, his doctoral the@
at Columbia first published in 1907.
explores relentlessly those fonts,
social, economic, political, cultural
and demographic making for the ,@Ievitable alloy of a North Americen
muon. i
And’ what a boon to menkind it
would be! AU the existing eontlicts
and suspicions, the obstacles to a p’erfeet understanding ‘between Great
Britain and the United States would
disappear. The ultimate triumph and
.hegemony of the Anglo-Saxon world
would he assured. Virtue would reign.
Bven the statistics are fun. In 1901
Boston had more Canadians than
Quebec. Cbi&go more thui Ottawa.

, character sketches of the clowns
Lost. the &pit4 of the c&try has
been wasted, and no improvement of
w conrcq”cau, made to mmpe”rats . . . htead of seeing taKnr built,
forms impmved a n d the country
cleared aad stocked with the reascaable returns of so great a bade; the
forests aax stripped and notim is
Icft in pmrpcct. b u t the gloomy

apprehendon when lhe timber k
gone. of sinking into insignilicaaa
dPW.

At the end Professor Lower sounds his
own sad but hopeful note:
The only dependable defence @nst
the Iwager Of P great staple trade is
the grmvtb of a CommuniQ in t b c
hinterland b*ng depleted.. . rarely

from the IOuliQ diiuy affected.
Our tbcuaht here must be of a eommuniQ ia a wider se=. a comrnuniQ mounting up towards the status
of a n a t i o n . Such P status brings

‘Ii we” love - ‘tow thou thy
..:
In between he explores the whole
fabric of the tmde; the imperial necessity, the private greed, the rigging of
the markets, the creating of an artificial shortage, the use of emigrants as
outward ballast. And he examines the
lives of the men who shaped the industry and were in turn shaped by it
We meet the speculator John Caldwell who stole 219,000 pounds from
the public treasury, Philemon Wright
of l-h& the Prices of Quibec, the
Bgans and the Booths of Ottawa. And
we glimpse the liws of the shantymen,
the dmwm, les &men, who did the,
had and dangerous work, “Like the
sea, the woods gave rise to their own
manner of life and their own manner
of men.” A not iaconsiderable bonus
is a X-page album of photographs and
prints at the centre of the book that
indeed shows the manner of these
men.
*Great Britain’s Woodyard is a
graphic example of the uses of history.
It illuminates not only the past but
ako the present.
.
Professor Robin’s book begins, in.a
sense, where Professor Lower leaves
off. This history of British Columbia is
the instructive tale-of a society that
chose “railway-owned governments .
rather than government-owned railways.” It is the story of the looting of
British Columbia by the junior metmpolis io Bastern Canada and by its
betters in the United States and Great
Britain. Professor Robin teUs the tale
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New York mom than Halifax. Massachusetts had the densest Canadian
population in the world. Greater than
any province.
Moffett was a careful man and his
book is fascinatii for its picture of
the American view of Canada in 1909
and the re$ation that it hssn’t really
changed very much in 65 years.
But where Moffett, in spite of his
carefully prepared brief for the _
American dream, came a cmpper.was
precisely in his lack of imagination, in
his failure as a dreamer. He was blind
to the separate Canadian experience,
physical and social, that had parted
these North American societies at their
birth. As a result when the court
brought in its verdict only two years
later - at the Canadian general
election of 1911 - it was thumbs
down for Reciprocity and the
Americanization of Canada.
But since the argument is still going
on it is instructive, useful and even entertaining. to have handy thii relic
from the high noon of the American
dream. And notthe least of the virtues
of this edition is the thoughtful and
thorough critical introduction. by
Professor AUan Smith of the University of British Columbia which, in itself, is a valuable essay on Canada and
its imperial neighbour. 0
G L E N FRANRFURTRR is the
autimr of amjill Domhnml, a
hitory md A St?anse? In My @WI

Counby, a novel. He has just completed a new hhtorical work to be
publish& shortly.
i
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D I A R Y 0F.A M A D A U T H O R
WhenAIdnEd.man.
df*.hd
s In6 e wrl
‘t’ h-b
Ing is 00k,
hc thought his work, wds done.It wasn’t
.

and the
wsit to find out whether the book sells
well shreds the nerves. But both are
much easier to take tba” tbe inter-’
mediate stage, which is called schlep
ping tbe title. I have just flniied a
schlepplng tour of Canada, and this is
my testimony of having survived it.
Entymologlcally speaking, schlepping is Yiddish for wearily drag&g
something from place to place. I”
pmctlce it means dragging yourself
(and a copy of the book) from Halifax
to Vancouver on a &y-hopping
promotional tour that involves
blowing your own trumpet on any
radio or TV station that has vacant air
time. waiting to be filled with free
Canadian content, which is just about
all of them.
Not all books are schleppad. Very
few, in fact. So tbe author may feel
complimented if tbe publisher thinks
he has a property ‘hot enough to justify picking up air fares, hotel bffls end
drinks tabs to put you into prom*
tional orbit.
There’s a price to pay for all ccunplbnents, however. My digestion was
once good, but I now suspect I have a”
ulcer in genesis. In my memorabilia
fde there’s a schedule the logistks of
which would appall Clausewitz. I have
learned that to be a” Instant Celebrity,
or at least a VIP (Visiting Interesting
Personality), on regional radio and TV
shows you mu.$ be both egocentric
and yet humble enough to withstand
confrontations with interviewers who
aren’t quite sure who you are or why
you’re there. I also have a sear on my
temple ( I was knocked out in Ednmnton) and now know what it is to play
supporting act to Jesus and to North
America’s best loved prostitute.
For all this, however, I didn’t
actually crack until confronted across
a microphone by-the formidable Judy
LaMarsb i” Vancouver. Ms. I.aMersh,
lawyer, former cabinet minister and
WRITINGBOOKS isn’t easy,

now a %60,000-a-year broadcaster, is
one of a tiinity of talk-show hosts in
the most loquacious conununity on
e&h.’ I had appeared with the first
two - Jack Web+, who splutters,
snd Art Fbdey. who smokes odious
cigars - before I met Ms. La&&.
She hadn’t read tbe book I was schlepping, which was no surprise sbxe
many interviewers in the preceding
week hadn’t.
W h a t was’ rather dllncertin~
however, was her greeting. On the way
in to the studio I passed a Jonoesque
Nordic blonde \;ho was a Yoga expert
and had bee” the previous guest. I
faced Ms. LaMarsh across the n&x*
phone, and she hefted the by-nowbated book and said she hadn’t read it
but had heard it was good and what
was I going to talk about for the next
90 minutes?
I almost wslked out; but Pat
Sloane, the publisber’s nubile Vancouver representative - the publisher
being McClelland and Stewart; Jack
McClelland ls not nubii - ,looked

anxious so I compromised by t&g to
interview Ms. LaMarsh, a$i”g whether
after tall&g four hours a day to The
Great Out There, where the people
are. she went home and wallowed in
Silence. (She does.) Then I started telling a story about a cook-book I once
wrote that, lo mid-monologue, I real&
ed was a slander on Pierre Elliott
Trudeau and the Ma&an-Hunter publishing company. so I rather lamely
tslled off. Ms. LaMarsh said that it
wasn’t very funny. For the rest of the
90 minutes I talked about my umfmntatibn with Toronto women’s liibers
who seemed to have elected me Public
Enemy No. 1 ifter a recent article of
n%ne in The Canadian magazine, but
Ms. IaMarsh didn’t think that was
much fun either, and neither did anyone else sinea the phone-i” show
phones didn’t ring once.
Publisher’s representative Pat
Sloane bravely said it didn’t matter
because tbe other sbows had been
good, ?md anyway it was exposutz
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Exposure .- scblepping - is important to English Canadian publishers.
To them, Canada is a land of roughly
10 million people, the rest being&her
French or so recently etbnlc they
don’t read English. The appetite for
books in this half-nation is largely
sat&tied by American aud British pubUshers who have unbridled access to
Canada, though Canadian publishers .
are denied the right to sell their books
freely in the U.S. and Britain.
Only about 1% of BngllshCauada’s
population regularly buys hard-cover
books. As a result, 2,500 is considered
a good sale for a Canadian book and
5,000 is - eureka! - a best seller. But
when a publisher thinks he has a product with a wider-than-usual sales
potential, he puts the author Into
orbit. “Routine book reviews are
important but they’ll only sell books
to established book buyers:’ said
McClelIand the day he annointed me
for the honour of a book-schlepplng
tour. We want to hit as many bf the
general public as often as possiile.”
McClelland and Stewart provided
basic training in schlepping at their
spring sales conference. Sales and promotion ‘people from across the ’
country gathered a a Toronto hotel
for a hype-se&on about The Product ’
- 40 titles on the spring list. I gather
such affairs are not significantly different from a meeting of detergent sale+
men, but there was one evening set
aside for meeting those strange people,
The Authors, or at least those authors
whose works are to be promoted
hardest. This particulv literary soirde
took the shape of a cocktail party and
dinner in February, and the authors.
included Betty Lee (a history of the
Dominion Drama Festival), lawyerpatriot Richard Rohmer (a book about
the need to establish ourselves in the
Arctic) and a Hungarian lady who had
produced a book on her unique
keep-fit philosophy and had two other
nubile Hungarian ladies In black leotards to provide a post-prandial
demonstration of the exercises which
publisher McClelland had apparently
tried as a hangover cure. Electronic
oracle Charles Templeton was also
there, and so :vas I.
On doctor’s orders I hadn’t had a
drink for three months. I fell off the
wagon that night, and I now’ justify

_

.

my behaviour on the grounds that I
wasn’t used to the stuff. I insulted at
least two important tiles people. When
Templeton was midway tbr~ugh .the
after-dinner speech about his book, a
modern vernacular versioqof the New
Testament called Jesus, I had to leave
the mom. I tried tb pretend that sixfoot-three and 220 pouuds of me was
not walking out on Templeton, but as
I passed bp he paused and looked my
way. Weakly, 1 said: “Charles, Jesus
may have walked on water but if I
do+ go now I may drown in it.” As I
reached the exit Charles sat down. My
own speech was incoherent and poet
John Newlove, my editor, said the
salesmen mtght not remember the
book but they’d remember the author.
He also suggested the working title for
my next book should be “How to
Lose Friends and Eradicate People.”
In late March I was in Halifax; a
logical place .to start cross-country
schlepping since my book is the story
of k ‘Canadian .oceanographic expedition that left from thereand returned
there a year hr. A.&C television
producer decided I should be fUmed
stsndii on a sun-stippled ‘dockside
with the scientific expeditionary ship
Hudson in the background. The resultant 36 minutes of TV exposure may
have sold books; making It gave me a
fdthy cold.

Durinathenext IOdavsIbeaanto’
regret ever having writtei the book.
Then are tricks to the schepplng trade
that one must learn the hard way:The
fm’t is to overcome any absurd belief
that you have any claim to inherent
modesty because up there on the local
radio’ or TV publie affairs show you
are quite clearly on hand to blow your
own trumpet. Second, the author must
learn to master the ‘%dtial flash;
which is promotional jargon for “get
the cover ?n the tub?, and say the
title slowly and cleadj on air.” The’
first involves developing muscles in the
fmgertips so you can hold the book by
the edges and not obscure the title or
cover picture. The second tenet proved
vital because half the interviewers
called it Voyage to the End of the
World. It really js Voyage 10 the Edge

’

of the World.

Not all authors are burdened by
modesty or shyness. Across the
country. publisher’s representative
told me with awe of the schl&ppiog
talents of veterans Pierre Berton and
Parley Mowat. Berton, they said, was
genuine celebrity material: placed In a
bookstore he would never suffer the
agonies of sitting unnoticed. Mowatt’s
name is knowp, but not his face. Even
so, it seems that when out schlepping
he has never had to resort to his
famous party trick showing what he’s
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wearing (or not wearing) beneath his
kilt.
In orbit, you are always crossing
trails with other authors. I began to
feel pursued by Maria Campbell, the
Edmonton girl who wrote HaI.@re&d,
which deserves to be the season’s bestseller. Miss Campbell, who I never met,
had a slightly less desperate time than
I and the rest of the author’s chorus
since she’s btsists on travelling by train.
She also got a better rating from TV
hosts than I did. Perhaps that’s because she’s prettier.
Public reaction is unpredictable. In
Halifax it consisted of a phone call
from a woman angry because while
being fied on that docksiie. I had
tossed a cigarette butt in to the barhour. She said she would& read anything by anyone so careless of the
environment. A Montreal lady who
phoned angrily because of a recent
article of mine in The Cmagazine which she said, poked fun at
women’s lib. She said publishers
should blacklist me. In Edmonton,
four of the prairie fundamentalists, an
open-line show with. Jim Roberts
developed into a two-hour debate be-

tween callers and pyself about evoh!tion and a life hereafter. They seemed
to think man was not an evolved creature, but was made from whole cloth
by God. They also believed in the life
hereafter, and I hope it comforts
, them.

Throughout the Wes<I was always a
day ‘or so behind or ahead of Charles
Templeton and Xavier Hollsnder. the
Happy Hooker and poet laureate of the
whorehouse, also on a promotion tour.
Jesus and the most celebrated hustler
since Nell Gwynne are both tough acts
to follow: A8 I had to talk about was
scientific evidence that tends to disprove the Old Testament, and the sex
life of a curious sea creature about the
size of a pinhead called the
G7sQmatous ptempad. In au those
fuggy broadcasting booths 5 felt haunted by Templeton’s mastery of the.
electronic media, and by Miss Iiollander’s rather pleasaut perfume.
At least half the interviewers hadn’t
read the book arid would ask one
question and gaze at me hopefully and
I would prattle on inanely about bving written a scientific adventure story
and that I’thought that in their own

way scientists are every bit as
adveuturous as Champlain. One exception to this parrotting mutipe was
Jack Webster’s Vancouver open-line
show. He hadn’t read the book,but
Webster talks so much himself it’s hard
to get a word in edgewise your&f. He
does it m we8 that I believe reports
that he g& $100,000 a year. .
The agony of such shows is: Will
the phone-in phones ring? On Webster’s show they did-but only to talk
about an article I had written in
~faclean’s some years. ago and long
since forgotten about an outbreak of

typhpid aboard the liner Omnsay in
Vancouver harbour. But after 45
minutes on Larry Bmuton’a open-line
in Edmonton during which the phone
did not riog once, one lady called to
say kindly: “Don’t, be upset. We
Edmonton people don’t like to interrupt a guest when he’s really interestiug:’
The early-morning shows were the
worst, largely because I’m somewhat

sluggish until MC-IL My concentration
is poor. Iotczviewed Ly Alice Poiper
on ao 8.30 a.m. CBC show in
Wiipeg, I hxt track of tbe questions
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and found myself trying to count Miss
Poyser’s freckles. And I used to like
Percy Saltzman, host of CTV’s Cunudu
AJf. show, until he demanded. my
presence at 7.30 am.
The hazards of schlepplng are cqnsiderable. As the guest of interviewer
Suzanne MacDougaU on a Hamilton
cooking abow I was told to show great
gusto while eating tbe food prepared
by the vipiting chef. Just before the
fade-out I dropped a pot on my foot,
which hurt. But thee I also dropped
the book on my toes on at least six TV
show.
Yet perhaps I protest too much.
when a woman recogniaed me lo the
lobby of the Chateau Lamier in
Ottawa I felt an enormous glow of
pleasure. I promptly had my hair
styled by the same man who does
Berton’s, bought a suit from Templeton’s tailor and have commissioned by
dentist to cap those ugly teeth that
show up on TV but not.ii the abaviog
mirror. I’m all ready for the next
schlepping session.
Trouble is, 1 have to write another
_ ._ bOOR iirstD
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WHAT WAS
AND WAS
TO BE
TilE BEGINNINGS OF NEW
FRANCE 1524 - 1663
MARCEL TRUDEL
Mcckuand and stewart
,d01h$12.50: 323-s
rwtmed b.v

R. A. O’Brien

HISTORY shows clearly how the
French failed to set their sights firmly
enough on New France to enable them
to expand their influence to any real
sigolflcant extent. From the die
covery of the Atlantic co@ between
Florida and Newfoundland by Verrazano in 1524, the French effort
proved only a suc&alon of more or
less prolonged failures until the more
THIS

energetic English fmally took it all
away from them.
Not that this history goes as far as
that. It was not until the early 17th
century that the French narrowed
their aims to include only the northeast part of the continent where they
had fust established themselves. There
were only about 3,000 of them in New
France by the middle of the centmy.
The New England colony by that time
had grown to almost 50,000. In
Virginia, English settlers could now be
numbered as high’ as 30,000. The
Dutch in the Hudson River valley by
tbis time had reached 10,000.
There is evidence, in this book and
elsewhere, that tbe French efforts
w&e split by the ever-present religious
element in .tbeir planning: While such
rather more independent and worldly
fwres as Frontenac were able to put
up some resistance to the priests, who
were always liable to dissipate the
coloniali and exploratory efforts of
the colony by wanting too much
attention to their own soulawing
- efforts, it was mostly a matter of highlevel disputes and delays.
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As for French coloniztng, not only
was it feeble compamdro that of other

nations on tha continent, but it suffered from a strange ambivalence in the
course its planners set with relation to
the Indians. The French could be very
good with the Indians. Their fur
traders and early exploren were
generally without racial bias and, because thay had to live with Indians,
learned to treat them with respect. But
tha qffcial policy too often &ad
this mpport and in the end the Indians
turned repeatedly against the French,

Y

TAKE YOUR PICK
A full range of inexpensive, qualiti/ paperbacks
(end some hard-covers) based o.n CBC radio and
television programs.

remaining markedly loyal for the most
part to the English.
Politically, also, the French legine
was primitive. This situation was the
result of the French failure to keep up
with the ties politically and was
exacerbated by the notorious te
luctance of capable citizens to leave

‘The current catalogue lists and describes all titles
currently in print and includes the complete line of
spoken-word recordings available from the CBC.
Titles are listed under such headings as social
commentary and political economy, natural end
physical sciences, behavioral sciences, and
humanities.

the home country and their equally
noticeable tendency to return
unexpectedly once hav@ arrived.
It was not until tha King took the
colony more or le.% under his personal
control that stagnation lessened. But
nothing could sava it as long as the
Cmvm remained unwiUing to pour
money and men into tha venture.The
real tragedy of Quebec lies right here
- modern Fmnch-speaking Canadians

\

Catalogues are available free for the asking. Drop a
card to the address below and one will be sent to
you by return mail.
P.S. If you also wish to receive a catalogue of the
more than 70 stereo recordings of classical music
sold by the CBC let us know. It’s called The
Canadian Collection and we would be happy to
send you a copy.

profess a lot of feeling for the motherland but they forget that their colonial
ancestors were aU but abandoned by
France, and certainty gmssly neglected
for long periods.
Of cowse. Mr. Tmdel has concentrated cm the earlier years, the
earliest journeys in the 16th centmy
and the complete Idstory of explomtion, settlement, and cmnmeme dming
the fnst part of the mcceeding century. The foundations and their
development to this point, am here
carefully set forth in a detailed,
reasoned and thoroughly capable
manner. The author is well qualtfied,
having had a long academic career
devoted to the history of New France
from its bagbAngs to the 1760s. This
book supplies a concentrated and hmid
exposition of the fatal early days during which the French missed the
chance to set the seal on their claims
to a huge, rich tract of cmmtty

.
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THE EFFIGIES
ANDTHE
AGONIES
_

ANTHROPOMORPHIKS

On the faciog pga, “1 will not let the
condoms slipsoff the penis” is repeated
24 times. A useful If ungrammatical
piece of information, no doubt; followed by a brave &solution. But what
has it tc do with anthropamotphlks?
PerhaPs Fonesought to do a companion
book to be called Anthropomorphuks,
and dealing .with personalized pmphylactics.
Ail jokes aside,the book is a delighti
one meets Bcrtie Bassett, the’ liquorice

allaorts man; Mister Softee; the Quaker
Puffed W(“I’m Puffed \tit” ‘I’m
Puffed Rice”) - not to be confused
with Puffy Pete the popcorn man; the
Heinz tomato people; the Can-D-Man;
and of course the cheerfully sappy
lightbulb of Nova Scotia Light &Power.
Nor should we forget Bibendum hfmself, a Pompidou-like figure.
Victor Coleman, introducing the
book, says that “Fones’ poems and
collages maka up a vision of pure

revtewd by i+aser Sutherland
T H O S E U N A C Q U A I N T E D w i t h LWendum wifl need to know that this part@lar anthropomorphik is the Mlehelin
ma” with the spare&e torso, usually
depicted doing unlikely things ln ,the
French countrvside. Bibendum and his

nation are collected in Robert Fones’
consistently clever. rather endearlog
book.
Fones distinguishes between two
kinds of anthropomorphiks; “humanoids” are “inanbnate objects endowed
with human qualities” - such as arms
and legs. “Mannamorphs:’ however, an
“an assemblage of homogeneous modules built into the shape of a man.”
To illustrate, he has assembled collages,
poems, drawings and logos that owe
something to Dada and Stilism but
have a life of thek’own. Certainly one
can forego theory and literary history
in the face of such a visually delightful
collection. So beautifully crafted is this
limited edition of 750, in fact, that the.
poems tend to get lost among the
ravktig illustrations, which is at times
a pity. Fones’ verse is often as impres
sive as his artwork. Consider, for
exalnple, this perfect, pure image:

One inclusion puzzles me: a photograph of a hand holding a’condom.
The caption reads: “If the condoms
slips [sti] off the penis, it should be
removed from the w&a immediately,
with tha open end held tightly closed.”

,
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cnotempomneity iu which the fgure
In the landscape am real people
possessed by the idpn qf mechanization
in a world that disaUows the petsopal.”
But the moral to be taken from the
book, it seems to me, is a little less’
pretentious - a good artist like Fones
fmds his mated anywhere: the biboard and letterhead,the junkyard and
the town dump.
bp Nichol’s lcfurtymlogy comes In
a two-book set, bound by a purple
band and decorated with frescoe-like
dmwings by Jerry Ofol of tile saints
themselves: an anagmmmatic bunch
udth names like Saint And, Saint Rest,
Saint Onn, and Saiot Rauglehold. So,
in a sense, the set is a parody of Fox&
Book of M&m But the hagiography
reads much like autobiography. The
saints am used as a symbolic fmmework, or to ferry the narrative. Saint
Orm, for instance:
you were the pitot 1 tookon board
slept on the stepr of daw huba’sphce
the n&ht dare d barb trvwt ‘t home
cumiq down w@h the flu
dkin~kmwwhattodo

The poems, written between 1967
snd 1971, am f&d with a curious
gabbiness which sometimes trails into
wispy lyricis+ But Nichol may not
be guilty of the set’s most tedious
exetclse: an “‘Afterword” that is almost unbearably silly. A sample:
Our h&v& go out to St. Retch, who
11w8 nwtyred 0” :he #wk. but ,w are
n o t indbted to sympathize with St.
It@y, hxst of aU wtth St. &chf And
IW h a d b e t t e r pss l&htly ow t h e
~mwwry activities of St. Oe mfd
the notorious St. Rawbwy~ bettu
knowa m St. Rabbqv.

And so on sod on. The afterword’s
author is David St. Alwart. The whole
article smells like an inside joke and,
to use one of Nichol’s lines, “the puns
am obvious & seal the mind.” .
7% .%rrymhg~ offers good lines,
even good sections, Iike hidden springs
beneath the rocks. But take along a
canteen.0

ANEXKT
MADNESS
.CRUSOE
.?LI,&LWDEL
AM?&

cloth $595; 107&~&w

ONE .OF THE most striking poems
from this collection, selected from
Man&l’s work by Margaret Atwood
and Dennis Lee, is the striking
Woudioi.” The poem is particularly
interesting and significant because
Man&l is himself a kind of poetic
Houdini, freeing himself again and
again “with all his chaiis singing
around his feet/like the bound crowds
who sigh, who sigh.” The poem is
beautiful, typical and I can’t help but
admire the intricacies of the escape
mechanism but I’m not sure I believe
in the imposed chains.
Eli Mandel deals elegantly, with
poise and self-a&urance, in a dark
underground life, where “the world
turns like a murderous stone/my
forehead aching with stars”. ye wants
the reader to look at the “real,
ridiculous self/Crouched in the
unexplained interior” and I looked,
with real and conscientious yearnings,
for my own darkness to combine with
the poet’s, as readers do, but frequently found: “The room. L alien:
thmals uttered/where onIy the print
and 1 engage/our locked dialogue.”
There’s a rational inanity in Eli
Mamlel’s poems that is both the
essence and the alienation. The strange
end paradoxical quality could be
inverted to be called an inational
tity but whatever it’s labelled (and I
prefer not to label at all) Bli Mandel
dates in the title poem “Cruscoe,”
originally fmm An Idiot Joy, the
Covetnot-General’s Award Winner iu
1967:

And again he says, in “Notei From The
Undegmund”:.“Read in the water how

man/sings of a free green
life.”
His work ranges from Winotau~

a drowning

Poems”, 7% 1954, to the +sent.
Mythological associations and Hebrew
heritage diminish in the later poems
that am more silenf more spare.
Maodel has always known the value bf
silent language, unutterable speech.
‘The Speaking Earth” is a good
example of non-verbal awareness and
of fine lyricism. The Four Songs from
Ihe “Book of Samuel” are cut to two,
both biblically impressive. the-second
glorioisly lyrical:
I forgive the poet

for ly.@ about god
IfolgtveSodfortomomw
I for@vr the ariswz &wo9het
the ma” who 5 a xJw9ori
the wes9on
death
the rang

The

Eli Man&l 1 enjoy most is the one
who sings in his chains Iike’Ophelia in
the flowers or writes ‘with deadly
containment of a “Doll On The
Mantelpiece” or speaks with sound
simplicity about “Streetlights”:
I’d like to think
they btowar much ofJina/ things
os any living creotwe who endures the d&c.

A numb& of the elected poems have
been pared down, with whole lines and
stanzas taken out but little rearrangement of words. When Mandel pares, he
takes out whole pieces. “Psalm 24” is
smaller and mofe literal. 1 must admit
that wh& he said: W’s your scripture.
You read it,” I went directly to the
bible and read Psalm 24 because these
are the little troubles I have with Eli
Man&l. I’m never sum whether to be
rational. Pm not quite sure, except in
the singiii whether it’s Maodel the
crazed, or Mandel, the critic. I did
learn however through devious
methods the “Psalm 24” is not “the
n&J3 clear sense of paradise” and
that was&Want.
I would like to know why the poem
“On the 25th Anniversary of the
Liberation of Auschwitz: Memorial
Services, Toronto, YMHA, Bloor &
Spadii, January 25. 1970” was left
out of this CoSection. The poem
would have taken four pages, one of
which could have been spared from
the epigrammatic “News Item.”
45
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“News Item” is a tricky little poem

concerning 8’ ma” vzho threw himself
into Ottawa’s eternal flame and
suffered superficial bums. I would
rather see a perceptual mural in
blood/words or a mammoth fmgerpainting in this fme collection than a

kindergarten collage. Pe&aps it’s B
matter of SurvivaL 0
LORRAINEVERNON isa Vancouver

joumalIstsnd poet who writes for the
“mcm~w Sun and h Canadian
LIb?lWUtE

THE MUsETHATCOMES
OUTOF THECOLD
AN ANTHOLOGY OF POETRY
BY SASKATOON POETS

..

Edited by CAROLlh’E HEATH
Typeset by &inter’s Devil pnpu unpliDeQ. 7Spn~es

39 BELOW: An anthology of Grbater Edmonton poetry
Edited by ALLANSHUTE dr R. G. FYI%
lketk%?iWotnot pnper 51.75: 130 pnEe8
?&ewd by Katherine Govier
THE SMRATOON atdhOlOgY

has a

concrete poem for a cover that reads
“rieprairieprairiiprair. .” and that
folds out so that you can pi” it on the
wall. It is a” attractive publication, the
fmancing for which, the foreword tells
us, came chiefly from the Local
Initiatives Program. The anthology is
2” experiment in co”ununity
poetry.”
The poems in the hook were selected f&i the works of a gToUp that
meets weakly to read and criticize its
poetry. The poets are between 15 and
12 years of age, and spend their “onwriting hours doing such things as
cold-welding, nursblg, sculpting,
hmmking, and whatever you call
what electronics technicians do. This
much can be discovered by reading the
“Notes.”
’
The odd thing is that such variety is
found in the poems themselves. Certainly the poets write in somewhat
different styles. Bbt from one page to
another there Is nothing outstanding in
tone or subject matter td demonstrate
that one poet is 5Q years older, was
born on another omtinent, and lives
totally differently fmm an&her.
Perhaps this is what community
poetry reveals.
Although I didn’t fmd the variety
of personalities I expected to disyer,

I found a lot of things I did like in the
book. The poets seem to be searching
for things to write about, and their
search is part of the interest I” reading
them. The comnmnest subj+s of the
poetry seem to be the same as the
commonest subjects of smrdl-talk: the
landscape and the weather.,
Imagination applied to Saskatchewan’s winter scene makes it, in
Ma&Lou Rowley’s eyes:
The mdlerr urowfleld
wrnking with 0 ndllion dbmwnd we?
the promise of ermity
rhe pnlh of b/us shadow fmt&WtntS

.ws tow
In WX. Fernuik’s poem “Summerfallow” the land resembles the setting
for a drama:
Sunrcr fader and drags in a
JU, gr.@nin& lopsided morna
Red/ox. slomach compblniry.

scu3 riLsntly mom hunting.

Flippin; back through the pages, I am
met by a lot of &ad things - dry
yellow leaves, deserted lovers, and
swatted flies. But there is also some
irony, even some humor. Take thelast
poem in the book - “Robertson come
get me” by Terrence Heath:

~39BeIow,subtitIed”TlzeA”thoIogY
of Greater Edmonton Poetry”(1 am not
sum what the zmtecedent of “greater”
is) is a larger end different collection.
It includes some well-known poets
such as Dorothy Livesky and Elizabeth
Brewster, and some poets who will be
better known, for example Leona
Corn, whose first book wiU soon be
published by Fiddlehead. It also
Include!, (unfortunately, si”ce they
detract from a fair mount of good
writing) some poems that probably
shouldn’t have been published.
For Edmontonians too the weather
seeins to be the chief preoccupation...Even the title of this collection reveals
that the inhabitants of this city are
still trying to find an identity in the
fact that their winters are c+l. Some
of the strongest passages are about
cold faces, ice breaking and snow
bat&s. The fust poem in the book, by
Bert Almon, describes a wintry
paralysis, and yet it makes me want to
go back briefly. Sometimes the snow is
nice snow, as in Douglas Barbour’s
“Incamalba ill’.
the contimdngmd silent

faUoff7tmnV
the whole &ht bnx:
the mm”, &kzk!
p!mhes wkiie light \
into our mom, y0U
your full breast8 full
of tight a W&J
rplckdbe~ pmmce

And anyway, cold isn’t the only thing
that is bred in Edmonton. Them is also
a straightness in speech and a lack 6f.
pretense in F~ures such as is evidenced
id Dorothy LIvesay’s poems about the
razing of old neighborhoods for
parking lots I m the houses
obmlete m horn???

and a healthy disrespect which is Iikeable, as in Nella Kowal~w’s “Cheaper
than Getting Drunk”.
I don’t Iike JIO”
and
dontmmt.3
like you
Iklsyw
with dust
in my mouth

p%jSjzq
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PETER SUCH
Chzrke Irwin

$3.50; iUmtmte& 171 plrdu

miewd by Ronald Hambleton
THIS IS a useful and much-needed
book, but it is not by any means the
book it should be.
six Canadian composers are pnsented in verbal portraits (preceded by a
two-page spread: photo of music score
on one page; photo of composer’s face
on the other) written in a style and
with a presentation supposed to
suggest the particular composer’s
individual musical landscape. John
Weinaweig is divided up into sections,
each one headed by the title of a
Weinzweig work (we are supposed to
be sitting with bim at performances);
Hsrry Somers ir split up into acts, Like
an opera; John Beckwith is divided
into the two parts of a fairly recent
work; Norma Beecmft is all of a piece,
andentitled “The Suspended Sounds”,
Walter Buaynski is a melange of
untitled short episodes; and Murray
Schafer is naturally mixed media:
short sharp bursts of text in two
alternating typefaces, each separated
by a thick black rule. They are given
roughly equal time, about 24 pages
each, though Schafer’s space rises to
35 pages because of inserted thoughts
by the composer.
There is a six-page catalogue of
published works, arranged by
composer; and a three-page index. i
The interesting aspect of thib book
is the fresh biographical material it
gives, not only about their composing
lives but also their lives as in~viduals;
the whole life is covered, and there is a
good deal of personal quotation which
always helps to sharpen a biographical
text.
However abstract music is said to
be, it is composed by living.human
beings; and the material here packaged
in book form about the family origins
and early interests of these timposers
cannot help but provoke different.

._.-- ._.

-.

_~___.

co&derations of their musical speech
and attitudes.
Peter Such, the biographer, has
gone in for mixed media himself; and
.the worst of it is that the tiorst of his
writing happens in the first biography.
It is rhapsodic, sentimental, as abrupt
in its .twists and turns as Mighty
Mouse;. though now and again it
slumps into the most conventiqnal of
biographical prose. It is only possible
to accept the style, because the stuff
being told is worth the telling; but it is
a pity that he did not adopt throughout the reasonable biographical prose
found in the Buczynski and Schafer
SXtiOlk3.
It is that

outrd, yet inconsistent
style, combined with the hard-to-read
sans-serif lightface body type: that
makes this technically an inadequate
book. As for its content, it is good as
far as it goes; but Such should have
been persuaded to range farther afwld
for his six composers. Not that these
six are in any way unrepresentative,
but it seems too limiting in a group
biography to leave the list of names’to
the personal choice of the biographer.
The reader on that account tends to

distrust him for excluding any Francophone composers solely on the ground
that “Quebec deserves its own
volume.” It is quite, bad enough that
he cams up the musical society of this
country by limiting the book to
people he knows, and who are b-&rconnected by many a teacher-pupil
relationship; sdrely it is actually
harmful to suggest that there is pg a
thing as musical separatism. 0
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GULF
STRAINS
In Medusa’s Eye and
other poems
_I

RBSHARD GOOL
SquareDmlPreJJ, Clrarlottetown, PJ3.L
PVU uwrIc& 48 p~lgu

Pommes de terre;‘an
album of pommes
JIM HORh’BY

squmcDeul~s, Chariottetown, PAL
pap?* ImpricM 57pa5a
nviewrd by Jan

iWchael Dymff

AN i&a, however ex&
lent, miscarries in the execution. The
motion, or rather the actuality, of the
Square Deal Press for p.E.1. - is
Prince Edward Island, with the
publication of’ Reshard Goal’s In’
N&I& Eye and Other Poems and
Jim Homby’s Pommes de terre: an
cdbum of poems falls into this
category.
In theory, poetry should ndt be an
aloof, oqly-for-the-few endeavour.
Thus the establishment of local or
regional presses devoted to the output
of ‘a particular area - as with the
Square Deal Press for PJ3.I. - is
laudable. And should be continued,
encouraged, and undertaken in many
places. But, and this is a significant
qualitication, the greatest csre possible
should be taken in the selection of
manuscripts for publication. It is
difficult to believe that these two
volumes, though attractive ‘in format,
are Charlottetown’s best in content.
In MedusaS Eye by Reshard Cool
(who is, incidentally, general editor of
the series) is the more solid ‘of the
offerings. For the most.part thqugh,
the poems are overly caught up in
dealing with the totems of Western
~~u~fn I (witness “‘Penelope,”
African
InteUectuals:
“Homage to Charlie Parker”). Goal, in
the long run, seems more concerned
with what one ought to think and feel
than &ith the rawer emotions that
poetry should spring from.
Gool’s versification tends to be
heavy-handed, with a predominant
SOMETIMES

>
.
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WB AT GAGE TAKE GREAT PRIDE AND PLEASURE THAT
EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY WE WILL REPRESENT THE
FOLLOWING PUBLISHING COMPANIES IN CANADA:
STONEHILL
;~AE;gFOOS
DILLbN
GALA

heartbreaks and intr@es of
the ‘Greats’ who built the HoUywood mystique.

1
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EDITION DU JOUR

leanning to\mrds blank verse. This
selection fmm the title poem is
typical:
Thoughts like plpermoke add your&e

Nearby

j&w

of corn.f%dd~ . .

His most successiul efforts, however,

are in the poems based on the death of
his daughter Lam (“After the autopsy”
and “Generations have looked”).
The second of the books, Jim
Iiomby’s Porn.% de ten.?: a” album of
poms, is, despite a puffing intmdua
tion by Goal; unbelievably weak.
Hornby is obviously a young writer,
and mast of his poems display a
strong immaturity in style and con:
tent. When faced witb such “poems” as
the following (and I quote in full):
Poem for the Masses
“us0,r~tioon
and,
quick poem for readers in a hurry
(
)
one is tempted to cry “Fraud!” These
m ~eitherclevernor witty. They merit
what? A sl+g of the shoulden?
For the record, most of Iiomby’s
poems are more than one-liners. But
they still lack a certain quality that
permits them to be capable of analysis
(i.e. rereading), without, unfortunately, a sense of lyricism to compeb
sate for such a lack. The opening of
‘Fire Moon Scapes” (a longish effort)
is illuminating:
the moon and you and 1 are two
and kno\v not who is v.ho
youa.remeorIamI...
Perhaps the question admits no
answer.
Though these two books seem to
get the venhlre off on the wrong foot,
the ostensible goals of the Square Deal
Press are noble. And, in fairness,
Homby and Cool both show promise;
each needs to get out of their current
“‘traps”- Good listening to hismasters’
voices, and Homby following themantgarde’s more limiting trends. There is

hope for the future. 0
JAN NICXAEL DYROPP is a poet
and teacher creative writins and Early
EngIN litcnlure at L&herd UniWSity.
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IXSCOTT

not continually straining, as some,
certainly are, with war-club adjectives,
. to knock your reading glasses off and
make you murmur in tense soliloquy,
“Eternal truths have been rev&d to
me through this man.”
Among Scott’s equipment is
THE DANCE IS ONE
sardonic humour (the cut?& chucklekind. not the j&smith clown’s); and
F.R. SCOiT
while not a confession poet, he does
lmxxd~and ad stewan
cloth $5.95: 95 ws.
not shrink from opening some aspects
of his personal life. As others have
,
r.smarked about him so many times, he .
reviewed by AI Rudy
has a keen sense of social criticism.
And urbanit)i, which is perhaps rare
AFTER ALL the accusations of literary
these days. As well, techniques and
putdowns in the reviews that have
craft,
an interesting mind, aspects or a
appeared in this journal, I wonder if
poet
who
is rarely monotonous.
I’m expected to do a hatchet job on
Of
course
I can’t prove any of these
Frank Scott? Or the opposite, in order
things
without
quoting the whole
that some kind of balance of pnise
book, in all its variety. And that’s
and putdown may be achieved? Well,
impossible. But I will make a positive
it would be hardly the point to rank
statement
about one of the poems,
hhn with Eliot, Yeats and Dylan
“On
hying
Goodbye to My Room in
Thomas. Scott is his own man arid, as
Chancellor
Day Hall.” It’s’ a good,
Milton Wilson said in the University of
good
poem,
and I’d love to have
Toronto Quarterly: “He’s one of the
written
it.
I
quote the fit verse,
few poets I could sit down and read at
which
absolutely
doesn’t prove my
any time and at any place.” I agree.
point
about
Scott?
It’s a pleasure to read him, and superRude and mu& men we inwdbrg
latives of praise or blame are unnecesmy 3nnctuay.
They are carting mvay ail my bookr
sary.
and pizpera
The essence of Scott’s literary
My picmres me stacked In ma ugiy
pik in the comet
credo is that he wants to be underThere Is mwvkr in my cnlhedml.
stood. At least that’s an important
i think: dear, dear; the poor boy,
point in his own mind. Years ago he
those rude and mu& men, it really is
asked me how I understood one of his
dreadful of them! The sheer desecra-,
poems called, “For Brian Priestman.” I
tion; I should live to see the day! And
didn’t understand his intent, therifore
he intended to change the poem’s sub- that litref to Eliot! And worse, the
title. Which surprised me - that a poet
whole thing sounds like an echo of should pay any attention at all to
John Glassco’s “The Burden of Junk.”
somebody else’s interpretation of his
But there are IO verses. Few
poems. But more than that, I learned
images, but some good metaphor, if
something: it isn’t shameful to be
one can separate the two. And you
understood nor is there necessarily a
know, the damn thing adds up, makes
loss of literary integrity. Before that
a poem, in fact makes one of the best
incident I had been writing private
poems I’ve read since the last time I
poems. Two weeks after their com- was too scornful of anybody. What I
position I had difficulty understan$ig
thought was a bad beginning (and I
them myself; 15 years later I can’t.
swear it is a hap beginning) is typical
Just below the top rank of poets
Scott, part of his stately idiosyncrasy,
are a great number not recognized as method, skill and subtlety. I might
being in these upper echelons. They’re
even thiti he anticipated a reader like
all over the place, in.any country you me, who would say exactly what I’ve
want to name: England has Larkin and said. And then double-crossed me.
Hughes, the U.S. Bly and Lowell. In
The Dance - has a lot of variety,
some ways I’d rather read Larkii,
including a sentimental love poem
Hughes, Bly, Lowell and Scott than (“Question”) that one hardly forgives
those with big literary reputations. in such a cynical worldly-wise public
Such poets, and Scott particularly, an
man as Scott. (What’s that bit fmm

_.:

Yeats: “A sixty-year-old smllll pubUc
man”? Well Scott was 94 last birthday.) The polnt is, he can change gears
and surprise you, and the surprise is
lie a douche of good rye whiskey.
Also included is the poemsequence, ‘%.e.tters from the Mackenzie River.” Oh migawd, I think not
another paean to our glorious U.S.exploited North. Well, it is - and it
isn’t. A kind of travel diary, without
the abiding curse of dullness connected to that term. And here again,
it’s difficult to quote. It’s the whole,
not the parts. But a man with a sense
of history wrote it, * man with !lne
command of stripped-down language.
The poem says “It’s a lonely life for
me now/I tried to get along with the
missus/But she made my life a
hell . . . ” If you thought Scott was
speaking with hls own voice you m$ht
say shit; but he’s quoting. After the
quote Scott himself says, “Outside the
Slave rolled on/Farther end farther
from home.” No hell, but a good
. . contrast. The poem-sequence ends
with a line about the big river: “In a
land so bleak and bare/a single plume
of smoke/is a scmll of history.”
And a bunch of translations. Some
I like, some I don’t. But lo either case,
I would bet my like or dislike is bec a u s e of the original author. not
Scott’s translation.
1 suppose that - like George Woodcock - I disllke and distrust polltlcians. In many ways Scott has always
been one of those. Others have written
poem after poem abour him Ike never
understood their reasons. nor felt the
least i&nation to rhapsodize the
man. Because what he writes himself is
far better than anything written about
him. Sure, along with his admiring
poem-writers, I adniire him too,
applaud things he has done. (Among
them: being at least partially msponsible for breaking Duplessis’ padlock
law: his writing and social philosophy
stroogly influencing the or&al CCP
credo. the Regina Manifesto . . . ) He is
the 98year-old smiling public man,
and seems to have been here forever.
But I don’t mean to make the guy
sound perfect, or even close to it. - a
strong danger in wrltll about a poet
you admire. Scott won’t “shake the
reader with storms of uncontrollable
emotion or intellectual insanity. or

_. .___._.~ _.-_ __ ._._~

anything like that. \Vhat he’wlll do ls
(Note: AI’Audy’r estaMlcr of I?R
Scott’s age are of course poetimi&
thatmrething,makeyoufeelllkehc
licentius. -Ed)
did when he wrote the poems. Not a
politllan’s craft or sullen art. Not
really. But the poems of a mao who
hm lived a long end fbll life; and communicated it admirably. Ruminating
Ameliaibu~h. Onl. howwer, b e
jealously, I say: What couldn’t I have .
ranges the gtch.
written if l’d lived a life iike that? But
I
It’s his. 0
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THE ORIGINAL edition

of this book
appeared in 1913 and it is something
of a mystery why anybody thought it
worth mvivlng. The key question asked by MscDougall is “Why ls rural
Ontario unable to keep the girls on the
farm?” as paiaplussad fmm the Globe
in 1911. Shortly titer that, a Presbyterlao minister a s k e d tbc s&e
questlon at Lake Couchtchtt: “Have
all our woma the vagrant heart?” Of
course, it wasn’t just .@e girls and
women who were heading for the
brighf lights. The boys and men were
departing even faster - and most Canadians were worried about the trend.
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The original publication of this . College in Montreal and served that
THB NBW CANADIAN LIBRARY
book was under the auspices of the
Church for the rest +is active lie. In .c.onrllu#edlront27
Board of Social Servhx and Evanspite of his .academic distinction .in
g&m of the Presbyterian Church of
English, he wrote in a formal, didactic
Lavry walk-. Lowry hlmwJf would
Canada. This sponsorship was not +
and totally uninspired way and
have anjoycd the irony and pexhsps
culated to impart a spirit of free
sprinkled his text with oddments of
wryly observed that the dinctional
&II to it hasbeen defaced.
inquiry to any social endaavour and
verse, at their worst doggerel, at their
MacDougaWs work is full of pulpit
best rising to Archibald Lampman.
adjuration and morallzing.
From the standpoint of its factual
Not that there was no problem. content, which is considerable, backed
Section A (Sight PasmSes)
up by an array,of statistics, the sources
Canada at that time was mainly rural,
and the moid deuletion of the countrv
of which are doubtIid, this book may
THE CANDIDATEMUST ANSWER
claim to be a necessary addition to the
QUESTIONS ONE (A) AND ONE
But that depiction has been gohistory of a period. There are’ slsn
W:
ing on steadily ever since without
some period .photographs, always
QUEST..OIi OiVE (A): Selecting any
hating cauJed any great social revoluinteresting, and in t&s instance one of.
fm of the passages given above, distion. Evolution, yes; but hardly
the. best features of the book.
cuss the critical methods of each critic
revolution. Tlie trouble then was much
On the whole, thouih, thii’seems
and exan&e his/her ability ‘to deal
the same as it is now: reaction against
an example of having strained rather
adequately with the subject matter in
the narrow confinements of rural life
too hard to produce ‘another example
the ridicidously limited space provided
- social, economic, personal.
of that abundant “Canadiana” that
by the publisher.
Beyond being %n interesting
our ‘publishers hati been turning out
QUESl?I;rOnr ONE (B): Defme ONE of
period piece,” as the publisher’s blurb
so enthusiastically since Centenary
puts it, Rum2 Life has very little
Year. This trend in itself is worthy, ’ thLfollowing:
(a) a “thiunping” beit.
significance. MacDougall himself,
and the appearance of an .occasional
(a) “a brazen nature-in its &igb~al
failure should not in any way blind us
although he graduated fmm McGiU~.
golden form.”
in philosophy and English (a gold
to the excellence of the crop.at large.
(c)$0.95.
.
.
medal), ended up at the Presbyterian
R.A. O’BRIEN

189 Church Street,
Toronto205,
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Slurick dMUed a silvery liquid which

Wild Geese.
Muisrths ostenso;

introduction: Carlyle King.
239 9gpg, $2.50.
Kkre Nests the Water Hen,

_~~~-_._....

)

hong in thnrds between the hairs of
his nosbi sod tbe bristles of his

moustache.. l2rk+cmrring in an,inti

cate network sod supplying hbo with

a

kind of diminotivs muzzle. fb~lb

meshed yet tough.
GabrieUe Roy;
Dickens would ha$e been jealous.
introduction: Gordon Roper.
Academic critics are forever going
16Opages,$195.
on about “the rural idyll” as among
The Tin Flute.
the most conspicuous genres in our
GabrJeUe Roy;
literature and, although the term has
introduction: Hugo McFhersg.
slways struck me as somehow sound274pages,$J.95.
ing more descriptive of a rate species
2’7~~ Cashier,
_of fowl than of any book Pve ever
Gabrielle Roy;
read, Where Nests the Water Hen is
Intmduction: WC. Lougheed.
certainly idyllic enough to fit the
217pages.SJ.95.
category. Not The Tin F&e or The
Gushier. thou&. Novels of the squalid,
WiM Geese, so the cover blurb inwretched city, the are both set in
sista, is “A brilliant study of human
cruelty and human love. Thii book ’ ,cynical Montreal where poverty,
anomie and fdth prevail. At the end of
achieves a new dimension in Canadian
both, one of the major characters dies
literature.” Oh.come on now In point
of cancer.
of fact, Wild Geese, though it won a
So morbidly realistic is The T&I
lucrative American literary prize in
Flute in its detailing of the ugly nature
1925, is awkwardly written, badly
of urban depression poverty, tbi as-a
structured and boring. If (as they
myopic, middle-class college student
should be) all the “new dimensions in
some years ago I detested the novel.
Canadian literature” were laid epd to
end, Wiki Geese would survive ohly as ’ Which speaks weJl for it. I have since
read it again on a couple of occasions
a single ruffled feather.
and have come to admire its power
Like It+%f Geese, GabrieUe Roy’s
and understand its rage. If only beWhere Nests the Water Hen is set in a
cause I was never made to study it,
p i o n e e r mid-Western farmins wmhowever, I prefer The @shier, the
mm&y. First published in 195 J as La
story pf a harried little man who canPetite PO& d’Euu, Ms. Roy’s joyful
not for long escape the cage of the
little novel is in its seventh NCL recity. For .book readers a particularly
print and should be placed on the
apposite passage;
reading list of every Can. Lit. course
by government edict. ‘Its heroine.
For I long while he. had thou&t
books of Dent aid to help you uoderLuzina Tousignant, uncomplicated and
staod. fiit yourself and then others.
uneducated as she may be, will win
Afier escqm into aavuitun. tbis.wu
your heart:
what he had asked of books: to be
&WI uptcssion by tba tint of
Luzina wanted to cry oat. Shs had
shifted the chubby baby from her
ri&t arm to her left; she pmssxl It to
her sbmly breast and prepared to ex- .
tend her free hmd toward the
teacher. she WII laughing, for emotion had that effect on Liuim~ The
mom she wils affected. tbe hnoier she
l a u g h e d . sod then the more she
laoaed. the less she mold control
her Iaoghter. Ml this elwoa, this
mfmement. tbis gmoious stmorphem
of life in the South which was today
bna%~ her island, all this, cob
eictii Lurim’S heal. impelled her
to il mrt Of mbost, contbmous chlckins.
Tlten,among the clutch of minor

characters, there is thb mercutial personage:
The mailman’s noge WY nmning
copiourly; his calauh had become sn
bad that, &mu and winter, Nick

Ipecording$
(Box

Four Kingston Poets in a
reading prepared for the
National Artg Centre
Tom Marshall

:ail FOX

Stuart Macliinno~
Davti Heh@

$4.00 6250 to suppliers)

icill Available fmm the Quarry Pm!
(Box 1081; Kingston, Ontario)
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nrhdt the critics say:

atqut Magic wmez

others; io the witten word he hrd
sought hborelf. But ones you have
set out ploog that’mad, you fii
odds nod ends, uorelatcd prpects of
yourself, everywhere.. Alexydn had
excerpted, numbered,’ nod &ssified
hundreds of articles. But there was
notknough here - there never would
be enough - to contrdo the vastm!S
enclosed in Akxaodre’s little IIf%
How elosive md s&tend was mm!
***

The Mountain

1061, King-n)

-7heWindsorSt8

and the Valleys

Ernest Buckler;
introduction: C!aude BisseJl.
302 pages, $2.50.

Douglas Barbour “talks and rinqr of th
land and tba back-m& and the SPPICI
betwa~n the cities.”

Judith Hearne,

-

Books in Canad

Brian Moore;,
introduction: John Stedmond.
185 pages, 51.75.

____-..__-_._
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In a review of J&zest Buckler, an
enthology of criticll of the author’s
three novels, that appeared in an
esrli,er issue of Bookr in clwrf?da. I
rhapsodlld at some length about T/i.?

Mountain and the V&y. I can only
concur once egein with Alden Now-

lan’s assessment that ‘To me, Ernest
Buckler’s The Nounti and the
Vullqy is not only the best novel yet
written by a Canadian, but one of the
great novels of the English language.;
If you haven’t read Theblountaiin and

the Valley, do.
Judith Hame was written by Brian

Moore in Montreal when he was en
mote fmm Ireland to the U.S. Judith
is a Belfast spinster with no real
friends unless you count the bottle.
This is a solid, udspectacular noveL
but it’s difficult to work up much
enthostssm about it.

The Edible Woman.
Margaret Atwood;
introduction: Alan Dawe.
281 pages, 52.75.
:
. Before I ever got around to reading
this one, I had mad the author’s later
novel, S&c&, and had been disappointed. A case, I am willing to eoncede, of being led to expect too much
by too many over-awed reviewers. And
when a young acquaintance had confided that many of the kids she knew
at the University of Torn& were
tmvetig the city in order to visit
each of the identltiable locales in The
Edible IVomr, m u c h as Joyceans
must make a pilgrimage to Dublin be
fore they die, I was by no means
suitably impressed. Since then, however, I have reed with considerable de
light Ms. Atwood’s tale of a young

working woman who fmds herself
identifying fkat with animsl tlesh &d
eventually with all other forms of
food, and I am even eontemplatig
ma&g a pllgrbmge to the bar atop
the Park Plaza Hotel. The Edible
Woman, amusing and moving by turns,
is one of my favorite Canadian novels.
Once begun. it’s lrreslstllle:
Fisher decided to stand up. perhaps
to gke rhetolicaI emphvis to his lart
words. To lift himself he placed his
hands on the card table. two OT
whose kgs jacknikd, sndii Fish’s
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plate slithexing into his lap. At that
mcment the chunk of meat which
Marim had just hurled was in mid&
It caught Duncan squarely in the side
of the head. then detk.cted, bounced
across the floor. and landed on a pile
of term-papers.
Trever, a small salad disb in either
hand. had stepped through the doorway just in time to witnerr both
event& His jaw dropped.
“At last I know what I real& want
to be.” Duncan said into the adderr
II! quiet mom. He was gazing szenely at the celling, a whitishgrey trace
of sauce in his hair. “An amoeba.”
:L f *

kad Shadows,
Marie-Claim Blais;
introductloir Nabn Rattan.
125 page*, Sl.50.

Swamp Angel.
Ethel Wilson;
introduction: Dmmond Pacey.
1 5 8 pages.Sl.95. .
Despite Nabn Rattan’s lucid introduction to MarieClaire Blsis’ novel, I
thbik that Mud Shedowe is simply
drivel, p&zfaction of the s,xumniest
kind:
ASthnrghastIPngarinihktrPgedy
which had started as a game, Pal&x
watched the geld cane disappear like
a maing swad, and ah, somelhiig
which no ona had yet noticed, Lanz’s
wig as it parted from his scalp. Meaover. saturated with blood. Lanz’s
f&z bead was fat@ apart
He was deccmp~ before he
died.

Now, in a satiric novel like Carrie&s
i&a Guerre, Y~J Sii!, such stuff can be
marvellously funny, but hem we are
meant to somehow take it seriously.
Excuse me briefly while-! consign my
review copy to the trashcan.
And now for a breath of West Coast
fresh air. A .“Swamp Angel,” so Ethel
Wilson informs us, is a small revolver;
and such a potentially destructive
o b j e c t fsures signiflcsntly in h e r
novel. “Swamp Angel” also serves to
dcscnbe Maggie Vardoe, t h e serene
and capable protagonist, who walks
away from an unhappy second marriage to establish herself as an employee of a fwhlng lodge at Three
Loon I.&e in the northern interior of
Btitlsh Columbia.
A no-+! well worth reading.
.

*t*

More Joy in Heaven,

Morley Callaghan;
intmduttion: Hugh McPherson.
160 pages, $1.75.

Such Is My Beloved.
Morley Callaghan;
introduction: Ma&n Ross.
144 page*, 51.50.
They Shall Inh&t the Barth,
Morley Callsghan;
introduction: F.W. Watt.
255 pages, $1.95.
Theie is a story of Morley Callagban’s, “Luke Baldwin’s Vow,” that I
was made to read in hlgh school and
that had d/sposed me against Callaghan
ever sin&Nor am I alone @ this reaction. A friend, the head of a highschool English department, absolutely
refuses to mad Callaghan for the same’
reason, even when I assure him that
Such Is My Beloved and They ShaU
Inherit the Eerth both deserve his
attention. No student of his is going to
have to study ‘Luke Baldwin’s Vow.”
Certain works of fiction should be
experienced during partiii stages of
your life in order that you can respond
most directly to them. Yoi~tb, unbnpressed by nuance, subtlety, order, is
not the best stage for enmunteriog
Call&an’s 1930s novels.
Such Is My Belo@ and lky Shall
Inhertt the Earth appeared respectively
in 1934 and 1935,More Joy in Heaven
in 1937. More Joy in Heaven is for me.
the least successful of the lot, although
the story of bank robber Ktp Caley’s
release from prison end the events that ,
lead to his vi&id death a short tbne
later is generally regarded as one of
Callaghan’s most effective. Such IsMy
z
Beloved, remunted with suitable sim,
plicity of style, tells of’ a young
C&hoItc priest, Father Dowling, and
2
his attempt to befriend a-couple pf enrepentant. down-end-out prostitutes.
Such misplaced mncem must be discooraged by Dowlmg’s superiors, and
by novel’s knd he fmds himself in’s
mental home,.writing a mmmentary
on the song of songs

They Shall Inherit the E&h is the

mast ambitious of the three and pm-

vides an almost panoramic view of life
in the hunw 1930s. Set in a city
much ltke Toronto, it introduces the
reader to rich men,’ poor me& radicals
and mints, all trying to mpe with the
disaster of their days. Them is much
here that is profound:
“It’s Ytonishiig:’ he mtd. “I know
why men de.libexately ruffer. They
say mtTerin.q dm men ta God.

.

: _-_. _ ._ _.... _::: _.__. __ . .
Maybe it does. only I think it Walk
W, ,ike this. God becmner a,“am Of
us when we mffer. That’s why it may
bs @od [or us to s”ffer. OthenVi=
we may be for@ten We have to remind God that we exert IKWz arffer,
Gad gets interested in “I and has
compassion and maybe we are con-’
soled. SuEer and you have a chanffi
offiiingGcd...”

Obviously, my departmbut-head friend
should give CaUaghan another try.
LQ1
Sara11 Binks.
Paul Hiebert;

_I.-.

ptiate term in this context, lidies) is
merely bemusiug. Rtchler’s The In.
&~pamble Atuk is somewhat less
humorous than the Bob Dylan song
about that other Eskhno, “The Mighty
t&ii.” Samuel Marchbankf Almanack is a sslmagundi of arcane considerations and tdiosyncratic meauderings that, if read in a leisurely
fashion dver a period of several weeks:
is mat entertaining.
,

I

people of my temp.%ament. in ihe

intmduction: A. Licyd Wheeler.
155 pages, s1.50.
The Incotnpamble Atuk,
Mordeeai Richler;
introduction: Malcolm ROSS.
178 pages, $195.

Samuel Marchbanks’ Almanack,
Robertson Davies;
introduction: Gordon Roper.
206 pages, 52.35.
AS beauty is in the aye of the beholder, 80 humour is in the funuybone. There are bits and pieces of
Sara/z Bit& (“a s&id gem for the
world’s storehouse of comedy masterpieces: according to some laughstarved soul at the Vancouver Sun),
that are tmly funny. For the most
part, though, this biography of a
bath&c Prairie poetess (the ,appm-

FOR SCHOOL,

.__A - -

days of the first Que.?” Elizabeth.
quite often bad a skull on tbeii desk%
occasklnaIly, for added effecf ihe
skull had a bone stuck in itsjaws.
Thi object was called a ‘Wsmento
mori” and its purport was to keep its
‘~\yner remlnded of lhe fact that he
too, would die. But the modem
memento mini is the knranee agent.
witi’hir pencIla. and whennnr I sEl)
one I matter thmqh the General
conretin, just in case.
***

ln his introduction to A Vofca
From ihe Attic. Robert Cockbum de
&ms that “one would be hard pressed
to fmd a mom entertaining miscellany
‘than is contained here:. I can only
heartily second the motion aud suggest
that David ‘book about the world of
books is one of the New Cydlan
Library’s best offerings.
Of Mordecai Ricbler’s novels, even
iucluding Sr. Urbain’s Horae*cns his
most recent. I have the highest regard
for 7% ApprentleeJIrlp of Dud&’
Kmvitz, his portrait of the con artist as
a young man. Se+ in Montreal’s Jewish
ghetto and io the Laurentian% it
details the ambitious protagonist’s
career from wiseguy schoolboy to bigtime operator, along the way pmvidh%
some of &nadian fmtion’s most Vivid
dialogue:

A Voice From the Attic.
Robertson Davies;
introduction: Robert Cockbum.
370 pages; $2.95.
Son of a smaller Hero,
Mordexai Richler;
introduction: George Woodcock.
206 pages, $1.75.
T%e Apprenticeship of
Dud& Kravitz.
Mordecai Richler;
introduction: Allan Bevan. 1
320 pages. $2.35.

“You’m me kid, Duddy, smna kid,
but tbir much you ought to know. If
you evu do an@bx.to hurt your
gmndMw.r Ill bmealc every bone in
your body begbmii wiih tbe Iittlo
i%lgIS:
Son of a Smaller Hem, set in the

_

same Montreal milieu, does not have
a central character as fascinating as
Duddy Kravitz. so is not nearly as
suwessful. Yet, written a few years
before Duddy Kmitz, Son could be
considered fathef to the mau.
*c+’

,
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DISCOVER

Watch for these and other titles at good bookstores: everywhere.
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